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ABSTRACT
To report on the Conference on Values in the

Community Colleges, it was decided to publish the major portions of
the tape-recorded proceedings verbatim, with few excisions. The theme
of the conference was "The Community College in Social Revolution:
Purposes and Priorities for the Seventies." The speeches followed by
audience discussion were: "The Legal Status of Religious and Values
Efforts on Public Communtiy College Campuses," by David W. Louisell;
"Purposes and Priorities for the Seventies," by Gerald H. Kennedy;
"Dilemmas of the NOW Generation," by Marvin Freedman; "Aspirations of
Minority Cultures," by Norval L. Smith; "The Wright Institute
Training Program of August and September, 1969," by Dr. Gerald D.
Cresci; "American Indians," by David Risling; "Black Aspirations,
Goals, and Values," by Joel O. Reid; "Mexican-Americans," by Amado
Reynoso; "As Minority Students See Things," by a student panel;
"Campus Unrest: Confrontation or Communication," by William H.
Orrick, Jr.; "The Emerging Role of the Church in the Community
College," by William Hallman; 6How We See It," by three campus
ministers, Mary Alice Grier, Gary Timmons, Barry F. Cavaghan; and
"The Present and Future Roles of Junior Colleges in the Realm of
Emergent Values," by a faculty panel. (MJK)
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On January 24, 1970, the'Califernia Junior College Association's

Committee on values in Higher Education sponsored a values conference at

the Asilomar Conference Grounds, Pacific Grove, California, for student,

teacher, administrator, and trustee representatives of all California's

public junior colleges The theme of the conference was "The Community .

College in Social Revolution: Purposes and Priorities for the Seventies "

Approximately 20 persons attended the conference, of whom about 50 were

students

Tc report such a conference by writing about it would be to omit,

mis-interpret, and over- or under-emphasize important matters To report

the proceedings verbatim the entire proceedings were taped and have been

transcribed down to the last ah--Would be to include a rivet deal of

unnecessary, useless, and distracting material false starts, repetitions,

fillers, apologies, pointless asides, introducticns, and matters pertaining

to the mechanics of the conference Hence the editor has chosen to

_eliminate all introductions, social pleasantries, and commentaries by

chairmen; all announcements and transitions; and as much of the chaff

as possible from the question-and-answer sessions At the same time the

editor has ineluded many of the incoherencies, irrelevancies, and non

se altars that are normally a part of informal discourse included

sometimes because he could not be sure what the speaker meant and wanted

to leave it to the reader to interpret for himself, usually because he

wanted to preserve the spirit and mood of the occasion It should be

added that the condensed version of the audience-participation parts of

the conference hardly suggests the resistance offered by some students to

following through with the conference program as planned; the resentment

of some because of the formal addresses; the desire of some for more free

discussion, "rap sessions"; and the dissatisfaction of some because of

lack of student participation in planning the conference

In the report that follows the editor has folicwed the conference

outline, session by session He has included the main addresses in their

entirety, with all the significant questions and answers that followed

them Also he has inciuded the reports, panels, and symposiums, with the

relevant parts of audience participation that accompanied them

As one wou:d expect, the verbatim reporting cf the unpremeditated

spoken word wili o:ten be highly informal and colloquial This report

is verbatim except for excisions, as indicated above, and the elimination

of most grammatiea. errors, especially those that were gross or distracting

H Sheller, Editor
Member of C J C.A Committee on Values

in Higher Education
President Emeritus of Fullerton Junior

Col.ege

t
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INTRODUCTION BEST CM 1011,11811,

We proposed in this conference to explore values for today and
examine how they fit into community_college_life, -There is nothing
out of date about this Values choices are all around us and the
quulity cf life-is determ3ned by choices made by persons, groups, and
nationss. An example was the March 10, 1967, issue of Life Magazine,
a memorial issue to its editor, Henry R Luce, depicting lie values
by which he lived. Now, at least in regard to law and order, a dif-
ferent set of values is in evidence today by students and others who
take their causes to the streets in violent protests and demonstrations.

A much differen' set of values was shown by other young people, a
quarter of a million strong about a month ar, who thronged to hear
the sensual music of rock '114 loll bands at a race track near Tracy,

California There the traffic ;;am they caused for miles along Highway
SO, their disregard for farmers' property rights, their over-indulgence
and drug abusethese represent vastly different sets of values, but
ones chosen nevertheless. The various types of hippies today make use

of other sets of values

The State Department of Eduration, fearing moral laxity or lack
of proper direction in our schools, recently aAted a committee headod
by Dr. Edward Klotz to prov:de guidelines for. morality. Its report

was rejected, and another committee, headed by the Reverend Donn Moomaw,
was. directed to provlde other guidelines based upon good citizenship
without the religious overtones which made the first report unaccept-
able to the State Board of Educat:on Thus, the value choices of people,
their life styles, and the extent to which such matters are a proper
subject of discussion in public schools are an ever-present and ourront
problem.

Value ,Th3ices constantly surround Us and we in the junior colleges
should assist students in making their= the wisest possible, should
confront faculty and students with the educational ent-101ment beyond
subject matter, should train students n e-aluating and choosing the
most desir,ble values In short, instruct .ns shnuld guide students in
"hovto make a 1.1fe as wel1 as haw to make a living

The importance of the task is ! ,dicated by the fact that the

200,000 fullt)me ard %00.00C part-time tudents of California junior
colleges outnumber twc to one those of the Cal.frnia State Colleges
and University System combined

Some cf the landmarks ^f the Values Committee of the California
Junior College As=ociation are as follows

1 A statewide faculty conference at 'he University of California
at Davis in 1958 on Moral and Spiritual Values Dr Clarence Shedd,

formerl:. of Ya'e University had visited many :ampusei promoting this
conference; the Hazcn Foundati.n paid the expens,es of there who attended;
and follow-up efforts were maintained w.to the as.istance of 'he staff
of the Pacific, School of Religicr. This resulted tr. values committees
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-on Moil' than hall the ,iuni.or. college campuses in California,

2 The fostering of speakers on values subjects at California
Junior CollegeMsociation conventions with roue using such themes
for their entire cmference.

3. Statewide telecasting of our 30minute color film discussion
between Dr Houston Smith of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and Dr Victor Frankl of the University of Vienna on Values Dimensions
of Iushing___ Subsequent use has been by junior colleges, securing

111m from Fullerton Junior College, to promote discussions on this subject.

4 In t965, providing every full-time California junior college
teacher with a phamphlet, Exploring Values, to challenge his thinking
along these linesanother part of the Values Dimensions project

5 In the same ef:lrt, enceuraging twenty-three teachers in fields
ranging from art to zoology to write essays on how values result from
their teaching of their particular disr.ipline and compiling these for
statewide distribution to junior college libraries,

6. Supplying a booklet of significant values quotations called,
Toward a larger learning, to all local committees and their libraries.

7. Making avai.able to all Values Committees and their libraries
a survey called, Rel:4m and Western Values, which revealed that more
than thirty-five California TurliZFEEIThiirteach elective courses in
ethics, philosophy, and'or religion Included in the publication was a
statement of basis for teeching such courses in college and sample
syllabuses of courses with bibliographies for use by other public junior

colleges

8 Until March 1967, semiannual distribution to all junior college
Values Committee members and their libraries of copies of Intercommunication
a mimeographed publisativi describing values projects then in progress on
various junior college campuses to stimulate values activity elsewhere
It was .!,.rst edited by Mr,. Louise Stoltenberg of the Pacific School of
Religion, secretary to the Davis Conference, and was continued as long
as graduate assistance at the Pacific School of Religion could be made
available to edit and pub:Ish it

9 Representation of the California Junior College Association at
the University of California cenern a' :onference at Santa Barbara in
February, 1968, on the Study of Religion in California Higher Uducation,
with the junior colleges providing about half of the ISO conferees There
it became clear that the purpose of the ;uni-,r colleges in teaching
religion, ethics, and philosophy courset was to provide enrichment and
challenge, whereas the purpnse rf the fouryear colleges was to develop
religion majors, persons vg.rking to%ard graduate degrees in religion 0
staff their own scho:s in these inrreasingly popular courses

Also, the California Junior College Association Committee on Values
in Higher Edv.ation had noffic,a1 representation at 'he Asilomar Conference
back in February, 1966, sponsored by the United Ministries in Higher



Education and other groups.

10. Unable to secure foundation money to launch a $53,000, two-
year project on combating depersonalization in California junior colleges,_
the Committee turned over to Dr. Charles McCoy. of the Pacific School of
Religion and Dr. Nevitt Sanford, of Stanford University, its proposal,
which these men attempted to expand into their "Total Climates of
Learning" endeavors.

11. With the Graduate Theological Union and the United Ministries
in Higher Education, the Committee co-sponsored in the summer of 1969 a
three-week seminar in Berkley under the direction of Dr. McCoy. The
theme was "The Community College and Emerging Life Styles." Outstanding

speakers, field visits to Bay area sociological hot spots, and much
discussion earned the seminar most worthwhile ratings.

12. The Values Committee members increasingly felt that a repetition
of the 1958 Davis Conference was in order. The California Junior
College Association's Student Personnel Committee, to which the Values
Committee is responsible, enthusiastically approved the conference and
secured authorization from the Association's Board of Directors. The
1958 Davis conference was attended by teachers, administrators, and
observers from religious organizations. Those attending the 1970
conference included fifty administrators, ten trustees, sixty faculty,
sixty students, and about fifteen campus ministers and other churchmen.
In the conference, there were those who governed, those who administered,
those who taught, those who were actively learning, and those whose
council in values matters supplemented the counseling in California's
far-flung junior college system. The 1970 Conference is recorded in this

volume.

Ellsworth R. Briggs, Chairman
C.J.C.A. Committee on Values in Higher education
Vice President, Instruction, College of
the Redwoods

VIII
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the First Amendment was ratified Massachusetts c.7ntinued an establ:shment.-

L14;i103

Thus the provision hietcrically was to guarantee the states against
a federal encroachment upon their own religious establishments and their
own religious preferences and practices There was ;:ertainly, therefore,
nothing anti-reiigious in the concept of the First Amendment As a matter
of fact, when me considers the time cf its formulatien and remembers that
the last Congress under the Articles ef Confederation had passed The famous
Northwest Oldlnanee 1787 with its provision that religion; morality, and
knowledge are )ndisperisable tc, a tree pe4le and thsref:,re the means of
education shouid he torever encouraged when one c;:nsiders the Northwest
Ordinance and that expression, he would certa.'y have to have poor sense
of history tc see .n the First Amendment any Intention of hostility toward
religion

We pass then quickly over this Cementary American history to note
that when st,Itte pub.ic higher educational instturtions began TO come into
being, basically they paralleled the privat'- institutions of the day- -
Harvard, Yale, Princeton, which of course proceeded from religious con-
viction, a religious commitment; and we had, indeed, a continuation cf the
close orientation of higher education to ,t..ablished religion fcr many

years In fact :ometime!: it might surprie us tz recall today that at
least until the i890's compulsory attendance at chapel ha; often obligatory
in the state universities throughout the United States

It was during this period. not as a First Amendment case, but as an
expression cf attitude of 'he Court in an 'mmigraticn case That it
was said in Chuteh_of the Holy Trinity United States, 143 U S 457,

471 (1892), "thoi a Chrl-t:an nation "

Then we come to the next epoch, which, f:1:ghly, Y Think, can be
termed a period of secuiarizat:)n or Amer.:an publ,: higher education,
the secular::ation being, as I :4,e, ,t, to a degree d furion Di the war,
to put it bluntly, between ...Jenze and religion The Huxley-Darwin
viewpoint, for exampe, wias _once: tied of as es!-ert:A.iy :nconsistent with

revealed rel.g.:n And ptrhaps, at in part, a provision of our own

California Const.;.6tion of 18-9, Arti,:.ie IX, Se,Tlon 8. 1- a reflection of

this; the fizoon read Thus. "Urr,ezmity be entirely independent

of all political ur se.tarian intluen:t And kept fv- therefrom in the

appointment of it.' regents and .n *re admi-nistratin f it- aird.rs "

Then we c.cdme t, what I ,all the rn::dern era when the First Amendment

itself and -Congress sha:; make law respc:Aing an

establishment of rei.gior, prohlh.ting the tree. exec.. -e thereof -

began to re,eiv. specific interpretdrin. con.,tructi,n, aid elucidation by
the Uni!ed Stat('- Ccui- "Thi I, a m:lcrp At-:,ei-pment

P.,r example, in L(:).5 in The weii.knon .a se Meyt11.25 N(.0raaka, 262 U S

390, which in...:1%ed the ;vg.timd..> et -attempt .3 ptohibit the

teaching in c.ementar; and high -Ln.Jts of foreign ;at)g,,ages- and that was

held unconstitutilui trie Court had .i4iJn to point out that the
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______guarantee of freedom of religion in the First Amendment also applicable

to the states.--

You all know, I take it, that the adeption of the Fourteenth Amendment

in 1868, following the Civil War, with its fundamental guarantees

process of law and equal protection et the: law against all the state: ef

the Union, has occasioned d continuing. zonstitutional struggle as te

far it forces the states to allide by the provisions of the Bill of sights,

which originally, of course was only applicable, as 1 pointed out, aguirist

the federal government.

In 1925, thee, we have to.ot :11though the

Amendment speaks unly torn: of ('ongresF, that is the federal gir
the provision of the (*test Anendmew. on free ey!,rcio of religion

applicable against the states '.%! reason of the l'eerteenth Amendment .ee.'

against all the subdiviion.i of eite government An6 :n Centwel)

Connecticut, 310 3, 29u (1910::, the saw o the estab'i.:laent

clause. But there's one thing we mu it be cai ful to note: and lt

despite the high degree of nationali:ation in thi ar:.a, as in ,o mdny

other areas of American life, parti..u.arly since World War II, it ji rerfectly

possible for. a state provision to march or even exceed the First Amt neents!!

provision respecting non-cstablshmew. of religion, providd only the!

the state provision doesn't violate the First Amendmenrs guarantee e:

exercise of rollgion and a history of thoir interpretatT.on, Which he fl'

now briefly review. I think we will show that one .,,ight almost z.licopi.uali--

two horns of a dilelma: no c<Itabl:shment of re;igion, no p:.0h11)Ition

its free exercie.e; and the pros of reconciling tho-e great prov:sior.

really been at the heart of the interpretation of the rrligion pqrt o" he

First Amendment. But also note our own California Con,=tittional pro1 :40.

which prohibits public giant.:; 11 aid of a religious seer, church. (reeci,

or sectarian pueposowhatever rn ;)' be a sectarian purpose, particulari:

in a modern context Note that that is a much mere ,.:recifio provi : ;ion ;11411

the First Amendment provi :ioa 4..1:n;;t an establishment of religion.

I would like to caution you also at this t:me, 1LiCiles and gentler.-`,

against an undue ::mplification fit 1-1J. prob!em We are in a con,t;::efial.a,

area where there are many div,.;:01.s o' the pr:blem under the Virir

and, of course, the prob've nerre :5 t',0 !;u:,,,,ptiblr: of arou:i.eg

feeling--heat te'ller than I 1, important

exact problem that art. intere1.ed in ...ompar-a with some of.hei

and related, but neverth::05,, for our present pucpoFes only peripholai

problems. For example, in additLoa to our prohim of ,any

religion in public edu.:ation. have SepAVdtC pvoi,lem f a:d

religious schools, or to the of relig:ous and the I-Jht.m e:

tax exemption !'or institutioe.; and acitvit,...e, At th.s tiy e4rm

the United States Supreme. Couet ha.-; a ease of tha! n:t.,;:c yet o,

Walz V3 4X Cnr.M.:Slen, 39- D S. 1,61

property tax ci;or,!: tor u!'cd foe -e111,1.1:.; A
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There is also the problem of the status of conscientious objectors in
relation to the draft act. All the: c= peoblene, of course, bear upon our

immediate problem; but p.m.:Ise atuJ.1ysts is Aetieted byebelng specific.as._

to what exactly is being fo4.used upon at the moment

Now let's go over briefly what the Supreme Court has done, that is

the United States Supreme Court, in this area, both of non-establishment

of religion and of free exercise of religion since it first recognized that

the First Amendment binds not only the iederal Government, but equally, by

reason of the Fourteenth Amendment, binds the states and all local subdivisions

of Government.

In 1925 came a famous case, Pierce ye. the Society of Sisters, 268 U.S.

S10, where Oregon in effect had tried to abolish privateand parochial schools.

The Court held that requiring all children between the ages of eight and

sixteen years to attend the public schools unconstitutionally interferred

with the liberty of parents to dire.t the upbringing and education of their

children. This case is primarily a parental ease, but is often

thought of as protective of religious rights In that its result was to

permit continuation of religious Aehools. Then came the question of the

legality of the state coercing a flag salut:1 against 'he religiously predicated

conscience of a dissenting child who didn't ant to make the salute because

it was alleged to be in violation of the child's religious convictions. That

case was West Virginia Board of Education vs Barnette, 319 U.S. 624 (1943),

in the midst -02 World War I I, when the warissue was still far from decided;

and I think it is a tribute to the basic libertarianism of this country that

we could do this during World Viir II. When the Normandy landings hadn't yet

been made the Court reversed a p,evious holding that said that the flag salute

was a legitimate requirement of the state and held that it was unconstitutional

as violative of the religiously predicated conscience of the student. When that

question first came to the Supreme Court and wen': the other way, there was only

one voice in dissent, that of Justice Stone; so it shows that to stand up

for principle, even in the faee of an overwhelmieg contrary consensus, may

ultinately be the basis of a successful rea:izat.ori of constitutional right.

Then came a case that aroused tremendous iverest, 'hat of Everson vs Board

of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947), involving the right of New Jersey to compensate

parochial school parents for b. trar,,poltation Of couree, this only indirectly

involved today's problem; but the language of the Court, if not its holding,

is significant. It said neither, a sate npr !hr. Federal Government can pass

laws which aid one religion, aid ill religirm_ of pref..ir one religion over

another. I assume no one woLid take iiith the fa:A there z.an be no

prefermeilt of one denomination otter another But the notion, in relation to

the history of the country, that government could do nothing in aid of religion

itself, came as a startling declaration to many students of American society,

and many predicted that that exact formulation ouid not endure forever.

Next came the case that perhaps the high-water mark in the history

of establishment-of-religion tninking; name:~, McC.J.Ium Board of Education,

338 U.S. 203 (1948). There the Court held -hat voluntary religious instruction--
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-voluntary at least in the sense that the parents or child could either elect

-it or refuse it, but it was en public school premises- -was an unconstitutional

-establishment of religion because it aided religion, I felt at the time that

--some qualification of this viewpoint was inevitable, and a few years later, in

1952, came Zorach vs Clauson, 343 U.S 306. Aso a religion instruction case --

-but this time under a released-time program off the public school premises--it

was upheld by a divided court And in writing for the Court, Justice Douglas

pronounced the oft-quoted words, "We are a religious people whose institution

pre-supposed a Supreme Being."

But then in 1962 came the New York Regents Prayer case, ,Engel,vs. Vitale,

370 U.S. 421 This case bethered me considerably because the courts of New York

had upheld this prayer on the grounds that it was purely voluntary: the child

could even be excused nom the room, and there was, at least according to the

findings of the New York court, no :*.2mpuision to participate unless, of course,

mere presence of young children under such circumstances is psychological

coercion The prayer was a very simple ore: "Almighty God, we acknowledge our

dependence on Thee and we beg Thy blessings upon ourselves, our parents, our

teachers, and our friends," or words to that effect But the court held this

was unconstitutional on the theory that it was an establishment of religion,

because it aided religion

Next came the Lord's Prayer and Bible reading case in 1963, Abington School

District vs Schempp, 374 U S 203. in which those practices were held unconsti-

tutional A number of opinions were written in this case; and some of them--all

of them really--are very relevant to the precise problem that we have before us,

because a number of the ytitices went out of their way to make it clear that

the teaching of religion, that is the teaching about religion, the intelligent

conveying of religious knowledge, is quite a different thing from religious

practices and devotion.

Finally, just a term or two ago in 1968, came the case from New York,

Board of Education vs Alien, 392 U S. 236, where the Supreme Court held that-

the furnishing of a secuiar text to students at a religious school was not an

impermissable establishment of religion because the texts, in the philosophy of

the majority of the justices, we:e not furnished to the school but to the pupils,

to the students. But there were neveral very.vigorous dissents in that case- -

one by Justice Douglas, one by .Justice Bia;.k

Well, why this bref resume of the Supreme Court's thinking about the First

Amendment'? Obviously, not all the ca:ten !'),e, referred to are directly pertinent

from a logical vlzwpoint TO OU: immediate problem, although several of them that

1As this is printed, se,:eral mire cases Involving public aid to non-public

schools or pupils are befoc the Supreme Court
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aren't so pertinent as a matter of their precise holding, are pertinent in some
of the language. One thing that I think we can be quite dogmatic about is that
it is erroneous--and I think more and more people recognize this now--automatically
to equate the problem of religion in the primary and secondary schools with the
problem in the area of higher education.. In the only case in this area so far
that directly involved higher education, Hamilton vs. Regents, of the University,
293 U.S. 245 (1934), the Court held that a compulsory ROTC'program was not
unconstitutional as violative of the religious consciences of those who protested
the training, and the basic rationale of the Court was that university attendance
was not obligatory but freely chosen. But even more important, at least under
current circumstances, it seems to me, are the underlying realities of higher
education in relation to elementary education: the whole problem of inquiry,
intellectual inquiry, as contrasted with indoctrination, and the matter of option,
a choice of the courses, as opposed to compulsory subJects.

I want to come back to this, but let me just mention at the moment that it
seems to me that increasingly there is at least indirect recognition that the
community college is entitled, so far as the First Amendment is concerned, to
the status of higher education. Recognition of maturity at eighteen years of age
more and more is reflected in the ethos of the day. Just this month the United
Kingdom's legislation permitting the vote to those of eighteen years goes irro

effect. Several of. our state!; have already done so.1

I cannot see, philosophically speaking, any basis for a rigid refusal to
acknowledge that the community college is a part of our higher education, certainly
for First Amendment purposes.

Now I would like to enter areas where you will recognize that the "Common
Sense" notion of being able to pronounce "yes" or "no" answers is often a false
notion. There are areas that we are coming to where there is not the clean, neat
deliniation that you would like. There are areas where there are shadings, and
therefore one often cannot predict with the certainty that you would like, what
a court would rule I think the fundamental thing for you people to realize is
that we're dealing with constitutional concerts here that are not mathematically
certain, like the guarantee that each state shall have two senators. We're not

even in an area where the historical test is the exclusive or the primary test.
For example, the guarantee of the right to trial by jury under the Seventh amendment
is primarily an historical matter. What did the right to trial by jury mean when

the Seventh was adopted in 1791! We're dealing with concepts that are in part the
function of the moral commitment of the people, the basic philosophy of our people.
Look at the difference between the cases on desegregation of a generation or more

ago, for example, when the separate-hut-equal doctrine held sway, and Brown vs.
Board of Education, 347 U S. 483 We must be frank in our intellectual
analysis and acknowledge that due process of law, to a high degree, is a function
of the moral commitment, the underlying philosophy of the generation that is
applying the guarantee of due process of law.

1
As this goes to press, the Federal Constitutional Amendment providing for

the right to vote at eighteen, has been ratified.
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Now as for your legal competence, from any constitutional viewpoint, to

teach in the area of moral value, I don't see why there is any hesitancy any

longer I take it there is no serious problem. The law is certainly realistic

enough to know the urgent needs of the dayto know that the community college,

as I believe Or Briggs has already pointed out, has more than twice the

enrollment of the four-year colleges and universities in California, and the

same basic concern with values. Just the other day, I heard a comment from a

New York Psychiatrist, "What's all this talk about sex education in our schools?"

Certainly, no competent educator is going to take the position that discussion

should be strictly a biological elucidation in the area of sex education

Certainly, recourse to the theologies of sex is as legitimate for the consideration

of values as the recourse to scientific learning. Both may progress or change

from age to age in particulars Certainly, the religious sources of values

cannot be preclikied. Look at the logical predicament in which such a position

would put us

Not many years ago, the Supreme Court decided a case, Torc.aso vs. Watkins,

(1961), which held that it was unconstitutional, as a violation of TRe iMETTshment

clause, for Maryland to require of its notaries a public profession cf belief in

God - -that the requirement was establishment of theistic religion as against non-

theism I take no issue with the holding in that case; but the Court went on to

equate, so far as I can see for all practical purposes, belief-in-God religions,

theism, with non-theism. Well, if it is unconstitutional to establish any one

type of religion like theistic religion, presumably, it's equally unconstitutional

to establish or prefer non-theistic religion

7

Just a few years later, the Court had this dilemma in Sherbert vs Verner,

374 U S 398 (1963) A person who lived by Saturday as the Sabbath and therefore

refused to work on Saturday was denied unemployment compensation Her position

was, I cannot work on Saturday, be:ause it's a %iolation cf my religion and the

Supreme Court agreed that the State could not condition unempl:.yment benefits

upon a requirement of working on a day when one's religiously predicated conscience

prevented that--one of the great landmarks in the free-exerciseof-religion

provision of the First Amendment.

Isn't it apparent, ladies and gentlemen, that to preclude recourse to

religious sources of value is not only riot a requirement of the non-establishment

clause On the contrary, the right to have recourse to such values is really a

part of the guarantee cf the free exercise of reilgior You know one can get

very extremist, and therefore non-sensical, about carrying the nonestablishment

clause to a point where it would absolutely be inimical to the free exercise of

religion

Not long after the McCollum case, for example, some people maintained that

it would be wrong to permit a religious denomination to have its meeting in a

public park on the ground that the public was thereby aiding religlon But short

shrift of that foolishness, al my opinion, was made when the issue arose in

Wisconsin, where the court pointed out that this kind of an interpretation would

be actually at odds witch religion It would be irmlcd; to religion and, therefore,

to the free-exercise provision of the First Amendment
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I might else mention that tint d few yo,,r, :41..J. in 196, in deciding the

conscientious obje:tor cage, United States vs Seek, 380 U S 1634 and in

holding that belief :n the orthodo7nalion of a personal God was not a condition
precedent of a right to claim religions: exemption, the Court again in effect

equated theistic with ncn theistic religion, ter first Amendment purposes; and

therefore, if one is to sav 'hat because a talue 16 rioted in religion, recourse
cannot be had to that sort flf value, e would oe educationally helpless or

necessarily r.;mmited t;) non-religion or even anti .religion

Ladies and gentlemen, we are in an area where it is your expertise, not
strictly the lawyers', that is tl:e relevae, expertise What you determine

to do educationally as reasonable, Lair m,nded, ob'ectie scholars and teachers

I would have no fear of defending; certainly against the First Amendment and
even against Cal.fornia's more rigid notions of establishment of religion

Several years age, one cf 1'0 :::.;.,ague, and ! wrote a piece that was

published in the California Le kevteA; en'ts.ed, "Religion; Theology, and

Public Higher Education " We tried t, be very .omprehersivel obvictive, and

thoroueh. We surveyed the picture roc the Uniersity, for the State colleges,

for the community colleges, b.;th qe federal and state legal provisions;

and we ended with the :on:/usions that the problem of the place of theology

in the University has to be faced The dialogue of an intellectual community

is not complete whthout the participattor .!tf theology We cannot afford to

leave its voice inderintel) muted, or to heal it, at most, only tangentially

and indirectly

Ideally, this discipline, overtly and re:thrightly, should resume its

historic university or college tole Is the Ideal pre:luded for the public

university or college by constitutional or other legal criteria? And we reached

the definite answer, "No. is not precluded " *he real problem is with you

people to produce the right kind of pr4c4mi and 'he law, I am confident, will

support it

Just look at what we have proposed at Berkeley now, after quite a period
of basic thinking about it Of course, you know that the University of California

at Santa Barbara has its own department cif We haven't gone that far at

Berkeley, but we a:e proposng a ma;Lr program in religion This is not yet in

the public dcmain, so to opak I mean :t ha'r't been published It still has

to be approved, but has gone far, i in :'arc', in acceptance One program would

be of Buddhist studie,, of Christian soud.c,, one of anthropological and

sociologicai studies Note the detail of the prop4sed program of Christian study- -

prescribed courses. The New Testament and the Lariy Church, The Old Testament

and Chri,tianity, The Latin. Fatheii, Byzanttn.: 1.terature, European Culture in

the Middle Ages, Christian In,t.tutioni of the Midthe Ages. The Development of

Christian Moral Rules. The ucek New Teatamen*,- well ! could keep on reading

for five more minutes her:, but you get the Idea, ,time of it is very specific:

The Reformation, The Cf11:11. Church srice the of Trent, The Church of

England, and io forth

Since 0%, addzes>, u pr: -gran! )t :eligtoui ..141,e has been officially

Lnaugurated aL Beri,eiey
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Therefore, I really feel that to talk about a serious problem of the

legality of a religious or the,il,g:cal study program in public higher education

is just ducking the issue. It's often just a recourse to avoid facing hard

practical problems; and admit some of the problems are hard. The problem

of being fair is difficult, but as we finally concluded in our study, while

some of these practical problems are difficult, it would be unduly pessimistic

to regard them as insurmountable Goodwill and open-mindness, coupled with

the American genius for working out feasible solutions in areas where the

extremities of dry logic would keep our pluralistic society in intolerable

conflict, are certainly as available in our academic life as they hopefu..ly ar

in our political life.

9

So I don't think, ladies and gentlemen, tnere 1:-; a serious problem of legal

limitation on your scholarship and teaching in the area of religious and values

efforts provided you proceed by the standards of scholarship, fairly, truly,

seeking to teach about some of the most important things that can be taught.

After all, who do you think it wlc nho made this statement9 The relations

which exist between man and his 1-aker and the duties resulting from those

relations are the most interesting and important to every human being and the

most incumbent on his study and investigation The want of instruction in

the various creeds of religious faith existing among our citizens presents,

therefore, a chasm in a general institution of the useful science." That was no

cleric. That was a man generally regarded a; the greatest American defender of

religious freedom, Thomas Jefferson him4elf.

Now I know there are otiwr are ;i of great cuncern to you, and in some I

am not sure that one can .,real. ty ,:erta:ot/ !c!th which I spoke in respect

of education. As for the problo-, ,o--rating ',Ith religious institutions

by permitting religious clubs, alt:Ict;;4h mav he more particular problems

in California than generally t Amennt, my aLtitude is--and

I would not hesitate to de f'.: : :.1 t' .it vo..mAry institution should be in no

way prejudiced or dia-dvantrigell reiigiou.: basis or objective.

A student orgaLh..ation, tor in a legitimate political

pursuit is entit:e,1 'y ).1r ,_)nititiltIOn, and so is

a religiously motivated nyi-.

Lastly, how aout o :t non-state-sponsored

religious practice' !! t'1,2 ! state-sponsored

in any way, if 1!:
It :-omes under the

condemnation of !he ' r'.t'"rV"! t :WI' if college students

on their own. Itit:a:v(.: sl -4::. / .8" ! :eligious practices, it

seems to me, and r
,::! although again

there may be r~:. re_. :
,:enerally, that to deny

the student.,:
f :.01;-e'itaHlament of religion

would be rea.lf !; xcv.: f..t; tight of i reedom of religion.

In other words, ,ry prie.er groups, for example, on

campus 'ha*
.

! ',..:(1'nt hesitate to defend,

certainly in re:1Y. n "t

Well,
.

t i answer questions.
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Questions and Answers after Dr Louiseli's Speech

S eaker in audience: I have two questions: Would it be legal for a college

to provi e rights an on camplo for the use of campus ministers or

ecumenical centers or a religious activities house, or something along that line?

The second question would be, Can a religious organization, or similar group of

students or club, hold religious exercises as such on state property? This would

be in relation to the statement you made about students privately getting

together to have a prayer service or something along that line.

Dr Louisell; On the question of the college itself setting up a facility

we've-nil a lot of difficulty in California. I would answer "Yes" as far as

the First Amendment is concerned. I mean there's nothing in the Federal Consti-

tution in my mind to prevent the college from providing rights and privileges

for voluntary action, just as it does in other areas. The question under the

California Constitution could be much more serious, and frankly I think, although

we've had opinions, for example, from the Attorney Genera:, that may impinge on

your problem, I think this would be a very appropriate area in which to get a

specific decision by a regular court test of this problem.

On the practices on State property, this toothat is the carrying out of

religious practices in California on state college properties--this, too, is

not as clear under California law as I think it is under the First Amendment.

Provided the practices be voluntary, and if there be no significant college

financial involvement, I see no probability of any inhibition under the First

Amendment. I would hope also in California this would be true--once again of

course, you must bear in mind I'm assuming a purely voluntary practice, as I

take it the questioner was not done by any sort of suggestion of coercion,

direct cr indirect, of the college itself. I maintain it should be permitted

just like any other type of legal activity is permitted political, social, or

otherwise on the campus, This too, I think would be a very legitimate area, if

a challenge is made, to push it to an authoritative judicial decision. Remember,

opinions of the Attorney General are not the same as the decisions of the Court.

S eaker in audience: You referred to the decision in 1934. Does this still

hold that e ucatTUR-iri privilege rather than a tight?

Dr Louisell: That decision in the Hamilton case has never been explicitly

reverra 1177/7 never been underminded overtly However, there has been much

additional learning since then; and on the precise problem of whether or not

that part of the decision would now stand up, I think it is a very serious question,

because for many purposes the court has gone very far, as I know you are aware, in

pronouncing invalid the old learning, for example, of Justice Holmes--that famous

dictum, "No man has a right, a constitutional right to be a policeman." That

is no longer good law. Generally, today, a person cannot be required to surrender

a constitutional right as a condition precedent to obtaining another legal

privilege And in that regard I must say the Hamilton vs. !tegents case has

probably, although not yet explicitly, been underminded

Question by Timothy Fetler: In a philosophical sense, could one not argue

that secularism or naturalism are religions of a type' They are world viewpoints,
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nd that by leaving out all the other traditional forms one is actually promoting

ype of seligion; name:), becularism or naturalism?

Dr. Louisell: I dor t have any doubt that logically there is c lot to what

you've just said, and it is arguable that both the United States Supreme Court,
I think, and a California court have really taken that step That is, by equating

theistic religion with nontheistic religion,, it seems to me that they have led
to the logical conclusion that the one is ne more to be established than the other,

and a California court has very specifically equated, for purposes akin to that
which we are now talking about, secular humanism, for example, with theistic
religion If you would read the opinion of that forcaso case, that Maryland
notary public case, you would see a statement by the court in substance, equating

theistic and non-theistic religion f,A. First Amendment purposes Therefore, once

you take the step that secular humanism is religion the.answer to your question

is "yes." Its establishment is also precluded by the First Amendment.

Speaker in audience: There are two points One is that during the speech
these seemed to 677Mumption that there is a necessary connection between
moral values and religion, no matter how you define religion. That may be unfair

to your speech; but I felt that these was that assumption, and it happens to be

my opinion, and the opinion of many people, I think, that there is no necessary
connection between religion and moral values at all. The other point was that- -

Dr Lcuisell; Could I comment on that' t didn't mean to imply that so far

as my purpose Me today is concerned That raises a philosophical problem

beyond my compass today I suppose, also, that there are various approaches as

to how religion is invoked in connection with moral values, that range from

authoritative claims to speculative ideas Yours is really a philosophical

question, and : &dent mean to imply that at all, whatever my personal convictions.

All I meant to say is that to preclude religion as one of the possible sources,
according to the comietion of the Indikidual or the concerns of the community,
of moral values would be a denkal of the free exercise of religion's logical
implication,

Speaker in audience; The other point that I wanted to bring out was that

I thought it strange that you d:dint bxlng out the point that the development,
the legal development, we:, just the historical expression of certain ideals that

are incipient in the Constitution but were not brought out until later. A very

graphic example of that would be the Institution of slavery, which was recognized

under the Constitution for at least about eighty years, and to see the development

of the legal decAsien by the Supreme Court :n both that particular thing and in
religion as the expression of an :deal which would be, I think, very well expressed

by the separation, the complete separation, of church and state

Dr Loutsell: Weil, it seems to me that you may be confusing two different

propositions Of course, you are absolutely right in pointing out that, although

the word "1,1aoeryr was never mentioned in the Constitution, it was until the Civil

War to a degree accepted by the Federal Constitution; but slavery was specifically
repudiated, not :nly by the Civil War itself and of course in part by the Emanci-
pation Proclamation, but specItiaily it was made unconstitutional by the Thirteenth

Amendment to the Constituti:;.1 Y;ii don't have to have recourse to evolutionary

thinking in that regard
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In connection with the religious concept, I tried to do precisely what
I think you're talking about: to present it as a problem of historical evolution
and to show that just as due process of law and equal protection of the law meant
one thing a couple of generations ago, when the problem of desegregation first

came before the United States Supreme Court, and something else today, that so

also there has been an unfolding of moaning in the religious field. Aid, in fact,

it really began, as I pointed out, relatively recently when a religious case under
the First Amendment was explicitly so decided by the United States Supreme Court.
And that's exactly one of my main theses, that elucidation of the meaning of the
First Amendment has been an evolutionary process from the days when none of our
thirteen original states had established religions to today's legal world, where
everyone would admit that a formal substantial establishment of religion, of

course, is abhorrent to the Constitution. But we must be on guard to prevent
personal idiosyncrasies, including anti-religious bias, from masquerading as
constitutional interpretation.

Speaker, in audience: Dr. Louisell, your presentation encouraged the teaching
of moral values Trigraassroot by the instructor. You didn't, however, bother
to spell out just precisely how this might be done. Do you mean that the instructor

ought to represent a kind of comparative morality which might include everything
from situation ethics to Puritan ethics to the hang-loose ethic, or do you mean
that the instructor ought to be encouraged to impose his own moral system of values
on his class?

Dr. Louisell: I don't think, strictly speaking, that an instructor should
ever imporriWiffing on a class. My answer to that would be, "No." The best

method of doing this isn't really the law's problem. The law's function here is

to delimit educators from doing things that are unconstitutional, but the initia-

tive on how to do it, of course, is a matter of the educator's competence. I

think there are many ways of doing it. I, for example, cannot discuss a number

of questions in my own classes even in as technical a subject R$ Evidence without
impinging upon serious moral values. For example, the problem of confidential

communications has all sorts of underlying moral problems, doesn't itT The

problem of the guarantee against compulsory self-incrimination really has under-

lying moral problems. The problem of a dying declaration, as an exception to
the hearsay rule, has significant underlying theological notions, and when I
come to one of these things, I think it is incumbent upon me to present the

total picture as scholarly, as comprehensively, as thoroughly as I can, and

answer ali questions that I possibly can, but certainly not to impose my par-

ticular theology, or attempt to. I certainly wouldn't get away with it if I

tried; but I wouldn't try to do so.

S eaker in audience: Doctor, in the L. A Times, I believe I read a case

where n some of the eastern schools they are now reciting prayers from the

Congressional Record. Is this something that you've come across? I want to

ask a second question related to that also.

Dr. Louisell: All I know about that, too, is what I have noted in the papers.

The olTin of that presumably is the recognition, in the Bible reading case and
in some of the earlier cases that I referred to, that there is nothing in those
decisions to preclude normal patriotic performances, normal patriotic symbolism,
so to speak, even though; incidentally it involves religious elements; for example,

.4.
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a verse of the Star Spangled Banner ittelf includes the words, "In Cod is our
trust"; and I suppose the notion was, what can be more secular and governmental
than reading from the Congressional Record. But I only know about that what I've
seen in the paper.1

S esker inn, audience: Is it not true that it is possible for a congressman
to sunmit t ings-Tgrilie Con reosional Record which he, in fact, did not have
the time or the interest or t e inclination to say in front of Congress; but
merely for the people back home? And if this is true, would it not be possible
for an assemblyman, for example, from our state to submit things for the AsSembly,
Record on the same basis; and, therefore, submit things like the poem the woman
wrote from the Los Angeles City College, which she could have hod submitted to
the California Assembly Record, and then in turn merely be reading from the record
of the Assembly? And would not this be a way to get around some of the legislation
and some of the problems which currently exist for a woman?

Dr. Louisell. I have no doubt this could be used as a subterfuge. According

to the newspaper story I saw though, as I remember, the reading from the Congres7
sional Record was the prayer of the Chaplain.

Speaker in audience: Well, this is probably a positive effort to approach
the problem 6 ariiilgion.-established -roligionpoint of view and a
particular kind of religion. I was thinking that this could also be a way to
get around some of this negatively, and that it could be a problem if a person
with a negative moral point of view attempted to subject a class or a group of
people to his point of view.

13

Dr. Louisell: I suppose it is possible that that could be the objective
and ail-one could operate by methods of subterfuge to achieve that objective.

Speaker in audience; Dr Louisell, concerning this whole issue of morals
being taught in cli=,--Zaly is it that they couldn't start a system by which
morals could be discussed without an "indoctrination process' so that students,
since they are becoming more and more knowledgable about the social conditions
that exist in this country and in the worlds would be made aware of the change
in morals and in the religious and political aspects of life?

Dr. Louisell: I think your basic point is well taken. Certainly higher
educaran7-3777Oncoive it Isn't in any aspect totally apart from the impingements
of religion and theology and their growth and development. And I think that

thought underlies much of the thinking of at least several of the Justices of
the Supreme Court in pointing out that they are not condemning, in any way,
educational consideration of religion that is founded upon the same type of
scholarship and inquiry that characterize anything else appropriate to education.

1Recently the United States Supreme Court declined review of Board of Education
of Netcon vs. State Board of Education, where the New Jersey Supreme Court

RI that a voluntary pre-sZEO47737177Prayer program violated the First
Amendment, 39 Law Week 3437, two Justices dissenting.
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Speaker, audience: Well then, also, couldn't they start discussing this
at the secondarrairerrn classes that a person does not have to attend; but,

let's say, with that first step, it could evolve into the lower grades of education.

That, I think would be better than there to be legal hang-ups involved with the

whole issue.

or. 1.04001: 1 think we are increasingly going to recognize concerning
problems Trarigs, basic to our very survival, that the legal hang-ups that you're
referring to just simply won't indefinitely be hang-ups even for elementary edu-

cation. And I don't think, certainly as far as the First Amendment is concerned,

that there is any intention to keep out the kind of discussion and teaching that

you are referring to, even from the elementary schools. What there is an intention

to prevent is the practice of religion in the sense of devotion in the public

elementary schools, unless perhaps it be done purely voluntarily That's another

question.

,Speaker, in audience: But I get the mpression that because of the legal
issues we are not letting a person be presented with the facts in school to draw

his own conclusions

Dr. Louisell: t certainly agree that we have gotten so involved with the

legalisms73nErSituation that the primary thing is to much subordinated- -
look at the time I spend here talking about legal cases Your primary problem

is not the negative problem. Your primacy problem is how to do the job

affirmatively and positively. Now can you do it fait'ly? The negative problem

of the law's inhibitions is in that sense really secondary to your primary

purpose and problem.
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"Purposes and Priorities for the Seventies," by the Reverend Dr. Gerald

H. Kennedy, Bishop, Los Angeles Area of the United Methodist Church; trustee

of a number of institutions of higher education; from 1961 to 1968 a member of

the California State Board of Education.

I am honored to be here, and I have to confess right off that I know very

little about education; and I'm not very anxious to learn any more than I know.

I have always thought it was a very dull subject and never wanted to spend any

more time than was necessary in the courses I took in education. I certainly

am no expert in this field. Everybody here has forgotten more about education

than I ever knew.

But I do haus some small competence, perhaps, that enables me to speak

to you. For one thing, I am a graduate of a junior college, Modesto.

There was a fellow sometime ago I think his name was Taylor--and he was a

Senator from Idahowho was testifying before a commission about banking. They

asked him if he had ever been an officer in a bank, and he said, "No." Had he

ever been a president of a bank? "No." "Well then, how can you testify," they

asked, "with any authority?" He said he was a depositor.

I am a former student of a junior college and owe the junior college a

great deal. In fact Doctor Morris' father was Dean of the junior college where

I attended, and I remember very clearly some of the great things he said in

those days.

It has been mentioned that I served eight years on the Statl Board of

Education. Part of that time junior colleges were under our administration.

I enjoyed the first years on that Board. It was a great Board. I think it

was the greatest Board I ever served or..

Everybody was alive and fairl) liberal, and they were looking at this

thing from a standpoint that I thoroughly appreciated. And then we elected

Mr. Rafferty, and Mr. Reagan started making his appointments. And the last

part of my time there was far from an enjoyable experience for me. I couldn't

wait to get off. And being very sure in any case that Governor Reagan would

not reappoint me, I wrote and said that I was through. My years were up, but

I consider it a very great experience I learned a lot from it, and I came to

an amazing conclusion that dealing with the problems of education in the State

of California is very similar to dealing with the problems of the Methodist

Church of Southern California. The two things run parallel, and there are very

great similarities. Now tonight I am to talk to you about priorities and

purposes.

I want to begin with a quotation from Arnold Toynbee. I read Toynbee

when I was just a young preacher in Palo Alto in the early 1940's. I bought

those six volumes, or four--whatever it was--those big volumes first published,

and took them with me on my holiday one summer and read every word of them. I

think I'm the only fellow who has read all those volumes. I read them. And

I came to have a great admiration for,Axnold Toynbee. Instead of looking upon
.e
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civilization in terms of technoiogy, he moves almobt dleectly into the idea

that this is'a secondary thing A civilization is not to be judged by its

technology.

Then I was in Europe in 1950 on the seminar that Sherwood Eddy used to
take with fifty men and women, and I heard Toynbee in person. I will never

forget that experience. He sat there and talked to us, and when the questions

were raised, I had the fceiing that God was talking, because Tcynbee wasn't .

at all interested in the headlines They didn't mean anything. I thought they

did. The Korean War was on, but he, with his great understanding and long
background, would point out thisthat this is what's important, this is where

we are going.

So in 1969 he published a book which is :wmi-autobiograph.:_cal, and this

is the one place he said this, and this impressed me very much. He said, "I

have never made the choice between being an historian in politics, economics,

religions, the arts, science, or technology M/ conscious and deliberate aim

has been to be a student of human affairs studied a:, a whole. I have rebelled

against there being partitions into the so-called disciplines And taking

this line, I hope I have jumped clear out of the ;5th century into the 21st,

without getting my feet entangled in the 19th century or the 20th. I feel

confident that the tradition of the past is also the ways of the future

We are now moving into a chapter of human history in which our choi:e is going

to be not between a whole world and a shredded up world, but between one world

and no world." Now this is what I like In Toynbce: "1 believe that the human

race is going to choose life and good, not death and evil "

Now, that is simply a statement of faith from a man who had the bazt'ground.

To me it's a very important statement of faith, and I begin with that tonight

as a background of what I van, to say to you Ptrst of al: let's take a hasty

glance at this present situation you have all been thinking about and talking

about It is not a very good time in some ways. In fact I suppose most college

presidents would say it is a very bad time. We are in the midst of a revolution.

Everything in revolution. Walter O'Malley some time ago said that baseball

would have a bad time It's part of the establishment, and anything that is part

of the establishment is in for trouble It's a black revolution, long overdue.

One hundred years is too long to wait for the promise:. of the Constitution to be

fulfilled Having waited too long and finally beginning to move in that direction,

we have done it under pressure, and the revolution that comes about late sometimes

goes too far in some ways, in my judgment But it's a pod thing, a wonderful

thing. And I think that we ought to rejoice that we live in a time when we are
being challenged and in some ways being forced to create the best society we

have ever had. We should have done it earlier It's a revolution of the poor.

Now I was poor I was the poorest kid )0U eVoar .saw I have to confess the

reason I went to junior college was because I was so I could only last

one semester at the University of the Pacif:c I either had to drop out altogether

or go to the junior college; and I went to junior We Ileirt revolt

against it, much; my father assumed that we were po:,r, and we had r: work out of it.
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society that is as affluent as ours has to make some provision for young

people who are born of poor families. For a society must make sure that its

youth are not cut off from the opportunities which are open to the rich.
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It's a revolution of the young I don't know dust how much this is really

a matter of doing the thing that everybody is doing, but university students are

in revolt against educational systems; and they are awake and alert to things
which I think my generation didn't pay any attention to or didn't realize they

ought to ask questions about. It's better now.

The hippy revolution'? We came from Los Angeles today and drove up Highway

1. And the Big Sur country is full of hippies. They all want a ride somewhere
apparently, and I was very impressed with that. Some of this hippy revolution, I
think, is brought about by bored youngsters who didn't get into the Second World
War, don't know anything about the depression: They have been fairly well off,
and they are bored with our way of life and the standards which we have held up:
Some of them axe Peter Pans, putting on old army jackets and old costumes, trying
to make life an eternal masquerade without very much involvement. But some of

them have a sure sense of values which we do not believe in and do not hold up,

and they want something different.

Now what caused this just now, I don't know. You fellows will know,

some of you what makes these things all happen at once: What brought fifty-five

men together to write the Constitution? What caused the Renaissance? What

does God do? (I speak as a bishop now,) Whence come these particular seasons

and sessions? Suddenly there is leadership, and there are causes, and things
happen, and the top blows off, and mankind is alive again and on the march again

I don't know what caused it, but we are now in the midst of a revolution against

those who would destroy our environment There is a good one, I don't know

whether you read that article by John Fisher. It was in Harper's some time ago:

"Survival University " Fisher says we need around the university something to

give it meaning, to hold it together The church did that at one time. Theology

was that thing in the Middle Ages. He says now the thing that will do this is

just the sheer need for survival. Can we do something about our poisoned air,

our polluted water? Can we learn how to take account of what's gained and what's

lost?

Take the strip mining in Kentucky, West Virginia Why do they do it? Why,

because it pays They can prove it by their accounting system. And then, he says,

when this happens, some of the people who are still left lose their land They

go to the cities and somebody has to take care of them. They have lost their

nerve. They have been beaten down long enough And down below the water comes

and floods the river and you have to build great embankments along rivers to
keep from flooding the town Who pays for those? Not the mining companies.

And he says we have to have a university where the central theme will be "How

Shall We Survive?" And some of these things will become clear to us.

This foolish bookkeeping we're guilty of There's a great part to this, a

very great part This revolution, on the whole it's good,
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Now I have an opportumty that most of you don't have; I baptize babies

once in a while I don't suppose most of you do It's a great thrill to me.

The parents bring a baby to the church I take it in my arms, and I put some

water on its head, and I repeat some words which accepts that child into the

church's life and makes the church promise, too, they will be partly responsible

for bringing up that child Bat I never go through an experience like that but

I hate to give the baby back You look at the 'Little fellow or that little girl

and you say, "I wonder what God's going to do with this " Brand new. No limit,

the possibilities that can come out of this, And I say to myself, "Here is the

future Here is tomorrow "

Now when you're dealing with education, especially junior college, that's

what you deal with -- tomorrow, the future We get invaded each year with a great

new chance, new life. And this revolution students are mixed up in now, too,

it's great! A lot of things are happening that wouldn't have happened if we

hadn't had this revolution. It's a great thing, and you're in the middle of it.

I pity you fellows sometimes, you deans, and so on I even pray for you

because I think to myself, when things are guing tough for me, "What if I were

a college president?" Then I feel better And I don't think anything's quite

so bad down where I'm working as it might be if I were a college president.

But let me say this it is a lot better than being at Leisure World. A lot

better to be in the middle of it And I call your attention to this, these

three things. One thing, it as important, the thing you're doing.. Teaching is

important Schools are important. Colleges are important. The second thing.

It is exciting, if you can learn to live with it and not let your blood pressure

get out of control altogether And the third thing, this is where the action is

now It's on the college campuses'

We used to wisecrack years ago, a fellow wanted to teach because he didn't

want to be out in the middle of the thing. If he wanted to In out where the

action was, he didn't go to a university, he didn't go to a college to teach.

That was safe No mire' That's exactly where things are happening; that's

exactly where tomorrow is being decided And so I don't feel so sorry for you

as I thought I did It's a really great thing that you deal with this

I wonder if any of you remember a cartoon--you'd have to see it reprinted,

it came out in 1909--it was a famous cartoon by Webster This was the 100th

anniversary of the birth of Abraham Lincoln And he shows two Kentucky woodsmen.

They met on a snowy trail, and one says to the other, "What's happening in the

village?" And the other one says, "We:1, the Squire's gone to Washington to see

Madis:n swore in, and I hear that this fellow, Napoleon, has conquered most of

France What's happening with you?" "Oh," the other says, "An our village

nothing ever happens I did hear they got a new baby over at Tom Lincoln's,

but nothing ever happens "

Well' I am trying to bring you some comfort, because I think that at the

end of the day you're at the place where the decisions are being made and

where tomorrow is being born; and that is great'

Now, the second thing I wanted tc, dc tonight is talk to you a little bit

about faith And you're going to say that's a religious word, and it sure
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_As; and it's a scientific word, and it's a business word, and it's an economic
word. Better say it's a word of life. Faith! We live by faith. The Bible

says we're saved by faith. You can't live ten minutes on what you can prove.
No matter what field you're in, you live by faith.

What do you believe? One of the best definitions I've had of this
subject--I got it when I was in Pacific School of Religion as a student.
Kirsopp Blake, who was a great teacher at the end of the 19th century and
on into the 20th century, I think his dates were, defined faith this way.
He said, "Faith is not belief in spite of evidence ; it is life lived in scorn of

consequence." That's almost as good as St. Paul. Great definition!

Not belief in spite of evidence, but life lived in scorn of consequence.
What do you hold as the thing you're going to respond to? What do you say yes to?

Your faith. Now a civilization is judged by its faith, not its technology. I

spoke of this a moment ago, And so Toynbee said the main thing about Western
Civilization was its religion, which, happens to be Christianity, its primary

religion, That's the thing that counts, because it's what it believes that
determines its future; and when it runs down, it's lost its faith. Every

great age is an age of faith. Every poor age is an age of doubt and cynicism.

Nothing comes from it, Nothing grows out of it, The great periods have been

the ages of faith. The nation--now I don't know how you define America. I

believe with all my heart it's primarily a dream, a faith, a hope. I ran

across the other day this word from Chaeau who was a French statesman at the

beginning of the American Revolution. Listen to what he said: "All right-

thinking men must pray that this people may arrive at all the prosperity of
which they are capable. They are the hope of the human race. -They must prove
to the world the fact that men can be both free and peaceful." That's what

the Frenchman thought at the beginn:.ng of America.. And now I look at our

political leadership, and I get awfully discouraged.

I don't know that this has been untrue before altogether, but there has

never been a time, it seems to me, when we have decided so unashamedly, when

we have decided to package and sell a candidate, turn him over to a public

relations firm and have it sell him to the public, as right now. And when

you see what we get from that process, pop begin to wonder if a democracy can

exist for any length of time if it's going to make its political leadership
not stand on principles which it announces, but simply on an image which some

clever firm has created And when I remember that we get what we deserve,

politically, I get awfully low in my mind. Do we deserve this? We can't be

this bad, can we? [Applause]

There is where we are at the present time in my judgment, And the thing

runs down, the faith dies, and the dream is gone. The hope is no longer with

us. And this is the serious thing about America right now, not the gross
national product or the taxation policies or anything else.

Now the church comes into this too The church is having a bad time, if

you fellows don't know it, you're not in it. But it's having a bad time. Not

everybody's going to church. It's just like it was when I started my ministry.

You know these things come and go. People get too excited about temporary

situations People talk about the death of the church. When I began my ministry
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you could'nt get many people to come to church. When people knew I was going
to be a minister, they did'nt think I was very bright. They looked down their
noses. It isn't very different now. It's not as easy as it was a few years
ago when everybody was going to church--open the doors and everybody came. But

now we're rather desperate because we wonder what the answer is. So we're
trying to find some new gadget. That isn't the trouble with it. The church has
lost its faith. It doesn't hold up what it believes. It doesn't really believe
it any more. All those people who joined the church because it was the thing to
do, they've gone; and here we are having to come to terms with what we are and
what God has done for us and what He is trying to say to us through the Gospel.
Do we believe it, or don't we? And it's hard going. No gadget is going to save
us. I go to these meetings of the church, and I come away feeling worse than
when I went because they've got some trick. It won't work.

Now we look at education. This is our common American creed. We believe
in education. This was universal, practically. All our subjects, all our
topics, all our problems would be dealt with adequately. If you got people
educated, they would do the right thing. They'd always be polite. They'd be
ladies and gentlemen. They wouldn't revolt.

But you never can be sure of what they'll do when they're educated. All we
know is that we trust people who act from knowledge rather than from prejudice,
and our future we risk on that creed. Now we're not so sure about this thing.
We wonder what this education's leading us to and where it is going and why
there are so many of these radical students.

In the period of the SO's students weren't raising questions about anything.
They seemed to have been born middle-aged. And you didn't have any revolt on
the campus, and you didn't have any radicals around And a man made a great
speech in which he said, "These students, this generation of students, will please
their employers very much." That fellow's name was Clark Kerr.' I don't know

whether he has ever looked back at the speech or not. That's what he said

then. And suddenly it had changed. But it is better this way as we face this
revolutionary generation, and will face many more, then it was then, much better.

Now I read a book the other day written by a University of California
professor and written in professional language, so I didn't understand much of
it. He's a scientist, and he's a smart fellow, His name is Stent, S-t-e-n-t.

The subject of the book was /Thm'UiagafLILIeGold2LAls: I didn't understand
the first part, because he makes an analogy of his own discipline, which is
biology; and it's very complicated, I think. But the main point that he was
coming to was this the "golden age" is not the beginning of a period, it's
the end of it, the end. And whenever you come into a golden age, when everybody
is prosperous, and everything seems well, you aren't starting anything, you're
ending it. It's the death sign, not the birth sign of a generation. And he

went on to say that's where we are now We're at the end, end of progress. He

didn't convince me of that, but at least I did get this idea, and I believe it's

true: when everything is smooth and everything is prosperous, that's tl'e end,
not the beginning.

Now I say this word very tenderly, and I hope you will forgive me: education,

I think, deserves a lot of the criticism that's being hurled against it, the
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A fellow came over to ice me the other day from Arizonathat's a part of my
responsibility, Arizonaand he said in Tucson he had seen an Indian driving a

car, and on the car was this bumper sticker; "Custer had it coming to him "

And I want to say to you tonight, education has it coming to it. If there has

ever been a reactionary setup in our society, it 1% education. More reactionary

than the church ever was And having gone through a good many schools--I went
to school for twenty years-I knew if I was going to have a chance at all in

this world, I had to get all I could get--I tell you it's about time somebody

asked some questions about some educational establishments and blew the windows

open and let some fresh air in. And it I understand anything that these students

are saying and doing, it's about this I'm for them.

Now the fellow that has to administer an institution is always in trouble.

He's always had a tough situation, and one of the best articles I ever read

was written by John Gardner, you know, formerly H.E.W. administrator, a great

man, formerly president of Carnegle Corporation He wrote an article on how

to prevent organizational dry rot, and I copied dawn the nine points he made,

and I give them to you

He says, first, you must have an effective program for the recruitment and

the development of ta'ent. Education needs that, not too close in on where you

are, on the status quo.

He says, too, you must have a hospitable environment for the individual,

Now I don't know what all that :ow has been about at San Francisco State, but

part of it, I'm convinced, at least at Cal, was students who were tired of being

treated as cyphers There wasn't a hospitable environment for the individual

there.

He says, third, you must have bulit.in provisions for self-criticism,

Awfully hard far a fellow t. listen gladiy to criticism from people who haven't

had the experience he's had the Turkish proverb has it this way: The man

who tells the truth should have one foot in the stirrup And that is about

right with most of our institutions, if you are going to criticize them. He

says you have got to have a system that is wide open with opportunities for

that.

Four, it has to have an internal .structure that is fluid. Our structure

got so hard and tight that there's no give in them, and they can't change, they

can't grow.

Five, he says watch the internal communications. Be sure that those of you

that are in it know what ..,ou are after, and know what the main purpose of it is.

Six, prevent men from becoming prisoners of their procedures Oh, boy'

I know about that in the church' I know about that' I will give you an example.

The Methodist church is going to have a special general conference in April We

don't need it ary more than I need another neck It k_osts us three quarters of

a million dollars So we tried to Laid some way to take some kind of a vote to

see if the fellows zeally wanted it And our Judicial Council said you can't

take that vote, because the) have to be there personally to vote So we have

got to have the meeting be:.ause we dun't know any way to call it off. That's

what I call becoming a prisoner of your 'redures
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Seven, you must ,,s.tc41 interest. The minute

a fellow gets to be a ,3ai.t of t:_c he has a vested

interest. And he doesn't v;Art ar: LP alonb, or any revolt that

will upset that too much I 'Teal: fioT neriOna; experience because I am part

of the bureaucracy, and that works

Eight, keep you ,..ye c !:!*.:1` N:v art, to Deco re- and not shat we have been.

Don't look back toc, Loch fcmard, whit-h wt:l mean, i think, you will

not be afraid of a r.4.'w e. .1n .:h.

And the rinth V.1; helte.0 toat It makes a difference

whether they do well or gaol: i Tlat moralenow soilietime6 I think that is

the main thing that a prt.ste.,nt :1 f:17.Utll in yield, can share. Mon

have to have their morale iept F Snot, t43 great follow - -is a great

follow He's still all -e He '0.1'1'1'0A first-rate novels, most of whiff' I have

read; but he a *hat or.ierful long essay, "The Two

Cultures " You all know about .t 11,1 ia)s It is important that an institution

have the future in its bores The futnre And that's what the church ought to

have. And, believe me, that's what education has got to have, the future in its

bones, the sense of tonorrow. And this is up to administrators, teachers, and

students

Now I want to say one final thing to you. When it comes to priorities, I

have a very great--some people call it pre;udice, I don't think it is--the

priority has to be the teacher. If 1 could begin tonight to say something to

you to tel you ha,. muLh ir.eant to me, you would have some reason

to know why I say VIII+.

When I was on the Board of Education, I never thought that we were dealing

with the r!nl weren', dt-Ilin4 with teachers very often.

Once in a while a teacner would c,iia.; . to tell about something that was

going on, and then my heart would rise up, and 1 would say, "Ah, this is it.

This is it " And all this Board of Education, all these deans, and all these

officers--all they're good for is to help that fellow in his classroom do his

work And if they are not doing that, they ought to be eliminated

Yes, that is all we are; .servants, those of us who are in administration,

servants of the teachers; se "ants of the preachers in my case. If I can't help

him do a better job, then I ought to be fired.

Jacque Bar:un wrote a hock In 1943-1 looked it up the other day on my

shelf I have had it all aesc :ears, and it's been a great mind book for me --

Teacher in America. Too long ago for you to want to read, I suppose--but he's

a fellow who says, "Don't talk about education. That isn't important. Talk

about teaching What happens in that classroom when you have a real teacher?"

Weil, my tea%:11:ng, my experieue in tins field began with teachers in

junior college when Jum Morris was a dean Jum Morris made a speech. We

met in the basement We just started that thing [junior college]. I was in

one of the early classes We met in the basement because that was the only

place we could meet. He stood before us one day and said, "I know that some of

you wanted to go to other colleges You wanted to go to universities. You
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wanted to go to some place where they have traditions But," he said, "have

you over thought that it's a greater thing for you to set the traditions?"

I had great teachers in that place I think of a historian named Ketch, and I

think of a fellow who taught tope named Fuller I never had better teachers

than those people. I think of those teachers I have known; a few of them all

through my life. I've had a half dozen great teachers, You know a fellow

doesn't deserve more than one I've had a half dozen or more And when I

look back upon that whole business where I went to school and what their theory
was, none of that made an impress.on on me; but when I met a great person that
opened my mind to something that I hadn't seen and made me want something I

didn't have, that fellow I never forgot He was a great teacher Now the

trouble is there aren't very many of them. Queen Victoria went to church one

Sunday and didn't hear a very good sermon; and when she came back, she said
to her prime minister, Lord Melbourne, "There aren't many good preachers,"

And he said, "Madam, there aren't many good anything " I suppose that's

true-not very many good doctors and an awful lot of quacks, not very many good

lawyers and a lot of shysters, not many good preachers. How many good teachers?

Not many, But, oh, thank God for those few great ones when they come along.

Now an educational institution or organization has got to realize this and
encourage teaching in every way it can

We need to be sated in this day from shoddinessshoddy work! You get

stuck with your car Try to find a fellow who knows about cars! They have

more butchers in these garages that ought to be doing anything except working

on machinery. Try to find first-rate men anywhere. And so I read the other day,

that Gardener says, "An excellent plumber 16 infinitely more admirable than an
incompetent philosopher " Amen' Somehow we have to be cured of our willingness
to settle for second-rate stuff, for shoddiness in so many fields in America.

Oh, you can find it everywhere; I don't need to point it out to you, I expect.

I could if you wanted me to, but 1 don't think that's necessary We need to

bring back once again the dignity of any man's job if he doesn't go through the

University to become a philosopher but goef there for an evening class or
something to become a mechanic, to become a good one Now that seems to in to

come right in your place That's where you will deal with these things more

than anywhere else I know And to show you now that 1 believe this, what I'm

trying to say to you, I'm going to retire from this job just as soon as I can,

at thu earliest possible date, which is now 1972 And as soon as I retire from

this job, I'm going to beoome a pastor again, because I have learned in the

church that anything that's done that counts for anything is done in a local
church by a pastor as he works with his people. I want to go back there And

I am sure in my own mind that all that ever happens or really counts happens

in a relationship between teacher and student That's the top priority- -

teachers

And so t close by quoting something I ran across a long time ago. y
wife and I went to England after I got out of school, and I found an

inscription written on an old church in England. I've seen it many times since

then, too. I want to read it to you'

"In the year 1653 when all things sacred were throughout the nation
either demolished or profaned two think that's happening to us sometimes),
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Sir Robert Shirley, Barenet, founded thaw church, whose singular praise it is
to have done the best things in the worst times and hoped for them in the most
calamitous " Isn't that great'

And it seems t: me that this is the task of teachers and administrations
and all those who work with education: to got the priorities right and never
lose sight of the purposes, in the worst times especially, to do the best thing.

Well, thank you for letting me ;um° up here and talk, and Lord bless
you. (Prolonged applause j

questions and Answers fot ilitLiio) one s. Speech,

Student in audience: When you were talking about your priorities as far
as education is concerned, you said that At lies with the teachers Were you
trying to say that the student should be stimulated to search for knowledge, or
did you have in mind the idea of teaching him that which is categorized as
knowledge for him to regurgitate?

Kek. sow, I was telling about the great teachers out of my
own experien:e who gave me some things that I saw clearly that I wanted to
explore, to find, some purposes, some ideasnot giving just things you write
down in a notebook to give back in an examination I think that's what you're
worried about, isn't it? Yes I didn't mean that, surely not.

Teacher in audience. Bishop Kennedy, ycil said what a people believes
determines its future' There seems to be a good deal of disenchantment on
the part of young people from the experiences cr the ews in Germany. They
had a great faith, not only a religious faith, but also an intellectual faith,
that what the Germans eventually did tr.. them was impossible to happen I

think this has a good deal to do with the fat.' that young people have been
turned off by formal religion Can you comment en that?

Bishop I follow you If I unaerstand you, Christian Germany
turned to Na:ism That's what you are concerned about Yes Well all you
can say about that is you're never i.ate he always work on a narrow edge It

could happen here; .t could happen anywhere The Jews through the years have
come down as such a great people because they've been through not only that, but
many similar experiences; and they have beliet,ed that Abuve the whole thing
there is a Power that the injustice of man wasn't the final word When I read
back on that thing and lsok at it, I have a hard time adjusting myself to it,
such a homble thing We ought not to torget it, either

But when you go to Israel and see what's came up out at that people now
and what they ate doing to the sand and re::overing their sense of purpose and
the rest of it, I don't think you have t.:) say th,Y final deteat was put upon the
Jews by flitley or anybody else I think 'he Jew is a perfect example of great
faith; that gets defeated at times, but not ultimately and finally
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:Itudent ie audience: I would like you to ccmment en this. I see the church

and tEramaaticarill7Titution as having in a way the same problem, that both

don't relate to the people as much as they should. The administrators, the

teachers, and, ag you said in your administrative capacity, you wanted to relate

to helping the teacher to do his job; but I feel that they relate mote to the

status quo of, say, the ruling class, and I see this as a problem because it

tends to alienate the student from striving for total education in the concept

of that education is all around you. The school is just, to me personally, a

very small part of it, and we in a way arc conditioned to strive for success

in this day and age and not for total education. And I think this is one of

the problems. Could you comment on that?

tant.t2o Kenned.: Yes, I see: and you have made a very good point. Of

course it's true tiat the church and education are limited, and the people they

speak to and the people they, speak for, and they are under more control than

they ought to be of certain powerful people. livery church is But the amazing

thing to me is that it's always been this way'; and yet, the church I'll go back

earlier than that. I'll go back to the seventh centurey, B.0 , where you had

Amos come on the scene out of the established religion of the time to speak his

word, which nobody wanted to hear. But the prophet, the prophetic strain, is a
witness that the religious institutions, while often times it stones its prophets,

continues to produce them. And so, there is hope for us in that these men didn't

speak for the institution but spoke against it. And the good preacher is always

doing that. Now he faces a situation where he has to bring his people along in

some case, especially if he isn't a Methodist, where I can protect him. But

otherwise he has to be careful he doesn't get bawled out And many a church is

under that mistake of listening to men who carry influence and who are well-to-do;

and sometimes it becomes just reflections of that. That is certainly true I

hope it isn't true of the church in general. and I think you'll find this a very

hard job. You're part of the establishment. You are an institution But you

have to also be speaking the word cf the future and speaking to the poor, Noe,

we haven't done as well as we should. No church has I think we've done it

better than any other institution has done it And I think that in America, in

the days past, I have thought that a Democratic institution certainty was a
public school where a kid came to learn, no matter who his parents wore or how

old or whether he watt rich or poor, and had hie chance there to fond his way

And I thini. that's still probably true in terms of the whole society in wh.eh

we live. These two institutions hold up to the world more clearly than an>

other institutions I know, what we ought to be and wha: we ought to do; not a.;

much as we should, not as good as We ought to be. I grant you

Student in audience: You've spoken abort education very well, and I am
wondering, how do you stimulate a rather impassive student body to respond to

the educational system?

2:it221 Kenneth. I am not sure I heard the last th4iig you said. The

student body?

Student: Yes, the tltdents themselves.

piihpp Kennedy. Yes, the students themselves. what they do or LIR:y don't

or they should, or what?
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tiont. To stimulate the students who ate more or loss impassive

Sit KenmilEt Yes. Well, right now I think most people would think

They amitt need7W stimulation (Laughter J But if they ever got passive,

they need to be stimulated; this is true I don't know I suppose a student

can go to a school, and just like any citizen he may respond Cr not respond

He may be this or that, and some of them never will respond, I suppose They

are not that kind of people But the student body that's alert and alive under

good leadershipthey elect their leaders, don't they? They still do that, don't

they? I think they still do, student body president, and so on will be always

confronted with these, and the teacher will do this if he is doing his job,

confront them with the real isoues which we are facing and what it moans to

be alive in this kind of a situation and what they ought to be doing

Student in audience: Bishop Kennedy, you mentioned several times the
estabTIMM, you m ntioned the Hippy Movement, and how some of them are sincere.

I often think that they are dissatisfied with the society they live in; and yet

they also seem to turn their back, not only on the educational institutions: but

the religious institutions. And I have noticed also that you don't see many people

with long hair in church anymore, at least, I don't. So, I want to got yom view

on just exactly what typo of a situation we are in as far as the church compared

to education.

Bishop,Kenned : Yes. Well, it's a tough situation for us both at the

present time. Tiat's certainly true I think the criticism we have a right to

make of the hippies is that too often they are ! :at involved. They have no

Intention of being involved They've dust dropped out They want no part of

aytb.ns Now that's a possible attitude to take where society is so bad that

can t do much about it. You're not going to try, and you drop out of it.

B,t I think the people that set the future are those who know that we operate

Through institutions You cannot eliminate institutions Society operates

throLgh :hem When I hear a fellow say, "i believe in Christianity, but I
don't like the church," I feel like saying, "Weil, Brother, you wouldn't know

an)thini about Christianity if it weren't for the church And it's your job

to charge the institution and the establishment, but yGu better be in it and

piayin a part in it " That's my belief, my feeling about it. If you dust drop

nut and say, "I'll have nothing to do with any of it," weil, I can't do anything

about that. You can do it, but you're not going to possess a future in any way.

You're not going to change the tut'JLe ! think it's prebably treewe don't have

very many hippies in church. I don't see them than I preach; but the church

should be friendly to the hippy, because in some v.dy$ he is the original

Christian lie is a fellow who eliminates ail this stuff and just loves people.
He's a "flower child," and I expect in the first century that a good many people

thought of Christians in that way They said they were immoral They didn't

b,,,evc in war, didn't believe in soc:e44, didn't take responsibility They

backed out of it (Applcuse )
We have a lot iv c'imim, I think; although the

h.pplei sometimes don't realize it

Student in audience: What happens when you confront the predominant
institutionsthe church, the government, the educational institutions? You

try to get involved in some cf *hem; and you become alienated, cynizal, loss of

faith, and the dream Where do ;.ou go' Where de /oil start over again to get

3l;
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Btsho Mooned . Well, I knos where I think yOU can de it If you find the

right citirchTriliiOk you could f%ad It thote 1t s a kind of a religious faith
you have got to have to find it; brit ym. prohahl don't want to take that stop.

I guess you lust have to Rind for :ourself and foot around until finally
you decide that maybe it's this wa) or that Voo may find some man, some persons

that can restore it for tou, noire movomont somewhore that help you get what

you want For example my heart goes oat t: all the young men about this war.
I couldn't participate in it, I think it's the biggest fool thing we over did.
No moral feasan for tt t think tt'S 2 great ',Wilder You won't all agree
with me, but there it Ls (Laughtot j I don't know Most I'd do about this,
I've said to young men who's,: talked s.th me about ths, "I'm sure with you on
this 1 can't see ant reason for tt all " As I get the reports from the
college, this t5 becoming a father predcmiconi idea; they're going to sit this
one out, no matter what it costs, ono tiO or anothoto That's a very hopeful
thing for the tong future It's tough for the felioo who gets caught on it.
But this means that, in a 1440. 1 don't think has been true in my lifetime, a
younger generation is standing up and saying "so. Nothing doing!" And that's
great! That's wonderful' I learned this--1 wont out to Claremont Colleges on
Cacho* 15th and made a speech. I got S3110 letters from some of my people,
sixty-five or sevent:' ;teats old, most of them, questioning my patriotism and
my right to say anything against the government and my right to go against
President Nixon You know we've got a ocw philosophy; tt isn't my country
right or wrong; it's my President tight or wrong There isn't that much
difference between those two 011osovlites in m) judgment But the thing that
thrills me about this whole business this rising protest across the nation
on the par: of htudents *c'u're the fellows that have to fight the war; you're
the fellows tbat go over thorn and die. These seventy-year-olds, they can
express themselivos, but their exptoss:on doesn't esrry any weight with me.
They're not going to go, tht;)'re no :a if. But vhan student,; rise up and
say this thing, somebody listens, even Mr Nam listens. lie said he wouldn't,
but I believe he door.. I don't see how he could :Laughter.1 keep from it,
This is good, isn't it? I think this is wonderful' This is the coming of
age of a new geueiation that's going to mike :semi decisions themselves and
going to decide whether a thing is right or wrong; and the Pentagon and those
fellows are going to have to watch their step a lot closer than they have in
the past. So I don't find anything here to get discouraged about. I want to
stand up and cheer.. I don't think I answered your question, but I didn't know
how to. (Laughter.)

Student in audtenee' I'm an o.,:tivist at college. I have a two-part
question. When 761177Ne of faith, I liked your definition; but I hope you
didn't mean the kind of faith that Mr. Agnew or Mr. Ni xon would do--blind
faith. I'd like ytti to expound a little more on faith And second of all,
concerning the estabii5Led :hunch, what ar.2 your views--and I hope I don't get
the name wrong--on the grass-roots movement concerning St. Basil's Church in
Los Angeles?

21

Bishop Kennedy: Ali, ) :s St. Basil's Is that sphere the brown revolt
was the othei niglt? Yes. Well, I thought it has great. I don't think
Cardinal McIntyre did (Laughter I

36
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I have to say this about Cardinal McIntyre I want you to know, those

Of you who come from the South -now we have a Cardinal in Los Angeles who is

not a flaming liberal; (Laughter I but he's a wonderful man I think he's

one of my friends. I'm very fond of him. I (1:1 think that the Catholic

Church ought to have some kind of regulation where a fellow retires before he

gets to be eighty-five. That's the problem It's a matter of mechanics.

Now I think that was good I can't see how they could have done anything else.

I thought they did it with pretty good taste Of course it was on television,

and they knew that But how do 'CU get through, you know, and make yourself,

your feelings felt! Now you had a Lust part. What was the first part? It

was about faith A little more t'in that faith Let me go back for just one

second to St Paul When St Paul talks about being saved by fait, he doesn't

mean you're saved by what you believe That's a mistake a lot of religious

people make lie means you're saved when you say yes to God and God's revelation

in Christ I'm talking relgion now, and I beg your pardon, fellows; this is

an educational meeting and I'm not Euro Ott, is lawful (Laughter and applause.)

But Paul's idea was that when you're saved by faith, you're saved by responding

to what God has done for you and to you, and y:iu go that way. It's not a

matter of belief. And so when I talk about a tivil.ration's faith or a nation,

society, it's where it's going, it's what it's risking for a future thing that

it believes in And if I may get back to the Jew, that was the thing that

always saved him, saved by his religion, faith in God, no matter how bad life

was, Hitler or the rest of them, that wasn't the last word, bad as it was, the

holocaust' And they've been carried through this long, long, great story. Oh,

I tell you, the Jew's the greatest fcl'ow in the %writ,' You read his story.

Who was that man a while back, long time ago, who said "Do I believe in God?

Of course I do. ashy' Because 3f the Jew " lie taught us this thing by his

death, and all his suffering and al the rest of itsaved by faith, that
beyond this thing there's something to which he's ring to be loyal. Well, I

must quit, I'll have a sermon going here

Student in Audience: I believe that i heard you thaw a parallel between

the 4417;76Trant and The yunlor college freshman Does that, then, equal

the parallel between the parent and the jtiritor college .nliiuctor? Could you

elaborate on this' (Laughter.1

Bishop Kennedt I'm al4a's scared to death of carrying an analogy too far.

I think I'm going to get off tight hate I was rtii thrlwing out in a general

.day that when you deal with young people you're (leasing with the future.

Teacher in audience: Pirst of all, there's a c'ouple of things that you

mentiBERWout students that I just thcught I would say Look at the student

ratio that's been up here compared to teacher,. I think its a fine thing.

I wanted you to comment on some thing that I've (f)re I teach political science

and history, and I've sent students cut with the disguised Bill of Rights and

had them try to get people to sign it You get ab)pit threcfourths of the

society not wanting to sign the Bi:1 of Rights for various thingsit's a
Communist plot and what not So last .spring 1 tied something different. I

was teaching a Sunday Sehoo: class, and we were talking about the Beatitudes:

Blessed are the poor, the meek, the humble, the peacemakers, they shall inherit

the earth, etc So I d_sguised the Beatitudes, and 1 ient them out in the

form of petitions with students to some thirty -odd churches In my valley. And

I had them there Sunday so that w6,.n the people came out of zhe church on the

3,1
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steps, that they'd ;lave tNo 6i,14rtu4At: iw,tr ry ask them to read
this petition on 'Lhe l'ow.!1:cA .11 sigl Soventy-eight
percent of the people comiag out og .a ta6i4 of vArIous denominations
these Sundays refused to en:lare 3eaztades the co:nerstone of the
Christian church. il.aughteo.! J.I.A flease (Laughter and
applause. I

gip151a1E02:: Well, alfe4ont thqt !'m not surprised, really.
The BIFITTor most people is to be read, nIt something 4to sign up for or to
take seriously. Same for The 91:i of 1:; !!,:its. I t:tini, the two situations are

very parallel, really. They're lea;s ef Ito oaet, the)'re things that were
set up, we know, good; PA: trAL:. arJ put our name on them
particularly now, with tne RiOtt.:2, I know lots of people who think
that's quesionable Of fr;n t4; :leglna.n., people have had a lot of
trouble with th Sermon or. the Mlait. ;he. tac .t really literally, and to
put their name on it?--the:. haven't .!one it. That's probably the fault of the
preachers. They don't .gay it ve.0- aad it's one of those things that
have been around a while. Yeu hold it up; but you don't really get into it.
I'm very interested in your experiment.

Sieaker in audience: I want you to comment on one other thing. You

talke aoout the new in ants when you bapti:e them and everything, and you
wonder what God's going to do with them, I was turned off from the church
two or three years ago when I found out what the minister was doing and every-
thing. [Laughter.] So I wonder really whether or not God has the chance to
do anything with a lot of the infants t4at come into this world, when we have
a society around that 'n dictator to peop!e what they must do; and
you hear the talk now that it's time to tear down the establishment and time
to just eopla6e it with something else. And I wonder if you in the ministry
have any feelino on it--whether voo alree tetth it at all.

Bishop Renned; Well, d lot times ! do foel--whenever I hear a
fellow critici:ing the church, I ;test C:ank God he doesn't know any more than
what he does !Laughter ] I coul;_: start off where he stops. If you're fed up
with some of the things that ha.e happened to you, I'd like to talk to you.
But I come back to this finall!i; I throw this establishment out, and I put

a new one in, and there's no guarantee at all that I can do it any better.
Human nature changes geologically slowly. Things happen in a hurry around
about us; but as far as cur undax.ental nature's concerned, that doesn't
change very fast. It takes a long, long time; and we're up against this
thing of inadequate institutions, unworth:. institutions. It's true, I think

we have better ones in America tr.z..; .inywLeve else in the world, at least we
have in the ra:it. And free enterprise of churches, this freedom of churches
to start anything they want to start, there's no state church established to
maintain anything that's worked pretty well; and I'm not sure we can find any
better way to d" tt oxk:ert to iuSt zenr.nuc and tr:. to reform what's bad and
go along with it You don't let one follow in one church have too much
influence en you.

Student in udiince: What I would like to ask in reference to a statement
you made earlier about protection from various vested interests. I have

seemed to have noticed various bumper stickers that say "Love America or Leave
It"; and what I want to say it, like myself, I'm an American of Mexican descent.

3'
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And as far back as I can remember, a;: my life I was made to feel that I was

an outsider and that f.omehow if I dtin't 1;Ity the 4aF thins were, to go back- -

to go back to Mexi'ab t$ uhat the, lea*. 4, 10::j?;:.: iJeen in California

for generations And .0.Y 1e.; ta cd : say, "Well, look

at the Italians, izek at -ire:' irtsh co. and they more or less

have made it without irr ,etg to em. fzt ' ;;J:. 'h? Mexican people in

California they don't ha,.e this, tnai a say, .M1.:';01*. mentality where they

feel that it's a new country Th15 has been their :and; and yet they've always

been shoved to the periphee .1 :0: the iociety, never made to feel

that they are part of the p.o, Ana ui$A! want to ask Is lf you have

certain Wements won 4:!nor;!':es, vol, know, down by saying that

when they're tr,,Irig :o kw ne" .4 f!Ilt !Ilyst0 .-.z.mmunist inspired

nt radically led by earieui ::iements 'lie itay ice it's a situat'.on that

will never get peopl..: teget pc;ariie people -..re*ead of getting

to a common ground where %:11 e able beo4use I believe in

solving things in a iriz,lent.,: nia!'n!; m. we a:1 know, doesn't

bring :cry much resuits at all So what 15 your apiniln on that, if I may ask?

Bishop Kennedy.: Well, 1 am deiighted thdt aleng with the black revolt,

we have a brewn revolt ! th.nk !h" Yexican perple are long oerdue for this
1 :!-.111 4 i?C:Igml':01. ;;;!4. "!' r!.ght Meylean people, Latin-

American peoule ltss coming, and the oni:. thing that wo:ries me at the
present ttme is the p,:sihtlity that the rr.volt may cause a reaction on the

part of the far eight so the we can' talk Now that is what we must prevent

at all e.n,u, that's ,,;hat we're orpot.:o t7.; but in my own church we have a

number of Latin chile:hes, and I am delighted that those Latin pastors have
taken !cede:slut, in this ard.are asserting themselves That's where tt ought

to be done It't happening :n the Catholi., church; it's happening all around.

This is good. he must not let this thing be stopped by the far right over
here and the rcyclal3n1:.1 1,c* tie!,, not meettng and not talking We

must thut I think it Win bv b. .:doe lh i!t: .1$1:0: 40a 14 the

schools.

29

Reps ^tit of Camaj audienc. As a member of the State

Board, i;d:::!;, ..t it, ,h do y. ov.1 bangers to higher

education, g'oc:. our ...orient p!ie:eai s)stem?

Kellen Kennedy: Weil, the State Board d.d deal with higher education,0..= Oim.
as you knch; no ve oll!y4Irt to the twe'ith glade But the thing that

bothers me--probabi not in good taste ler me to comment on it --this Board at

the present time 4 ping downhill, to put it mildlyever since, well, before

I left The people u: !ha' Board new are the people who are pale echoes of

Mr. Raffert;, Goo Cod !ielp all of us! [Laughter J That is one

of the saddest th!ng6 t: at 'arptirs.d to education, anywhere, and it

happened here And gradt4tly as new appointments are made by a new governor,

it just goo.- 1,tvg tia: pith Th.: great problems of higher education,

I don't knew. i Am nc. in .t, arzd ,cu know more about that than I do I

thought It was beating U S C , some one said at U.0 L.A. a few months ago. I

still think they played a better game than U.S C did, but anyway, that's

where we've beep ;4 !.10 i.ast I don't know about *hat, it strikes me that

U.0 L A is a gro,t :Iniersity, a liberal UnveisIty, great ideas going on

there; and I thin!. they hate held things under proper order, haven't blown
up alt together, hht there's also pressuie ter .ertain changes, isn't there?
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I'm just thinking as kind of an outsider. I don't know. Guess I better just

leave it right there.

S eaker in audience: This is a value conference, and it's very important;

because the next decade is going to be a decade of rebellion, not only on the

campuses, but for the church. So what we decide here is going to be very

important; also because students now are looking for new values. What is the

truth? Now I know for a fact if we decide on certain values, students will not

accept them, if we just take it back to the counselors, back to the campuses,

and say, "Here, we set these values; follow them." Students won't do that.

It will just feed the fire, and they'll rebel all the more. You have to give

them a background showing why these are the right -alues. So when we decide

what the values are and we present these values, how are we going to present

that background justifying that they are the right values to follow?

Bishop Kennedy: I don't know.

Student in audience: You made your point quite clear that you believe in

the student as far as the changes go; but do you go along with the

violence that has also occurred with it? And if you don't, what could be an

alternate to this violence in order to get the voices of the student heard?

Bishop Kennedy: No, I certainly don't go along with the violence. I

think that at violence itself is self-defeating, really. I think it's the violence

that may cause this thing I fear most of all, this polarization of the far right

over against the revolutionists at a stand-off. I just started to read an

article by Bayard Ruskin in which he talks about this black revolt; and his

point is that the violence accomplished very little. In fact, he believes that

violence is self-defeating in the long run. It doesn't accomplish what they

want it to accomplish. I have to say this, also; there have been these rather

semi-violent things that have happened that have certainly gotten some action.

Now we certainly are more aware of this thing and more responsive to it, because

of some of these things, which I suppose you would call violence. But I don't

believe in violence for the attainment of any long-reaching purpose, long-

lasting goal. I think that in the long run we are in a position in this country

where if we just keep pressing forward, we can make tremendous progress. If

you go down South as I do every once in a while, you will be astounded at the

contrast in ten years. In the South! To say nothing of Los Angeles, or every-

where! Oh, great progress has been made. We haven't just been marking time.

We have moved forward, and the only thing that can upset the whole thing is

this thing that we are talking about, this polarization. So I think we ought

to be opposed and ought to speak very, very strongly against violence, because

of the things that have happened in these last years when violence was a part

of it. Violence wasn't the central thing to all that was brought about.

Student in audience: You said earlier that you didn't believe in the

college and the students and so forth, but I guess in my lifetime I have gotten

the feeling that those people that are in charge, who administer the "system,"

they don't know what it is to be anything other than where they are. And so,

therefore, they don't have to stand up necessarily for what they believe, and

very seldom would they sanction anything done by someone subservient to them

in whatever they are administering.
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Bistel Kennedy: You are talking about administrat^rs colleges'

Student: I'm talking about the whole show.

Bishop Kennedy: Administration, thrmugh, on the administration level?

Student: Yes And you know, persons like with this church. Like when

you have suppression of a people, whether they are black, brown, Indian,
or whatever; and you know I just can't qtiite see why, like the church for
instance, the church is so powerful, and has been all along that at any time
in the past, when this country was con erred, and if the church had had in
its mind, like, for instance, there is r going to be any racism, taking that
as one, today there would not be to the degree that it is And when I see
things like as far as the war is concerned,I mean, the church is so powerful
economically, too, and it has had such a great amount of influence on the
politics of the world throughout the course of history, I can't quite see why
a nation such as ours should have to be at such a low degree of progression,
you know And I'd like to know what do you have to say about it Like for
instance, if you in your position, why is it that, you know, like we need

people The trouble with the United States today, especially in the area of
politics, for instance, with the Pueblo and all, is that the United States
seems to be too afraid to intervene, whether it be by force or by diplomatic
means, so as to bring about action, you know; like not having something as
small as the Pueblo incident, or anything, just kind of bring this nation
down. What c1O-7076Uhave to say about that?

Bishop Kennedy: Well, the first thing I'd say is that you think the
church more power than it has, This is a situation that I think didn't
happen before. But any generation in America can close the church in one

generation. All you have to do is make up your mind it's not worth while or
that It's saying the wrong thing. It' a free situwicn !t sr.i...ts simply

by the free-will support, the free-will offering of I!, people As for the

United States, now, using your example of the P13elpio, there was much more at

stake in that thing than the Pueblc,. This was the 1:ind of whirl where the
wrong decision here, and the wrong thing down there, could have set off a
holocaust And we had pe0p!.e who were in charge who were aware of that thing,
and they went easy. And when you're as strong as America is, then you are
under double necessity of being very careful how y:u use your strength.

Same student: Yeah, but isn't it als%) true that the amount of survival,

the necessity to survive, is within you'' It's also within the other person.
I think that throughout history the United States (quid have been more aggres-
sive at using tact, you know, at times than it ha: .cl. And it Just seems
like ridiculous that, you know, that it should have to police the world. But

at the same time, you know, if something comes up, we have to kind of walk
softly you know. I think we dropped that big stIck bit President Wilson talked
about--.

Bishop Kennedy. Yes, but the time has come, you see, when a small nation
with a world opinion behind it, which it can get, carries an awful lot of
wallop, very great influence; and powerful nations Just can't move in and do
these things the way it once was assumed they could I think the time has come
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,hen the big stick has to be used particularly softly aid warily

Same student: 0 K I have one more point have talked to a lot

people of your generation, and you know, they seem to be, they're the type that
like George Putnam, you know, and they settle down and--

Eton Kenn22.1 Don't put me in there

Same student, It's, say, well, like you know,. : work with people, you

know; so I get into 1,arious conversationt with them And I might ask them,

"Well, what do you think about the contemporary revolution?" You know, and

then we start working down to speolflos you know. and they seem to think that,

well, as far as black people are oon,:erned, the revolution is doing them moro

harm than good Violence get no cne anywhere, etc., you know; and I see after

various movements that more action is done in twenty-four hours to a month
than has been done in years up to that time. And, no one is--and I can't agree,

and I'm not a dissident, I don't want anyone to get me wrong But I see a JA
coming about through violence because of the estabi:shment's fright of hating
the revolution completely oust them, you know. And I can't see where like a

person will say, "Well, I think that they should go through procedural means,
you know, to get whatever they want " You Know, I can't see why anyone can't

get what they want through asking for it and everything; you know, like the black

man, and the Indian, and the Chicano, they are telling you, "Well, we shouldn't

have to ask for something that As already ours tc start with." You know, like

those inalienable rights that they talk about in the Constitution was thought
up for, 400 years you know; and you wonder about these types of things And I

have alwvs been one to mainti%:n, yOU know, like I had this customer _he other

day. She says, you know "Well, hack people they don'17 have to riot and tear

up and loot and everything like that," you know And ! said, "Well if we didn't

have to do that, and we have a Constitution and a Bill of Rights that sta'c
quite 4:early that which is outs, out yet he we Zame to the, country, against

our wi_t and we weren't a part rf that soup that was :n *he melting pot, you
know; this is the type of th,nethar kinda gets me, especially when I'm talking
and she tell; me afterwards that she's patriotic And I told her. "I'm more

patriotic than you," you knob I mean Like I tike to think cif the United

States as a groat place. I'd rather be nowhere e.ie But rather than keep the

status quo, let's try for a change. becau.ie that's the only way the; democratic

system can survive. [Applauie I

Bishop Kennedy : agree with you 1 agree with you comp,etely, w:th what

you said there at the end 1 would simp'y add thi thing, that %iclen.e, while

it gets an immediate result, oftentimes :auies more of a back-up here, and

they lose more in the long run thar, they gain by tolence. And that's why I

think a good many people are saying we'd better go along and use our constitutional

method.

Stud,Alt in audience. ! th.! 1C rk.A th bt.n4.41* rer)on4 hire, no' ,-,ott...ng

you on the spot or anyonc who's ta'ked, but heard a couple 11 come

and talk about violtn,e NO :n a Leal sense what are we talking about when

4e violence' Wit is ,t, it you toil fcmething up- violence? mean,

from what I gathered in the ::hutch, Jesus Christ wasrit the most pw.ifi,:t that

walk .d the earth You know, ' torf:w water Xi peopA.:, 4d bur/led cm here,
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ants tt'rew 'em, dnu :=uff, -04 knA, ma)be 041'7C doirg it the

I & ! .a; K.' Ala! :arc rt; le- it vacn wc're talking about violence'

i= more v,n,es,, .0 1-.c!a G,at, i0: )1.AV and years, with a real

.ubtle type of em;:There hat :lit> tten kn:i that they're being

oppressed t,,Jler* an gi rg wa talk-og to this newscaster

from A B.0 , and he ig; 4.1 uptel. %,th me 'cause he 5a:A n:t to come down on

Jews You know. -mmt he ;' trierd, are Jcio! (thughter 1 But he said

a Jew has a right ,, to A h .:omvi,t) and making a leittg there and

exploit the peop:P and 1,o4 the b d. !n that z'mmtiniry from eating I said,

"Well, ther m, light t: go dowr the s,teiit and biow somebody's head of

with a shotgun P 40, !hat's olcr:t " I .::.'''.end that that Jew on the

cornerand wu kr .., ,t ).:41 .ake the Jew out and you put

a black man there and he d:i. the an 'h.ng, know, it's still there But

this .s mere ,:_olsnt ,han poppIng somebAly up thr Side of the head, or burning

up :ome cloths , tw.n.ng the urri break:ng a wandow and pl.:king

up a couch and taking i, hme, )., oilitte's the 41colene'

.1119.5.1 Eennrcl!. We:!, .;:ta're gettIng fq ;ntc 4 philosophical realm

when you're talrii Oa I mea. ,;ien:e .s murder or burning,

destruction :4 prope:to, kliltig; and whoevet elcet that, that's violence, and

I think it's wrong

Student audlen_e; I'd .:Re I. 4.44 B:f.hop Kennedy how do you answer when

some TalErs-uaonts,, )e: ate A:4;116, ;Jud dead: Hew do you answer that?

Kennedt : tet: 'cm iLaughter j

Same Student. Yk-,4 tell ',It

ILItm Kenn d:

ame Net, attez *b: 'hat have been going on in the

torld, and ,ne se thrm Wat for iwtance, and the young

people being avposed; expressed that youice against It,-.I'd

l..ke to ask yi:r4, hat: y:11 don' .;:t! 11,ng iDA.0_ it, 1penly demonstrated against

it with the young per:c.c?

Bishcl Kenned:, Mh , Whir s that go' to (V.-You're not

,Iounting 'twat ul. as a.d at act'

Same !),Lidc6t.. do . :t : t. !hum that God is alive, if they

believe that cer, ,n_e.

Bishm Kennf.d,' d t c ,t, the worid doesn't

mean that tl.erything .ht ng hi will He's given men

freedom, and w,; d.) a Pt !-,Jt !ix ezecme :) God and the Spirit

Df GJd cortinw,: ,rh. d (Al.p:,,AL.,e), and ! don't think

it's chaned

leacher audien_v k,

once said, "IheiL n,

a feeling , r:13

etas !hings very quickly A man

V;A:tk. wh tv, or crown " And I have

.c.; ii) bezaose we don't find

a perfe.,:t aiu . I-. .4ut -r your resnse to one
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thing I am 4 father I have two children, one seven and one three And you

Knew, I love those kids, and wheel r.see my students come in the class--I have

taught junior high, senior high, and junior college--I know you students might

find this hard to believe, but believe it or not, no matter how crusty we get,

we care. I know that there's a lot of talk about don't trust people over thirty.

What I'd like is your response on this talk about the generation gap, because

in spite of what has been said, and in spite of everything that's happened, in

the last ten years, we old folks--even though we have gray in our hair--we do

care. We want the best for you young people.

Bishop Kennedy ! Yes, Well, I think this generation gap's very unfortunate

for those un er t thirty and certainly unfortunate for those over thirty. It's

a very sad situation when a society gets separated according to age. We need

each other very badly, and those under thirty certainly need something of the

wisdom and perspective of those older; and heaven knows that those of us who

are older need this coming generation to keep us alive, alert, and realize what's

going on, be:ause we do take things more easy, and we settle down. But you

prevent that, so the healthy society is not a separated society; it's a society

where young and old find a meeting ground in the society's future and a general

belief that out there ahead is a better world which we can create, but neither

group can do it by themselves,

(
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A "Dilemmas of the NOW Generation," by Dr Mervin Freedman, Professor

or Psychology, San Francisco State College, and Dean of the Graduate Division

of Wright Institute, Berkeley, California

The title I have been given, "Dilemmas of the NOW Generation: Rejection

of Customary Values," makes certain assumptions: that there is such a thing

as a "now" generation, that it experiences dilemmas, and that rejection of

customary values is taking place

Consider that phrase, rejection of customary values Accusations of

perfidy directed at youth are ancient, and I do mean ancient They've unearthed

Babylonian tablets which essentially say, "Woe unto youth They ate really

headed for trouble because of the bad things that they are doing." And those

of you familiar with Roman history remember your Tacitus standing in doorways

watching various factions of Romans fighting in the streets and longing for the

virtues of the Roman republic Those of you who live in the Bay Area who may

watch our local educational television station, KQED, possibly have been viewing

the ,Forsyte Saga. In one of the last episodesJohn Forsyte, who was too young

to have foughtin the First World War but who comes to maturity shortly after

that, says that he does not want to enter business or a profession In the

tradition of the family but rather that he would like to become a farmer. And

he would like to become a farmer because he feels that he could really contribute

something to society in this way; and moreover it is noncompetitive

remember at the height of the Haight-Ashbury, a few years back, a good

fziend or mine who lives in London was visiting My wife and I were showing

him around, showing him the local color and reporting some of the activities

of the Haight.Ashbury crowd He reported that there was nothing new in It for

him Hz., had been at school in Cambridge, that is Cambridge, England, in the

192015, and had seen all the things going on in the Haight-Ashbury area-for

example, a public "gay" society, sexual freedom, bisexuality, all of this.

These were %cry common at Cambridge in the 20's except that they were really

not publicized You could read about them in novels of Evelyn Waugh, but

most people did not know about them. But there essentially was nothing new.

Dr Clark Kerr is fond of reading an editorial from the Los Angeles Times

denouncing the radicals and socialists at Berkeley, an eaitorial that was

written back in 1904.

So there is a good question as to whether there is really something new

going en, or whether much of what we now regard as re;e:tion of customary

vai4cs is the kind of thing that is a product of the instant labeling that

goo: on these days

You know, everything has to have a label We have "now" clothes and

w" c.gArettes for televis.on purposes we have t.. 1.), cimpiicated

occk,:ences in one or two minutes, that is, the People's Park controversy at
Berkeley or an antiVietnam protest or a student strike has tc be summed up

in sixty seconds for a vast television audience Under these circumstances

it's realty %cry easy to build a case for a .iew that aocords with one's

l';
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I was really struck by this a little while ago when various officials or
dignitaries from the world of sports chose the all-time baseball and football
teams. In the case of baseball, on the all-time baseball teams, the most
recent player was Joe Dimaggio; that is, practically everybody on the team had
played in the early years of this century; Ty Cobb and Walter Johnson and so
forth; but no Bob Gibson and no Sandy Kaufax, no Henry Aaron and no Willie
Mays. When it came to the ail-time football team, it was quite another matter.
Practically everybody on the team is playing now or has played very recently.
There were just a few relatively old-timers and not so old at that; that is,
Red Grange and Bronco Nagurski; but the quarterback was John Unitas, and one
of the running backs was Jim Brown.

Well, there is something very peculiar about this. It is very hard to
think that somehow or other all the great football players are playing now or
played lust very recently, whereas in the case of baseball there is something
very different about that sport so that all of the great players are people
who played prior, in the main, to 1930. It is hard to escape the view that
there is something of the traditionalist in the officials in the baseball
world and essentially they have chosen people who accord temperamentally with
their views. But nevertheless, despite all these caveats, I do think that
there is something to this view of the rejection of the customary values. I

think it has more cogency now than it has had in the past.

I think that there is something in the view that there is a "now
generation," something deep and fundamental And what I mean is this; I think
the old myths by which we have been living are collapsing around us. Consider

Thanl,sgiving. I noted last November that the old image or images of Thanksgiving
were no more; that is, going by sleigh to grandmother's house. When I was a
boy practically every newspaper signified Thanksgiving with pictures or sketches
of the visit to the farm I don't recall one newspaper--the New York Times,
which I read occasionally, or the San Francisco Chronicle or tI Tailelq
Gazette which even once carried 67 image good example of the kind of
mrEir mean is the demise of the comic strip "Gasoline Alley." You remember
that. It represented a kind of world: the small-town life, the small business,

a garage, the grandfather's farm "Gasoline Alley" was dropped from the
San Francisco Chronicle several years ago, and we now have a number of different
17767777ric strips that replace it Steve Roper, for example, who's a hell-
for-leather newspaper man, really a kind of a private eye, or Tiffany Jones,
who is a model who operates in London and Malta and the South of France and
other swinging places

Or consider Fourth of July oratory This is becoming a thing of the past.
To the best of my knowledge, not even Spiro Agnew made a speech last Independence
Day extolling the virtues of the American way Needless to say, the centuries-
old Christian myth--that is, the idea of a Supernal Being who somehow orders
the universe and the promise of a life hereafter - -does not provide the comfort
it once did to many people in and out of the church A life of thrift, hard
work, accumulation of possessions, does not have the conviction or the appeal
that it once possessed Very simply, I would say industrial society, that
is, western industrial society, is in the evening, in the twilight.
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A caveat again is in order here. What I have been describing is an urban

phenomenon to some extent, a coastal phenomenon, and to some extent a middle-

class phenomenon. If one looks at football games, particularly those emanating

from the South and the Southwest, things are somewhat different. There is

Billy Graham before the game, leading the audience in a prayer for peace. There

is a color guard for Old Glory. There is a festival queen, usually a blonde,

and her court. When "Ole Miss" makes a first down, Confederate flags are

waved, and the Apache Belles from Tyler Junior College in Tyler, Texas, perform

at half-time, while the band plays "Aint She Sweet?" The players who knock

heads are clean-cut young men, although these days they do have sideburns.
When one looks at this, one recognizes that the old virtues and values are
not dead among some people in some parts of the country. In Cicero, Illinois,

or Hamtramck, Michigan, the sons of blue-collar workers are still interested

in jobs, booze, and girls.

Nevertheless, I do believe that urban youths, for example, those of the

San Francisco area, represent a wave of the future, In a relatively short

time, a decade or so, a large segment or majority of American youth will be

like them. I do believe that we are now at a watershed in history, a period

comparable to the beginnings of the Christian era or the Renaissance or the

Industrial Revolution. I believe that the character of western. man is changing.

I consider these to be the results of powerful revolutionary pressures. Young

people are getting ready for a different kind of future. The forces that

motivate them are inchoate; they are not conscious, but nevertheless they are

very powerful. I liken this to something like the kinds of changes that have

taken place when one considers the biological evolution; that is, as the

climate became colder, animals began to grow heavier coats, and those animals

for whom genetic mutation produced heavier coats were the ones that survived.

I think in a similar way young people in our society are getting ready for a

different kind of social and personal future.

37

So in short I do think that there is a lot to the notion of a "now"

generation, and we may ask ourselves what characterizes it First of all, I

think the ability to live with unpredictability The world is becoming more

unpredictable all the time. It may have a physical base to some extent, or

at least a physical analogy is apt If you let gas out of a bottle, the

movement of the molecules that wefe enclosed in the bottle becomes more and

more random all the time The longer the gas is out of the bottle the more

random become the movements of these molecules. As we have an older universe

or an older earth, it may well be that the motion of the atoms comprising all

of the matter that makes it up becomes more predictable Needless to say this

is somewhat speculative More down to earth, I think that a lot of the un-

predictability has to do simply with advances. if you want to call them that,

in technology

Now I don't mean to mount an assault on science; really on the spirit of

science, that is, the search for truth, which I think is the real spirit of

science But there are times when I can't help wondering whether we might not

be better off if they had burned ialileo after all When one looks at the

space program and thinks of all the money that is spent on it, and one then

encounters a student who can't stay in school because he does'nt have 5200,

one wonders
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I was just reading the other day about certain militazy advances, if
4c may call them that; that is, certain means of detecting any kind of

movement out there in the darkness or in the impenetrable jungle or detecting

any unusual source of heat in the atmosphere. Whether this movement er this
heat may result from a child, or a dog, or perhaps from an enemy soldier is
unknown But if it's detected, it will draw fire One cannot help being

dismayed under these circumstances. Think of some of the otner unpredictable

effects of transistors or technology. Not very long ago, we could have hardly

anticipated some of the effects. For example, much of the power of Abdul

Nasser in Egypt rests upon the radio. He is able to appeal to a great many

fellahin in Egypt and peasants in other Arab lands who are illiterate, who
otherwise probably would hardly even know his name. The people who were

developing transistors a decade or two ago could hardly have forseen such
results.

Or consider some artichoke grower in California who sprinkled DDT on
his field to increase his yield of artichokes. He can hardly anticipate that
this might mean that some Eskimo fishing off the waters of Alaska will catch
fish that have ingested some of this DDT. Or simply consider over-population

and the unpredictability introduced by this. We call it over-population; more

strictly, let us say simply larger numbers of people. Let's say that one

percent of the population, or some such figure, is likely to do something

damaging; that is, is likely to put a knife on you and ask for your money or
run into your car while in a drunken stupor. If you meet 500 people a day,

the chances are, you see,.that you are exposed to five such people. But if

you meet 1500 people in a day, as one does as population increases, ono is

exposed to fifteen people. In short, the world is'becoming more unpredictable
all the time, and I think that young people in particular recognize this and
are preparing for it.

Another characterietic of the "now" generation is simply less attachment
to what I would call certain social myths. I would liken it in our time to

the effects of psychoanalysis several decades back on the images of ourselves
and on the images of society Consider the import of psychoanalysis for the

concepts that people hold of themselves. Back in 1900 a Victorian gentleman

with his stiff collar and his clean linen and his rolled umbrella regarded
himself as the epitome of rationality, maturity, stability, and what have you.
Psychoanalysis introduced into his self-concept the realization that he was
not only an adult, but also that the child was very strong within him; that

all kinds of incoherent fantasies, what sometimes we called unconscious
fantasies, motivated him; and so on I think we are experiencing the same
thing now with regard to our social mythology. Consider phrases like "Land

of the Free" and "Home of the Brave." We now recognize that underneath these
fine phrases lie such activities as slavery, slaughter of the Indians, reloca-
tion of the Japanese, and the like The effects are really profound The

social myths by which most Americans have been living really are dying.

Not that this phenomenon has reached scholars too well. I had to

listen a while back to a historian who was expounding on the Age of Jackson.

He was describing this as the age of the common man, the time when the common
man came to the fore in American life. Not a word about the Indians and
what was happening to them at the time or not a word about this period of
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lerican life, the ;WO's, wh;n slavery, whidi u f,.t.od-m.= proposition

tefore that, really not too viable econom1cai:1, e.ay rCe!v being established

on a firm foJting This is really an incrodAnlo ,;#1'd t think that

increasingly our young people wIll be aware of vile: mythiogt.;i1I underpinnings

of such beliefs,

All .ee9 "!o the::e phenomena is lessen` rep; deteriice to 0'..1:hlrity. if it

is functivaal to render is homage to the past, one simiarly renders less

obeisance to it8 representatives. conticinional authi-nities of ali kinds..

parents, peitti:lans,
representativen of the church, the stee, and the school.

This phenomenon, the decline of authority, goon a long way back. it goes back

probably to i,ome extent to World War 11, to World Waf 1, to the early 1900's

in American Life, and perhaps in the Western .:.rid Cbi far hack as the Renaissance.

Hut I think that these phenomena are really be:.ng exacerbated now. And

to gate too an =Aample 1./oa: I mean, consider how re:ati.vel;. common it is

for young people these dais, that is middle-clas rating vopie, to go to jail

for casonn of :iil aisobediente, for reasors of drug offenses, and the like.

These kinds vi things ;lie accepted hith ielatz%e equanimit thlYty years

ago, twenty or even !en ,ears ao, the acquaintariceg and families of middle-

class youths who went to ;ail would lime been shocked tieyond measure Now

somehow :.anvention.al society, is hardly afforded the ;obedience and the deference

that were its tiw a vex) short timc ago

Another of that tie at the "now goler;tion" is the 4eginnings

of new it agez of community 1 think it's clear that our trader Tonal communities

are dying; that Is, it we think of a community as a place where people have

ties, ties that mean something to one another, communitioi are really breaking

down Than is happenivg in c:tleges, c:tie, ard towns S!ATOTICS e,how that

student rebellion I: mist likely to take plac in an institut.on of 1arge size.

It seems pretty clear that the larger the institution the 10:16 IlkeithOOd that

people within It till) hao.i !lel, with one another tnat will mega something.

The traditional fam.ti :0:.rely losing its grip IT hard to knot-: where we

are going in this rev:..t, but i think it is ckai that he need communities

that transctqld the self and the individual family, COMMUllitiOS that really

provide a setting in hli:ch people ;an matter to one awhe: I don't know

that young people iavo given us very good loads A this respect I think that

this is one .t those areas where they do well at telling us that something

is wrong, but don't do u very good job of pro,iidAng a solut'on

We mignt ask at thi:i point, Why is tt that .Some of to ,1:e things are

happening nr)w' Some of the characteristics that 1 hate been as:ribing to

this "now generat;,,n" have been around f)r a long t: me. It As not that they

have popped up de novo on the Amurica,i scene Ihr.o anf.ers to a

question :iii., dris Undo.intedly one of them lb atfiuen.7:, !f we have a large

segment of our population that does not need to %der), earl! in

life, they have more time to look around themsel, t.) think, to re :'loot, to

declue what they lake and don't like. In thiv FeSi'v:t I think we can hardly

underestimate the importance of college attendan,:e Thg; United Slates is

now approaching point at which fifty percent of The popu;,tion be in

some kind of college other, er at least will ant: some hind of co!lege,

4:'er 114, y!ti tilAt r.ft percent of the

youth m th:s ;Atli have considerable :,014; tt; docide just what it is
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the, cant to be and just what it is that they want to do with their lives.

5Ald a moment ago, I think we can hardly overestimate the importance of

.11 it.. 'phenomenon I would ascribe many of the changes that are taking place

in our society, particularly among young people to this very simple demogra

chic phenomenon, the very large numbers of young people who go on to a college

of some kind, meaning that somehow they have bought more time to make decisions

About themselves and their society

Another element in this issue or question of how it is that suddenly

things are changing so rapidly is the effect of the mess media. The mass media

produce a new generation every few years. It is not uncommon, you knew, for

relatively young people, let's say people of the age of twenty-five, to say

that they feel a whole generation removed from high school youth.

Not too long ago, it was five years ago this coming spring, I made a

study of high school youth in San Mateo. At the time I was interested in

drinking practices; that is I was interested in such issues as how much they

drank, on what occasions, what age they started to drink, and the like.

Peripherally my colleagues and I asked some questions about use of drugs.

Drugs were becoming a fairly consequential phenomenon on college campuses at

the time, but in high school not much attention was paid them, It developed

that practically none of the students we interviewed had had any experience

with drugs, and, moreover, practically none of them knew any students who were

having such experiences. I had occasion only two years later to repeat this

study, at which time drugs were widespread In the very short time of two

years the phenomenon of drug usage had gone from an incidence of almost zero

to one of thirty or forty percent

kflect on what this means for the institutions in our society. They

are geared, you see, for evolutionary change If you think of colleges and

universities, they are really prepared for changes that take place over

decode You know the way it used 20 work; something would be introduced

at Hai.ard; some of the other prestigious colleges and universities would

emulate :t, because obviously if Harvard did it, it was a good thing. That

took ten or twenty years, and finally some of the institutions of lesser

prestige would decide that such and such ought to be done because, the more

prestigious InstitutIons. In that region were doing it. So something wort

introduced at Harvard, two or three decades later it would have permeated 6.4a

institutions of higher education throughout our society. We hardly have the

luxury of dealing with change in this fashion now Similarly, it may well be

that Jeffersonian democracy as exemplified in our checks-and-balance system

of government, it. really not functional to deal with the pace of change in

our society Surely the mass media throughout the world, and the United

States in part;cular, produce profound effects with which we are hardly

prepdred to cope

Let me say this now, that my sympathy most generally is with what we call

t.c "now generation," although I guess you would have to call me a square

Jr a straight I have four children, three cats and a dog, two cars, and a

he in the Berkeley hills I even go to all the some football games at

Berkeley. I liken my feelings to 'hose of a woman I read about this would

nave been in the early SO's in The New Statesman, at the time called The New
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Statesman and ,IN,iation. This was a very interesting little piece. This woman,

h ter f'if tiesWMps sixties, had inherited a house, a house with a great

many posessions--fine china and silver, linens, and so forth. She was going

over the house, looking through the correspondence of the individuals who had

lived in it. Much of the correspondence went back to Victorian times, to the

19th century, to the days prior to the telephone, prior to jet planes and

quick transportation, when people wrote letters. She was reading t'm numerous

letters that she had inherited in which people described in great detail their

reflections an themselves, on their houses, on their propert.es. Her reaction

at first was to be greatly charmed by this way of life, so different from

England, post World War II. Then suddenly a great rage seized her, because

she thought of her brother who had died in the First World War. He had been

dead about thirty-five years, and it occurred to her suddenly that this charm-

ing way of life had ended up in Co carnage of the First World War.

1 can't help feeling that same way about what we might call middle-class

America now, or what is sometimes referred to as tine silent majority, fouling

the earth and the air and raining bombs on Vietnam and Laos in support of

puppet regimes. 1 am on the side of the "now generation" in their condemnation

of the status quo.

Well, I have ranged myself on the side of what we might call this "now

generation," but I do have some reservations that I would like to present.

One of them is a very crucial issue for education, child rearing, personality

theory, psychology, and sociology. It han to do with the general issue of

impulse and control in the personality. Qt.:ice clearly, those young people who

somehow arc part of what is called the "now generation" are much free: in expres-

sion of impulse. But a very crucial question is the matter of when this freedom

can or should be introduced into the personality. For example, I think that

it's rather hard to get excited about some twenty-one year-old student blowing

grass on Saturday night. But what if it is a fourteen year-old who is smoking

pot? What does this mean for his future development? Similarly, I find it

again difficult to get very excited if two students, let us sty age twenty-

one, two students who care about each other, want to have sex relations.

But what if these are fifteen or sixteen year-olds? What does this mean for

their future developmcnt?

In a primitive society, where social roles are very simple--let's say where

all the men are hunters, or farmers, or fishermen and where the things that

they need to learn in order to get along in that society are simple--young

people can be and normally are allowed a great deal of freedom. But in a very

complex sciciety, where al! kinds of demands on people are necessary because

of the very complexity of the society, the issues are really very different.

Is it possible to exercise a great deal of freedom of impulse quite early in

life ..ind become a complex person, shall we say, later in life? This is some-

thing that has bothered me a great deal in the utterances of certain middle-

aged gurus our :,o;iety. What may be a most educational experience for

someone wiio is thirty-five may hardly be the same thing for somebody who is

seventeen.

Lastly, let me close on this note. Freedom of impulse by and large

appeals to me, but : we have to recogn*elthat life and society require more.
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It isn't really something that started at the college and university

level, in my judgment It really developed during the 40's and SO's when, as

a result of whatever social forces grew out of World War II, and I guess out

of the changes in the 30's, we began to envision the secondary schools as

serving all of the people's children, and we began to see all of the people's

children aspiring to stay in school and to graduate and to get what was then

a rather significant union card, the high school diploma, I think that move-

ment has simply mushroomed, and now an the late 60's we see it being reflected

in the aspirations of the minority and low-income and disadvantaged young

people to get into the system by taking advantage of public higher education.

And obviously those of us in the community college movement know that we are

at the real threshold of that movement, and that if it is going to make it in

a state like California, it has to make it through the community colleges,

which as of last year's statistics had something like eighty percent of all the

undergraduate enrollments in public higher education in the state and about

ninety-five percent of all the minority and low-income students in the state.

Sc certainly we are the critical segment of the tri-partite system of higher

education Despite thisi however, I think we should recognize that enrollments

in higher education have not grown fast enough as far as black and brown

students are concerned In 1968, nationally, the freshmen classes were made

up of six percent black students despite the fact that blacks represented

twelve percent of the college-age population, One other statistic, thirty

percent of the college population in the country in that year was attending

public colleges and universities, but only two percent of the black college

population was enrolled in those public institutions of higher learning. And

I don't think California was a hell of a way off of that mark. We were supposoi

to be an enlightened, progressive state, until recently,

I think there are some societal changes that we ought to be aware of or

reflect upon, as we think about this subject, which have greatly affected

minority student attitudes, if that's what we are talking about, attitudes as

a reflection of their aspirations or lack of aspirations or motivation,

Certainly as has been mentioned by other speakers, the whole business of the

disenchantment with our system, and even more specifically, as far as black

and brown students are concerned, the disenchantment with integration and its

relative progress and promise, have been factors that have weighed heavily upon

the black and brown student mood The rejection of white society and its values

for whatever reason has been another factor However, at the same time we have

seen an increase, not fast enough but rather dramatic and revolutionary in

itself, in the number of black and brown students on predominantly white campuses

in the north and the west, which has led to a much higher degree of solidarity

among blackand brown students, a building of brotherhood and identity which

I suppose many of the earlier minoritiesthe Italians, the Jews, during the

30's and 40'snever really developed in the same sense because they were'nt

as visible, and of cuurse they could very easily opt for integration. But

the badge of black and brown color has made this not a practical aspiration for

m:st minority group youngsters And, of course, much of this has been reflected

in recent years in the mushrooming of black an'1 brown consciousness or race pride

interest in La Raze, which in my way of thinking is one of the more meaningful,

positive things that has happened as we've seen the opening up of access to

higher education for minority young people Of course access is not the only

concern. At our school we haven't had to worry about recruiting black or brown
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being democratic, while at the same time not giving a damn about changing the

basic admissions procedures that would bring in good average black and brown

high school graduates who aren't super - niggers and super- Chicanos --this to

me is the reflection of the racism that students are talking about. I think

the whole business of expecting these new constituents who are coming on to

--the campus to do all of the adapting without having the institution do any of

the adapting and accommodating is a form of racism. I think that, although

the students are rather vocal in what appears to be a put-down of whites,

they are really trying to say that they feel that there has to be some elevation

of blacks and brown or some leveling of this relationship, this paternalistic

relationship between those that do the serving and those who are what I call

the customers of the service.

And of course this leads to the concern which has been reflected in what

we call separatism. My personal feeling is that separatism is more of a

strategy than a long range goal, and I feel, based on my own experiences of a

black person going to college after World War II and going to a fundamentally

white institution, that separatism will pass out of existence, but only after

there has been major progress in the achievement of the goals of these new

young people that are coming into these strange and hostile institutions.

I think that minority students are expressing great concern about the

lack of ethnically balanced staffs, and I don't know what's really going to

solve this problem other than, of course, allowing a little time for zs to

build a larger pool of so-called qualified
black and brown people to take the

positions we are now holding open for them in order to guarantee this balance.

I think that it is going to take, more than anything else, some guts on behalf

of the administrators to challenge what in many ways is the tyranny of the

faculties in wanting to remain inbred. I don't think we can rely entirely

upon the judgment and the warm-hearted feelings of department heads to go out

and aggressively seek black and brown faculty members. I think administrators

are going to have to refuse to sign some of these personnel actions for

departments that have no black or brown teachers in schools that have thirty

or forty percent minority student bodies.

Then, of course, I think the students, perhaps not so much in a school

like Merritt but in the university and state colleges, are rather "uptight"

about the tremendous lack of proportional minority group enrollments. New York

City is going to be facing up to this as they attempt to implement their new

open enrollment program. We have implemented it on paper here, but we are

still far from having anything like the relationship between the number of

black and brown students on the campuses of the University and the State

Colleges, and many of our community colleges, and the proportional minority

enrollments in high school. I am especially concerned about those who

graduate from high school and should be aspiring to higher education and should

be encouraged to take advantage of the excellent programs that many of our

colleges and universities have in their own home communities.

Let me just say that I think one of he other things that's going to have

to be done is to take a hard look at the number of out-of-state students and

foreign students that flock to our publicly supported institutions. I am not

sure we can continue to have three or four hundred foreign students on a campus
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like Merritt while at the same time reaching a situation soon where we will
have to be denying firstochoice admission to students that live within our

own Peralta District, I am not sure the University of California can :ontinue
denying access to average black students while letting large percentages of
their lower division enrollments come from New Jersey or New York or having
major segments of their graduate programs come from Venezuela or Chile or

Iran. I think if the promise of public higher education is going to be real,
we are going to have to make some value judgments about the priorities of

bringing our own indigenous population into the system. Maybe we will have to

ask the Federal government and the State Department to underwrite whatever the
benefits of this international program [are) that we have in institutions like
Berkeley, that have become almost a national resource, rather than a state
institution serving the needs of the people who pay the taxes,

Now, perhaps the most significant concern in the last year or two as
expressed by minority students has been that related to ethnic studies of
one sort or another, what is very generally Cescribed as the presenting of

the black and brown experience in this country, sometimes related to the
related African and Central American experience. I think in many ways the

demands that are being made and have been made for ethnic studies are really
a reaction to inaction regarding the lack of both curricular and faculty

integration. I think black students and brown students are saying that if
there had been some gradual integration of the subject matter over the years,
there would be less concern for such a dramatic thing as the creation of
separate departments of black studies and Chicano studaes, which we have,

for example, at Merritt, In many ways I think students are saying this is
the only way they are going to get black and brown faculty, by insisting
that people from those ethnic backgrounds do the teaching in those programs.
So, I think, as is so often the case when you fail to act, you have to spend

a greatly disproportional amount of time reacting. and I think that is in many

ways what has happened in the whole area of ethnic studios.

I think that from my own experience I could say that there is a rather
significant reinforcement of the cultural image of minority students and there
is a motivational relationship growing out of those programs Even the limited

experience we've had verifies this, although at Merritt we've had perhaps four

years' experience on a limited basis and two or two-and-a-half years of inten-

sive experience with a large offering that transcends many of the traditional

fields of humanities, social sciences and behavorial sciences I think we

really have a golden opportunity to test some of our theories of inter-
disciplinary education without being hung up on traditional subject matter lines.
We feel at Merritt, that black studies and brown studies, if they're going to
be relevant, ought to be made a part of general education, exposed to the total

student body, including the majority group of young people As a matter of

fact, some theorists like Arthur Lewis say that black students shouldn't waste
their time studying about the experiences they've grown up in; we ought to

limit those courses to enrollment by white students But at the same time we

have other persons who would claim they ought to be limited to enrollment by

black and brown students because the essence of the program is to learn the

ways to fight racism by using these courses in a somewhat propagandistic

mamer. I think somewhere between those two extremes lies the real benefit

and long-range contribution of ethnic studies
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Now I think, because of time and the fact that we do want to have some

time for give and take, I'd like to just conclude by summarizing some of the

literature and my own reactions to this general topic. I think that most

black and brawn students, as far as their aspirations are concerned, still

adhere to traditional motives concerning getting into the system. It may not

be the case in a few more years, but as of 1970 I think they still fundamentally

share the American dream. I think that the efforts we have seen in recent years

for the disadvantaged and minority students, and which in many instances has

been seen as kind of a "cop-out," ought to be looked at in the light of the

tremendous subsidies for middla -class white students which we have made in

higher education for decades. Of course we call them graduate "fellowships"

and we label it "research." But I think Walter Lippman said it rather meaning-

fully a few years ago when he said that the affluent and comfortable people- -

at that time about eighty percent and now about eighty-five percent of the

American people--are simply going to have to make the sacrifice to bring the

other twenty percent into the system. I think that the contributions of the

minority students in the movements of the last couple of years should be

recognized as a very valuable challenge to the system and should be taken

seriously, Somebody has got to look at society every generation or so, and

it's about time we had a good look. I think the black and brown students,

being independent of the system and lacking vested interest in it, relatively

speaking, are able to look at the system more objectivly in terms of how it

is meeting their needs. I think they bring special insights in terms of

their particular environments in the ghetto and bario that can only be found

from those experiences, and it's going to be a part of what America will be.

We ought to look at it as something that we have to redirect in some positive

expression.

I would conclude, despite efforts in the other direction, that white

racism is still a phenomenon that exists on many campuses and still promotes

alienation and frustration and failure on behalf of minority group students.

I think that higher education carried on behind barbed wires, we'll soon

discover if we haven't already, is no education at all.

Finally, I would like to conclude by reading the statement that Buell

Gallagher made when he resigned from City College of New York, last year, which

I think sort of epitomizes all of what we are talking about here. He said,

"I could have wished that the pace of institutional change had kept ahead of

rising expectations born of the successes of the civil rights movement, but

institutional inertia did not yield fast enough, and the pressure of long-

deferred hopes left no room for careful and considered action." I think our

students at Merritt would say, "Right-on " Thank-you.

Questions and Answers following. the Speeches of Dr Freedman and Dr Smith,

Student in audience, addressing, Dr. Smith: You stated about black and

brown students still adhering to traditional motives concerning getting into

the system At this time, because I am a student and I am black, I would like

you to mention some of the traditional motives, black and brown use and are

in favor of still, because I don't think I see them as being traditional,

necessarily
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Or. Smith: You are asking me what are the traditional motivations that
still infott the minds of mLnorsty students? Well I think they all want to
be independent, have . pb 44A make money that's ratner traditional. I

think they want status Amon their fellows, family, and peers--I think that's
rather traditional I think the best example I could give is the fact that
some of our hardest core millitants--and that is not meant to be a derogatory
statement, bo:!ause some of those are the real heroes cf the black revolution'
in my judgment, youPg men who have put a couple of inert on campus at the
sacrifice of their stu4ies, giving leadership to the moement and working in
the communitydo, as most of us, get to that point at age twenty-three or
twenty-four when they went to get married and want to move into the system
and take part in ditecting it and becoming independent, productive members
of that system And think it is a trick bag for us to conclude, as some of
our white radical friends ...an afford to, that the only strategy is one of
complete overthrew a system, because in many communities like Oakland,
black people will bc riking over the system. And you know, if you're going
to run a revolution you h;o11 to know how to make fire, find water, and do all
those functional thing.,, an..1 you can't go back to Pasadena or to Palo Alto
very easily. It you're hiAck, you will probably spend most of your life in
the black community, and I think there are very good oAamtlis of the fact
that black students do an.: Should slu.re in most of the traditiorai aspirations
of young people, of gettiii, into too s;istem. That is hat i was trying to say.

Speaker in audience,. u: '40.11!. tie C omm unio, coil:ge has enjoyed,
I think historically, a ClOSC, 0JOVAi0 reicexa, relaLux..1../1 wIth its community,
and I think we'll agreo to the b4lit.f th4t bqlher odura!%:itn, particularly as
it relates to community as 4 ::.$6.1-1:4* tO the community.
Would you react to this pitdse. IA= v ott it this tvg): that.- Is a certain
autonomy that 1s lacking fc;..7 the pr,.,idcn, of the ...viiswi:te :oll4ge, a lack
of freedom to opelate? in the detirl.im,nt of , fo.t,;ty pnvirnmont or the
selection of staff mamilers ..he :an ra:0%7 with hip: it, the' de4elopmont of a more
relevant and a more viable avadcatc vmmunity commentty college.
Could you react tc or share with u. /air own frustration% or solutions to this
kind of reduced or oi:aimiled

Dr. Smith: Yo.; .4ay the tbero i4n't v.uch seielivte:Cnatton for adminis-
trators. hat's title, but WO stiii wield an awful lvt et power, and I find that
ninety-nine-and-a-hall' percent ni eh. thing's, for cA4mnic. that Ftuuents, black,
Chicano, radical and otheil,:sq ocJia, .0 it And e%prus, ::,,1:ern about can be done
within the existing structure I w.uldn' ...ant to undek-entphasize the potential
that the administration hay to do th.r,;. rh. y-Ltm w:thcut falling
back on either legal restr:o..-..ns -he Lck ciroction or lack of
funds or whatever. In our ow!t si!.40sion 3L Mr(Itt I thlw, thar the circumstances
that prevailed prior to my coming had sort :.)t sen,:tized the faculty to the
fact that there were going ro have to be sft dramatis: changes, at least in the
paternalistic relationship between faculty ;;;Id ,udents I wasn't surprised
to find that most of the student halg-upi. and :.oncrns appeared to be with
faculty rather than with administrators. I think this past year we have made
some real progress in that the whet conseiatIve faculty te-sdership of the
last two years has been replaced through student pressure and intimidation
and harrassement, including Chl:ar3 :;tude:t wlv..) locked up the faculty senate
for three hours one day, and the probably would still be there if I hadn't

5. )
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convinced them in that particular instance that the Board was the only group
that could make the decision that would relate to their concern:'. But I

think that there is an evolutionary relvement in faculties. It is either

evolutionary cf kno within the system or to seek another job. Igl'ivo had the

blessing, I guess, of expansion o.. District which permits some of our
faculty who are not prepared to make an adjustment to a changing institution
to move along to another institution where they might blossom and become more

able to relate. But I'm not distressed at all. I spend most of my time
trying to negotiate those differences between faculty and students, and perhaps
that is the basic role of the administrator in addition to what Bishop Kennedy
said, being a facilitator of Cries, matte:, that make it possible for the
faculty to itt on with the busi:,ess of teaching and relating to students.

1 thInk one of the other things .P..; :.ay about the faculty is that I
would like to think that eventuzll: Vat ..mild move back in the direction of
having faculty also do some ct.t.n.;:ling so that they can establish a little
more meaningful relationship ..ith students than what they are able to have in

the traditional 500 weekly staue:-.t-eontact-hour experience. I'd like to see

us experiment with putting some oT the money that we now put into specialized

counselors, who have very severu limitations anyhow, because there are never

enough of them, into released time for teaching faculty to do some of this
counseling, especially as it relates to careers and adaptation to co!lege

environment.

Student, to Dr. Smith: You brought up relevancy and ethnic studies, and

I wasilaWilng JaliTimi& relevancy of ethnic studies? For instance, is it

to the black man so he can build his ego, or is it to the white man so he can

better understand the black man or the Chicano? Just where is it going to be

relevant to students? 1 wdnt to give an example. Our college took a poll of

students. It's a majority of white students. There are some black and some

Chicanos, but we took a poll and asked how many would approve of an ethnic
studies program, and a vast majority of kids z,ald 4o approve. In the

following question we asked who would take a part In tilt ethnic studies

program, and a very slim minority of students said they wanted to. So if

you had an ethnic studies program that nobody participated in, who would it

help?

Dr. Smith: I think ethnic studies has to be justified as a part of

fundamentinaucation. Even at a school like Merritt in that North Berkeley-
Oakland area, which is very oriented to radical movements and very activist,
and with something like 2,500 black students cn campus there are still only
about thirty or forty or fifty of what my brothers would call "nation-builders"
who are serious enough to be majoring in Afro - studies dS oppo'.eJ to majoring

in economics or literature or data processing. And thi, is thirty or forty

majors out of perhaps 1,000 enrollees in the black studies program and 4S0

enrolled in Chicano studies. So certainly even in our kind of institution,
which is not typical of the state, you could at depend entirely on the
program having its major contributions just to that small in-group of black

or brown students. So I don't think that is really a concern. About fifteen

percent of the enrollment in the black studies courses is made up of white

students, for the most part radical. Over half of the enrollment in the
Chicano studies program is made up of white radical students. Of course we

have few Chicanos, about 100 as compared to 2,500 black students on campus.
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We certainly could not justify the rather vital and large Chicano studies
program for 100 students I do not think they would want to be limited to
courses where they would be the only persons exposed to the brown experience.
I think strategically we've got to sensitize more of the white students to
the nature of the black and brown experience so that they can hopefully have
some effect upon the solution to the problem, And the real solution to the
problem is having white people go out to all-white communities and change
attitudes. Black people and brown people can't do that; so if for no other
reason I would say we'd have to insist upon ethnic studies being open to all
students, being, as a matter of fact, aggressively pushed as a part of
general education We've gat certain of our departments that are now requiring
as part of their own sequences one or two courses in Afro-Chicano studies.
The behavioral science majors have to take courses, the police science majors
have to take courses, the humanitAes mayors have to take courses; and I think
that is the way it should be In the meantime, though, those thirty or forty
or fifty "nation-builders," who are concentrating and are really serious about
becoming very heavily identified with the subject matter of the black and brown
experience, ought to have that opportunity. But again a major is only thirty
units cut of the ninety quarter units, and I would caution you against concluding
that all some black students want to do is spend all day taking black studies.
Even if they major in our se.hool, two-thirds of their time would be spent in
course work outside of that sequence

Studentl to Dr. Smith; I'd like first to go off on the ethnic studies and
then itTiibing to tie into the question I had about the motives, the traditional
motives, The ethnic studies should be, almost like you said, pushed, or almost
mandatory because the youths, the adults, everyone has been cheated in a way
when it comes to education, We've beers cheated Inasmuch as we haven't received
this portion of education And it's not a matter of who takes it, it'3 a matter
of everyone should have this This is one reason I think that you asked for
an ethnic studies department plus an incorporation of all the ethnic studies
into the regular curriculum. I took History 25 last semester, and there is no
black history in there. So in essence I am being cheated. I am taking a
semester's course getting three units or whatever, but I am not getting all
the history; so I have to go back again and take another course to get the
rest of it, take a black studies history course to get that little bit. And
so we are b-Ang cheated, and until the students, the faculty, the administration
stands up and says this has to be incorporated, teachets have to go back to work
for a summer and incorporate all tlio,ethnic studies into their courses plus
having the make-up course That would be the ethnic studies department, the
make-up. But all ethnic studies should be tied in And on the motives- -

Dr. Smith: Let me say I would agree with you, and I think that as we
expand ile number of minority instructors, they also need that strength that
comes from the solidarity of being in one untt, with some kind of identity
and some full-time leadership from a black man who would head that department
as opposed to being spread out in five or six other departments where they
are kind of an appendage But at the same time I would recognize that not all
colleges have the concentration of people in the community or students that
could justify having eight or ten people in ethnic studies as we have You
know there have to be compromises, and you're going to have to substitute
direct involvement of faculty by having seminars and bringing in outside people.
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Certainly Porterville, for example, can't dream of Wit, A black studies
department in practical terms, but they can do somethings to bring in some
relevant exposure to the black and brown experience

Student, to Dr Smith: And on the traditional motivrAs I think when you
are dealing wiTFTETi, you're dealing with the concept of total education that
the youth of today are look:.ng for. They are trying to take their names off
the ISM cards that are labeled success and put their names on an IBM card which
is labeled total education And they're finding this not )ust in the schools,
which is a small P11777hat, and the traditional motives then are to attain
these materialistic comforts and everything that everyone wants, like everyone
wants a nice house to live in, a nice car, these materialistic things;
but I think young people today ale hoping to gain these materialistic: things
without withdrawing themselves from life itself, without saying, I got mine,
now you get yours; because this is what has been going on in the past, and

this I think is why you see, like the hippies and everybody like that, they're
saying they have this You know these hippies, they are like weekend slum-
goers, you know; cause they can go back to their homes and have their 100

dollars to go eat lunch, this sort of thing And so they ale saying they
have theirs but they want to give the rest of the population a chance. And

I think this is the difference between the generations, whereas the motives
years ago was to attain success, to go to college, get that diploma, and

then get those materialistic comforts But now people want to get materialistic
comforts for themselves and not draw themselves from life and deal with that
fifteen or twenty percent.

Dr. Smith: Yes, I think certainly black and brown students are saying
that igy ought to be able to take advantage of the full promise of the
American dream without sacrificing their identities, and I think there is
no need to have to sacrifice your identit, a black or brown man because
you want to develop the tools that well enaltic you to give leadership to the

community, if that is your prin;ipal mot:vatIon in life, or simply find your

own way in life, which after all is perhaps ale primacy motivation behind
exposure to education I don't think we are really in conflict here I

would say that it might come to 3 point where biack and brown students, because
they haven't yet shared fully .n the American dream, realize that the) can't
fully afford the luxury of giving up perhaps their last chance to get hold of
some of the tools that will equip them to de whatever they want to do in life.

And perhaps they will have to focus on shaking np the institutions that serve
society, and maybe the white radital vanguard will be the ones to concentrate
on the whole philosophical challenging 4f the assumptions, since they aren't

too well prepared to challenge the nstitutizns dicc:tly, certainly hot in the
urban core cities.

Student, to Dr Smith: Earlier you mentioned the enrollment of the

various at Merritt Junior College. and you mentioned there were
thirty-five to forty percent black, two percent Ch.cam,a, ten percent orientals,
and the rest, I assume, were whites as the enroilment What I want to know

is, it's an area of concern to me, th.$ two percent to me does not seem indica-
tive of the proportion of the popu,aticin the Eaf,t Bay of the Ch;;:anot:. Now,

what I want to ask, Is there a reaion tot !hi, small pror.:rtIon of entoalment,
and if there is, what is being done to An:rease thisl
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Dr, Smith; The biggest explanation of this is that we are one of two

oommaiTrigTages in Oakland and our neighboring college, Laney, which is

just a couple or three miles across town, has about ten percent Chicano

enrollment because it happens to be closer to the Bast Oakland-Fruitvale

barrio, whereas we are in a black ghetto area. I think that is the easiest

explanation, The total enrollment if Chicanos in the two colleges is

certainly not proportionate to the Chicano high school graduates out of the

Oakland-Berkeley area That's the explanation as I see it And yet at the

tame time Merritt has a very comprehensive and vital program in Chicano

studies Wawa those 100 or so who have come to Merritt have boon more

interested in developing that kind of program, Laney still has a very small,

integrated over-all approach to ethnic studies and is still struggling to

develop a program despite the fact they have six times as many Chicanos as we

have at Merritt.

Person in audience, to Dr. Freedman: I wonder if you could expand a

littli7nraileIrainete impulses of the twenty-one-year-old

and fifteen-to-sixteen-year-old? And the second question, related to that,

would be, Do you think it would have been possible for Bide to have affirmed

his own humanity and others if possibly he had not gone through the process

of mind-expansion and other experiences earlier in his life?

Dr. Freedman: That is a very complex question would like to expatiate

on some oriErMings I said during my talk, If you look at various societies

throughout the world, most of them put no restrictions on sexual behavior of

young people. That is, about nine out of ten societies or cultures allow

young people a great deal of sexual freedom. The cultures that do place some

restrictions are. the highly complexv..technological.cultures. Ln primitive

societies in various regions of thedworlda-this would be actually most of the

regions outside of the Western world-the roles of adults are fairly simple,

as I mentioned. By primitive I mean societies in which technology is minimal.

The women are housewives or some kind of equivalcit. The husbands are farmers,

fishermen, hunters These are tasks that can be learned by young people at

relatively early ages. And people assume these adult roles early in life,

age fifteen or sixteen people are getting married, having families, and

sc forth.

Folk wisdom in the Western World, where, as I indicated, the roles of

adults tend to be very complicated and require a long training period, dictated

a fair *mount of restriction on the freedom of impulse in early life. Using

341:4 as an example, one can argue cogently that a great deal of loosening up is

all to the good

However I think the biggest issue is the age at which this loosening up

takes place. I've spent a long time studying students, and in my view those

students who as seniors are in the best shape--they are able to be free or

controlled as they wish- -were not very free early in life, for example, during

their high school years.

The crucial issue is whether certain things that happen at an early age,

for example, thirteen, do not handicap further development in the personality.

And there are many pressures in our society tpt,make things happen early in life.
j
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Part of it again is this old marketing phenomenon. Certain advertisers and

various companies are out to expand their market, and if you can sell something

to eleven.yearaolds or twelve -year olds, well, all to the good. There is a

constant pressure in our society to push things down to earlier and earlier

ages, the ages at which people date or drink or use dope or whet have you.

And a crucial question, you see, is whether indeed certain kinds of experiences

with drugs, sex, or whatnot at the very early ages of thirteen, fourteen, and
fifteen, may not interfere with subsequent development of complexity and
adequate control in the personality.

In the case of Blake himself we don't really know that much about his
personal life, but somehow I would guess that probably his experiences in
adolescence were rather restricted, He was apprenticed as an engraver, and

you know, in those days an apprentice worked very hard, He had very little

freedom, and I tare say Slake's notions of freedom came to him in his twenties,

and not when he was thirteen and fourteen. I agree that he could not have
arrived at the point he did in middle age and old age had he not gone through

this long period when freedom of impulse was very important to him. But I

don't think it was the freedom that occurred very early in his development.

Student, to Dr. Smith: I would like to make one final remark, and this
is in refer ence traire67. Smith had to say, and he spat about affluent

eighty-five percent of the American people making a sacrifice taxwise to bring
the other fiftqen percent into the system Well, as far as that goes, you
can't have a people/ especially the majority, who made tree system and who are
affluent, make a sacrifice and make that sacrifice willingly or with en under-

standing. You know you have to understand why you are doing this so you don't
lose part of your purpose, because for the affluent white to make a tax sacrifice
for black and brown, you know, they are probably looking at it like a chore and

then they're saying, well, we have to do it, but I don't want to, you know, and

so you still have this misunderstanding. And you've done nothing to solve it

except a symbolic gesture And so I think that this falls on the shoulders of
the mass media, bat because the mass media is made of individuals, the individuals
will have to understand within their realm of influence what they have to do to
cause other people to change, because what has been discussed here, especially

yesterday, was like this generation gap I maintain that there is no real

generation gap, because anything that anyone might tend to label generation gap

falls on either communication or someone's not being able to or willing to get

up off of what has been the status quo and to move on to something new.

C. "Tne Wright Institute Training Program of Augus!. and September, 1969,"

by Dr. Gerald D. Crelci, Dean of Special Programs` Board of Governors,
California Community Colleges.

Dr. Briggs wanted me to talk about the Wright Institnte Training Program
WO conducted in Allust and September of last year.

This was a new experience for the State Office responsible for the
governance of the C41ifornia community colleges. It was an experience we under-

took with some fear because IA ;s a sensitive area. It was a program for the
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training of community college personnel who work with low-income and minority

students The staff in the Chancellor's office were fortunate in contacting
the Wright Institute, which had received a special grant from the Federal

Government to conduct training programs in this area. It was their plan to

conduct one five-week program for community college personnel who worked with

low-income and minority youth, but we prcvciled upon them to modify their

contract with the U.S, Office of Education to conduct five one-week programs

in a two-month period. It was a crash program and was needed immediately.

We arrived at this decision on two counts: (1) the Berg-Axtell study

emphasized repeatedly the need for training of community college personnel who

work with youth who are either from low-income families or minority groups;
(2) the passage of the Extended Opportunity Prognms and Services Act made
it necessary to train individuals for the new programs that would be developed.
We knew personnel was not available at the colleges, and we had to do something

quickly,

The Wright Institute agreed to our proposal. They put togethdr a staff

made el, of minority people who knew the problems in this area of training. One

objective was the training of individuals who would involve 4s,,1 total college

in the program. This included the community.

A second objective was to present alternative means of funding programs.
As a matter of fact, there are many things that can be done in this area without
money. Of course, we encouraged colleges to get things going with their own

resources. The colleges had to demonstrate commitment. There are a number of
colleges that we can point to as being illustrative of the work being done with
low-income and minority youth, but there are not very many. Actually, the Berg-

Axtell study indicated that about half of the community colleges had any viable
programs in this fleAd.

Another thing emphasized was that much may be accomplished in the existing
structure and wo don't have to look outside the community ot the college for
resources. After all, a community college ought to act like a community college
and do the things community colleges are supposed to be doing.

We had our objectives for the training programs. The institutes were
held Within the last few days, I received a communication from the weight
Institute training staff pointing out some general observations regarding the
training program,

SS

What I am about to relate to you is not meant to be criticism of the

community colleges. Actually, I think it ought to be helpful to you to know
what members of one training staff (the Wright Institute) has said and what
their impressions and observations were regarding their experience. I also
want to point out that the training program was successful and accomplished
the objectives. The need for training was recognized and carried out. People
were involved that had not been involved before. I think the programs to be
developed and those under way received the additional help needed, which will
result in impraved programs. I feel that many things were accomplished, such
as student involvement, colleges observing the need for total involvement and
recognizing the necessity for community participation. Additionally, the
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colleges realized that they could and must not rely on one source of funding.
All resources of the community and colleges must be utilized.

The Wrigit Institute Training Staff returned from the training programs
throughout the state with a number of impressions which the staff feels are
important to report here.

The California community colleges is the largest system of higher

education in the world. They are being called on to take the greatest share

of the responsibility for educating low-income and minority youth. They are

by nature of their low program cost and flexibility the institution to assume
this responsibility. On the other hand the staff saw little or no sense of
urgency among the community college personnel in assuming this responsibility.

They saw little active participation for assuming assigned tasks, and met with
some who felt there were no tasks to be undertaken.

This staff would argue that we are on a collision course between public

expectation and college preparation. If poor people and people of color are

to be told by the legislature, by four-year institutions, and by high school

counselors and community colleges that the community college is their primary

chance for an education, and if the community colleges are not prepared to meet

that responsibility, the staff is concerned that the community crilege will

not meet the responsibility delegated to them. Senate Bill 164 (the Extended

Opportunity Programs and Services Act) and the three million dollars it carries
with it is indeed an excellent beginning for the state to move ahead with the
state-wide plan for those who have previously been excluded from higher

education. Such a plan must take into consideration why poor people and people
of color have been excluded. It must recognize that certain changes are
essential in the excluding institutions to include and serve a new and different

student body.

To be more specific about our concern, the staff was aware of a pervading
feeling of impotence among community college faculty and administrators, a
feeling of impotence which took the form of, "Nobody funds clmmunity colleges.
We have no influence with the State Legislature, we have never had enough
money, and we aren't going to have enough, and there is no point in talking

about anything that has been done at the State College or University because

we don't have their freedom."

All these things become a self- tilling prophecy. The staff was particularly

aware of defeatism on the days devoted to sources of funding and ways of influenc-

ing legislation. Repeatedly there was evidence that community colleges exhibited
despondency because of a single rejection of a single proposal from one funding

source. Not one institution ifitlicate0 ',At it was the job of the institution

to rework and sell the proposal over and over again. Only one institution

reported pushing a financial aid application to the appeal level. All admitted

that in the past they asked for less federal financial aid money than they needed.

The staff was even more concerned with some community college personnel
because they resisted change by their hyper-sensitivity and defensiveness.
For eample, in response to a quote from the Southern Education Reporting Service
about the small number of black students in higher education, the staff got,
"No one on our staff is prejudiced" 6i4Ours is rot a racist institution "
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Statements were perceived as accusations where no accusations had been made
or intended.

In other cases, participants were passive. They would stay a few hours

and then leave for home . Passivity also took the form of several participants
asking for model proposals so they could be sure of a good proposal, In other
words, there was little evidence of any creative thinking or desire for such
in meeting the demands now being felt by the community colleges.

Now on the other hand, students throughout the state selected by other
students came for the full five days, took copious notes, worked afternoons
and evenings formulating proposals, have since communicated with the staff by
asking for information on new legislation; and generally, the paid--or the
unpaid students, who were also invited- -made the kind of commitment that could
bring about change and that represents a marvelous resource to community
colleges to move ahead. Students clearly are ready to work very hard to make
certain that community colleges include low income and minority students in
their educational opportunity programs, which are being developed and maintained.

The Wright Institute has made several recommendations that I'll relate
to you. They indicated that "because three million dollars must serve as a
spur to action and because three million dollars split ninety-two ways will
be highly ineffectual, the Wright Institute staff makes a number of recommenda-
tions based on their experience with several community colleges."

The first recommendation was to give the highest program funding priority
to those community colleges which sent full teams and actually participated,
and were willing to devote a considerable amount of time to training of personnel.
Personnel in this case meaning teaching faculty, administrators, students, and
people in the community.

They also pointed out that activity of ane single week is not sufficient
to influence real change, and follow-up activities should be planned Institutions
should be willing to involve key personnel in large numbers for a specified
amount of time They also suggested that all participants should be committed
to change and those who are not willing to seek change should not participate.
Sessions can impart a certain amount of factual knowledge, but the bulk of any
session should be devoted not to universals, but to the creating of an awareness
and a willingness to experiment in change and a willingness to moot now challenges.

The communication declared that all participants should be ready to interact
with studws and listen to the concerns of students about the need for change.
Further, they commented that community colleges shnmld be encouraged to form
consortiums. It was pointed out that community college; will not receive large
funding from the Federal Government as individual colleges, but the colleges
could if they wore to develop consortiums.

The Wright Institute exhorts the Chancellor's Office to exercise all its
influence and all its discretion to instigate the change so desperately being
called for and to fund programs at those institutions which demonstrate the
strongest commitment to change.

The Wright Institute also suggested some of the things they would do
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differently if called upon to act in this capacity again, They would resist
the appeal for institutions to tell them the answers and plan a program for

them. This occurred all the time The question was repeatedly asked, "Now
how do we do it?" Colleges wanted answers to problems. The community colleges

didn't want to solve their own problems, The Institute would insist that no
institution participate unless it participates fully and attempts to plan a
program which centers its activity on institutional dialogue The Institute

would serve solely as resource persons and facilitators and not as lecturers.

I have related this communication from the Wright Institute, not as a
condemnation or criticism, but as a help. I am merely indicating a reaction
of a training team [the Wright Institute] to a given program.. Whether these
observations are true or not, I will leave to your judgment.

D. Expressions of Thought and Feeling by Representatives of Three Minority Groups.

1. "The First American: The American Indian," by David Risling,

Agriculture Instructor, Modesto Junior College, Modesto, California

Why is it the first American, the American Indian, is seldom included in
conferences such as this? Is it because we believe that he is part of the
mainstream of the American public; is it because we are too busy solving our
immediate problems to worry about him; is it because he is one of the "silent
majority" who says nothing and is quite pleased with the operation of our present
system; or is it that Americans are just apathetic about Indians and their
problems?

It is my feeling that the average American .s unaware of the American Indian
and his problems When we consider the fact that the educational system in
America teaches almost nothing about the Indian, is it any wonder that we
continue to neglect the Indian in our educational conferences and other activities?

In viewing the curriculum in our California schools we find almost nothing
indicating that Indians contributed anything to the economic or social development
of America. Of the five years of studies required for a teaching credential in
California, only six and a half pages are devoted to Indians, and five and a
half of those are detrimental to the image of the Indian people

Americans who ate aware of the Indians generally feel that most Indians
are found in Oklahoma, North Dakota, or Arizona and that the United States
government is taking care of them Unfortunately, this is not the case; almost

one-fifth of the Indian population lives in California, and the majority of them

live in the urban ghettos.

Edgar Cahn, in his book Our Brother's 1.2111 ec. The Indian in White America;
says that the Indian is neither an American nor an IndianHe has the worst
of one world, the white world, and is barred from the best of his own.

In order for us to help the American Indian we should know a few facts about
him. Let us first look at his social and economic status Let me quote from a

campaign speech made by our President to the Congress of American Indians in which
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he acknowledged the unenviable position cf the American Indian. He said:

The sad plight of the American Indian is a stain on the
honor of the American people.

Historically, these native Americans who shared the first
Thanksgiving and guided restless explorers across the American
continent have been deprived of their ancestral lands and reduced
by unfair federal policies and demeaning paternalism to the status
of powerless wards of a confused Great white Father.

Today, many of the 600,000 American Indians living on reser
vations suffer limitations, disabilities and indignities that few
disadvantaged groups in America suffer in equal measure.

Their educational level is inexcusably low--and their motivation
is sapped, 11 an educational structure which forces them to re'ect,

Mir own culturriimErilgeBrigUaTrairmiNincements

To further illustrate the status of the American Indians as compared to
other Americans, I would like to quote to you some other facts: (1) the

unemployment rate among Indians is more than ten times the national average;
(2) the average family income is $1,500 an `in some areas below $500; (3) the
literacy rates are the lowest of all ethnic groups, the level of formal education
being half the national average and the school drop-out rate, twice the national

average; (4) the average life expectancy is more than twenty, years less than
that of other Americans; (5) the sanitation and housing conditions are
poorest of all ethnic groups, ninety-five percent of the housing being totally
inadequate; (6) the death rate among the children is twice the national average;
(7) the suicide rate among teenagers in some areas is ten times the national
average; (8) urban Indians, many of them relocated by 117 NMI government,
often find themselves confined to hopeless city reservations of despair because
they lack the orientation, education, and skills necessary for urban living,
hence soon find that they are unwanted; (9) alcoholism, prostitution and other
forms of degeneration among Indians are highest in the urban areas.

These cold facts should point out quite clearly the failure of America, as
a nation which prides itself in its concern with the welfare people, to
do something constructive toward overcoming this tragic situaTron. A ter a2i,
the deplorable conditions under which the bulk of America's Indian people an
forced to exist today are not of their own choosing. They were forced into
this miserable situation by the people whose descendents are living in security,
comfort, and luxury derived from the rich land and resources taken forcefully
and deceitfully from the country's rightful inhabitants.

The next important fact to consider when dealing with American Indians is
the fact that they were a conquered people. Conquered people, almost universally,
tend to isolate themselves from their conquerors, spatially where possible as well
as inwardly or psychologically. They are naturally suspicious in any dealings
with people they regard as their conquerors. They tend to develop styles of
behavior which cause them to be categorized as apathetic, withdrawn, irresponsible,
shy, lazy, and helpless. Alcoholism, inferiority complexes, factionalism, and
other forms of degeneration seem to typify such conquered populations--not just

6!)
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-Indians, but any conquered people down through history who have been as completely
demoralized over such a long period of time.

Another thing to consider is the fact that the Lives of the Indian people
have so long been directed and controlled by the government that any display of
independence and self - determination is regarded as rebellion against authority;
hence the spirit of these once proud, resilient, independent people has been
pretty well smothered This governmental dictation of their lives has left them
suspicious, disillusioned, cynical, and frustrated, Their lack of education,
naivete, and lack of a sense of self-worth have contributed substantially to
their dependency.

That the problems of the Indians ate much more complex than those of other
minorities is another important fact that should be considered. Indian people
are usually sub3ected to federal, state, local, and Indian laws, all at the same
time, many of which are applicable only to Indians. Those that live on trust
lands or reservationlands have legal problems unique to Indian people, Many
Indians have treaty rights and restrictions that are different from those of
other citizens. Some Indians receive federal aid, while others do not Indians

living in the same household sometimes are governed by different agencies. Full

brothers and sisters living on and off the reservations find that they have
different rules to adhere to This is very confusing to both the Indian and

the non-Indian.

The next thing to consider is the fact that textbooks and the mass media
are generally very derogatory toward Indian people. There is little material in
the schools today telling of the contributions made by the American Indian toward
the development of the United States Most people ate not even aware of the fact
that the Iroquois League, established in the 1500's, served as the model for the
Constitution of the United States, or that the Cherokee school systems in the
early 1800's were teaching classes in their own language and were even more
literate in the English language than the surrounding white population at that
time.

Such omissions from our standard textbooks are due, of course, to the fact
that Indians are a conquered people and that histocles are always written from
the conqueror's point of view Is it any wonder then that we know very little

about the original inhabitants of America?

Let us consider next the differing systems of values among people While
some groups of Indians, particularly those of the Northwest, measured a man's
success and importance by his material wealth, often earned by his service to
others, generally speaking amongst the Indians of the Ntlithern Hemisphere such
wealth was of little significance Things, such as horses, taken by skill and

daring, usua, signified a man's prowess and courage, which were qualities
needed for survival The present-day American desire for wealth and material
things gain through long hours of hard, monotonous work, as a means of
measuring a person's importance and success in life, very often does not fit
into the Indian system of values. Many would rather have the time and freedom
to do the things they enjoy or that they feel are important to their way of
life, and they are satisfied with few material things, leaving the tedious
work and worry to others Others feel that it is morally wrong to want or have

,1
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more than you actually need. Still others feet that it was the white man or
"the government" who caused the Indian t be in the predicament in which he
finds himself; therefore, it is only right thnt lle!e same people or agencies
should be expected to solve his problem f.t him In mw4, eases the Indian
tribes have treaties with the Government which promised to take care of them
forever.

Another important fact to consider is that Indians have for the most part
had their native religions pretty well extinguished and now lack a major
religious movement with which to identify As with religions universally, the
Indian religions gradually evolved through time to fit the overall social and
environmental complexities of their lives Every phase of their day-to-day
living centered around their religion With the coming of the conquerors, they
wore, more often than not, forced to give up their accustomed way of life mid
their homeland to which their religion was 'led, and consequentlyi to abandon
their religion at the same time, or try to modify it to make it acceptable in a
changed style of life The resulting confusioe, frusttation, and despair had
a major effect upon their lives By and large when Indians came into contact
with white people, they were continually pressured into accepting Christianity,
in one or more of its many forms, as a superior and "right" replacement for
their native religion Many Indians have had, and are ttill having, a hard
time adjusting to the varying conceptt of Christianity, which it many areas are
contrary to the Indian philosophy and way of life This inner conflict loaves
them no sustaining religious faith to turn to in time of stress

The next factor which I will discuss i$ the iak of self-esteem or self-
worth among our Indian people.

One of the reasons for the high Indian unemployment tate and high suicide
and drop-out rates among our Indian teenagers is ':)eir lack of selfesteem er
self-worth and the feeling of not being wanted sliere are many contributing

causes for this, many of which I have already identif.ed One of the most
notehle is the mass medic which projects the Indian as being a savage or something
less than human. Another teeter is the lack of understanding by non-Indian
people who know almost nothing factuai about the Indian people In addition the
Indian people themselves have lost most of their wItural identity.

Indians concerned with this picbAem feel that Indian heri!agc should be an
integral part of the programs of the aJloQls and the Indian comun:ty They
feel that in teaching the Indians as well as nan-Indiant. the true and finer
things about their heritage, stressing that there is nothing shameful in being
"different," the Indian people will have a ronewd sense of pride in their
heritage, in turn improving their own self-0$teem and self worth This, of
course, is a change from the old government philosophy which gays that anything
Indian is bad and the quicker Indians learned thAs, the better Unfortunately
this philosophy has only compounded the problem

The last factor I will discuss which contribute., great s> tc the low status
of the Indians in America today is their lack of opportun:ty for sea-determinatio
As a conquered people, they have for generations been under paternalistic control,
treated as Intellectual, cultural, and t,c,cia inter: ors and have not been given
the opportunity to become involved An determining the couises of their own lives.
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Yet when the Europeans first landed in this country, the Indians were doing

quite well, their ways of Life and development of special Skills suiting

admirably the differing environments in which they lived.

The most successful Indian programs today, such as Rough Rock Demonstra-
tion School in Arizona, the California Indian Education Association, the Office

of Navajo Economic Opportunity, and many others, are those in which the Indians

have taken the leadership role. The least successful are those which have not

involved Indians in the planning and management. Unfortunately the dominating

society is most reluctant to relinquish its paternalistic role, cherishing
the assumption that it must surely know what the Indians need most and what is

best for them.

I hope that what I have discussed with you this morning will in some small

way cause you to become concerned with the problems of our Indian people. I

would suggest that any of you who are interested in the Indian problems read

Our Brother's gliav The Indians in White America, This book is about the

status of these conquereTWEPITTiving amonrirlt looks at the world which
exists today within our midst--a wor14 controlled by white men, a world which

grinds out new injustices day by day. It tells the story of how it is to live

in your own country, to be a conquered people under control, not being able to

determine your own destiny, not even allowed to be heard; as a matter of fact,

not even here in the educational system of California. Two years ago we

finally had a report made to the Legislature and to the Governor, letting them

know there were Indians in California and letting them know their obligations

and so on. They did'nt even know that Indians existed. I urge you to read the

book, and I further hope that at your next conference you will include the
American Indian at all levels so that he too can contribute to the Community

College Values Conference. Thank you very much.

2. "Black Aspirations, Goals, and Values," by Joel 0. Reid, Dean of

Community Services, Pasadena City College

Let us get to the heart of the matter, the gist of the problem, and

address ourselves honestly and candidly to what blacks aspire to and really want.

So far as the black man is concerned, I cannot, nor would I pretend to,

speak for the blacks in toto. In truth, no one can There are many leaders,
spokesmen, and community representatives who speak out, discuss, and present

a rich diversity of opinions regarding aspirations and fulfillment which blacks

desire to achieve. Let us not be naive and pretend that there is only one voice
for America's blacks and only one point of view. Blacks are as varied in

opinion and thought as anyone else. As I see it, the black man is asking and

seeking for the same cherished goals and ideals which motivate all other

1
Available from California Indian Education Association, 1349 Crawfr.% Road,
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Americans These are the same aspirations sought by all other human beings.
One important aspect is that of respect, respect ati a human being who has a mind;
respect as an individual who has talents and the potential for creativity and

who seeks to realize his individuality. He wants respect for himself and his

family. He wants to better himself, to have a good education, a better home,
improved economics. He wants to give his family the comfort's and the necessities

of living. The black man wants, nay, demands the abolition of discrimination,

racism, and exploitation. Ho cherishes the right and opportunity to participate

in and enjoy the benefits and responsibilities of American life.

Let us look at the elementary schools, the fundamental unit of our public
school system. There are differing professional and la) citizens' views in

the black community. However, they all have in common the desperate and immediate
search for progress, not in another 200 years, but progress right here and now!
While there may be differences as to the merits of the traditional eight years
of elementary school, the 8-4, 6-3.3, and more recently 4.4-4 systems, the
important thing is not to get bogged down in educational verbiage and reach an
impasse of inaction and apathy The need is for a responsive systemm. Blacks

are saying, "Let us re-evaluate the educational system, whatever its form, and

let us begin to do something constructive about it, Let us change and update
its curriculum and subject content." To illustrate, why do we not include a
full review in our teaching of American history that would actually represent
black participation and contribution at all levels of instruction and from all

fields of learningscience, art, politics, etc? Let us use this comprehensive
educational approach--the truth -to counter the present distorted view in
American education which gives rise to prejudice and feeds race hatred, Let's

present these educational truths so that the individual black child, Chicano

youth, and all minorities will be proud of the contributions, the richness of
his culture and his people Let us not have showcase nor shallow window-

dressing sham. Let us have no "Potemkin Villages." We're living in the 1970's

today! Blacks are individuals who have capacity, individuals who are using
their capacity, and individuals who should have more opportunity to use their

capacity. This is what we want for our children, black, brown, or white.

Now let us direct our attention to the junior high school systems. Let

Us likewise enrich and modify the school curriculum to make it more meaningful

and to make the school system more accountable to its youthful students. The

community colleges are becoming more involved in community affairs and extending

the educational process to the community at the grass-roots level This is the

essence of the junior college. To me, one of the points of the junior college
is to bring education to the people, getting involved in the community Junior

college students are going back to junior high schools and working with potential
drop-outs, working with students who are having difficulty because of the system.
Why is this so? The educational system as presently constituted has failed to

reach and motivate these students What a waste of talent' What a subversion

of the educational process'

In the area of education at the junior college level, let us bring
educational opportunity to the people How do we do this? This is particularly

what black people and other minorities in my area are asking Where junior
college administration is enlightened, such as the administration at Pasadena
City College, as well as its educational community outroach, the Community
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Adult Training Center, the school system is responsibe to the needs and aspir-

ation of the community peoples. In this sense, it is striving for meaningful
communication and accountability to its educational constituents, For example,

we are asking for a special program, a mobile classroom on wheels to take into

the community. We seek to reach the residents of the ghetto and barrio. Let

us sit with the disadvantaged person who has been degraded, who 15 desperate,

who is despairing. Let us make the initial contact with the person who is on
drugs and seeks to escape from his harsh world of reality and degradation.
Let us meet him on his terms and meet his immediate needs. Let us administer

supportive services. Let us have wire lay counselors, recruiters, and other
teaching personnel who go out into the community These personnel will be

attached to the mobile classroom. Let all connected with this educational

venture be sensitive, concerned, and communicative This is what black and

brown people have been asking for and what they respond to in the area from

which I come. This is what the junior college should be trying to do.

After the junior college has established initial contact and created an
educational bridge with the community resident, the disadvantaged person will
be more responsive to enrolling in the college programs Let us be realistic

and recognize that the stress of the ghetto is such that not everybody wants
to go to the junior college, nor could afford the luxury or the time. Survival

is paramount. The innovative answer, the response to this need, is the community
adult training center, whore the educational, economic, and socially disadvantaged

can within a short, concentrated time acquire educational and vocational skills

so that they can successfully begin to climb the economic ladder and enter the

main stream of the employment market.

To be effective and to make such an innovative program work, as we did in
Pasadena at our Community Adult Training Center, we must generate enthusiasm
and elan vital. We must rid ourselves of stereotyped and prejudicial thinking.

For TaWarblacks and other minorit'es do not wish to remain on welfare rolls.
They have pride and dignity They seek a realistic, pragmatic means to escape

from the evils of poverty and welfare

Blacks and other minority youth are keenly aware of the social, economic,
and political problems that beset them They are involved in the political

process. They want to help direct their future This is what young people

are asking for. They want to partake in the world of industry, business, and

management, They want to acquire more knowledge, expertise, and skills that are

so vital to the educational process, especially at the )unior college and its

educational outpost, the community adult training centers. We educators must be

aware of and meet these needs.

The business world has a unique opportunity to get involved and contribute
its skills and experience in developing and uplifting the economically deprived

communities. Enlightened ghetto youths are saying, Let us be part of the economic

decision-making process. In Pasadena, for example, there is the Malabar Parts
Corporation that has just started, composed of professional and lay leadership
Malabar utilizes community expertise and skills in redeveloping the cnmmunity
People, especially young people indigenous to the community, say, Le us do it

ourselves. We want a chance to participate in and control our comm .zy, our

destiny. Instead of our commun,%. monies being turned over but twr or three
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times and leaving the community with ,no.profits remaining, let our consumer
monies be turned over as it happens in the mIddle.clasf, areas, thirteen or
fourteen times, and a significant portion remain in our community. Malabar and
its ghetto youth participants will take the initiative to invite existing
business to the community upon mutually acceptable terms and benefits, They will
provide not only the unskilled labor force, but also skilled labor and supervis-
ory and management personnel, They will seek educational help and expertise of
the Community Adult Training Center and the colleges to achieve this goal of
total community participation in all socio-economic spheres of endeavor whore
the land, buildings, planning, industry, finance, and management are controlled
by and for the community.

Blacks and other minorities are saying that there is a lack of sensitivity
on the part of most of our educators, There is still discrimination; there is

still bigotry; there is still racism, Let us drop the facade of civility and
polite language, and let us judge one-another by our actions, There is much
truth to the statement "If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the

problem." Our lack of meaningful activity, our apathy, our omission is akin to
our hoarding of vast surplus quantities of grain while the rest of the world dies
of starvation. The grain merely accumulates, but people stagnate and deteriorate.
Licensed poverty and injustice perpetuate further poverty and accumulate further
injustices onto the second, third, and fourth generations. We have a vicious,

unremitting, diabolic cycle. Small wonder that we witness social explosions
that erupt into a Watts, a Detroit, a Newark! The expression of good intentions

does little if it does not result in constructive actions, The road to Hell is

paved with platitudes and hypocrisy. We are judged by our actions and not by

pious lip service.

What do blacks and other minorities want? They want their rightful place
and share in American life now, no more, but certainly no less Time is running

out! Time is short! All of us must act now with vision, courage, candor, and
conviction.

65

3. "Mexican-Americans," by Amado Reynoso, Spanish instructor and Director of
Mexican-American Studies at Moorpark Junior College,

I am Amado Reynoso from Moorpark College, with a couple of different titles;
one is instructor in Spanish and one, Director of Mexican-American studies.
I'm going to react to Dr Smith's comments, first of all, in one area which is

of great concern to me becAuse of what I have seen happen in a number of ethnic
programs and maybe can serve as a base of discussion for some of us instructors,
students, and administrators

Dr. Smith mentioned that students were very concerned and very imaginative
and wore pushing for many new programs that they considered relevant to them in
their own barrios and their twn ghettos; and in order to achieve these programs
they were going to the administration, and the administration was working with
the students in order to achieve these new areas, these new fields of concerns.
Well, what I am asking is, Where is the teacher? How are you going to do this?
What has happened to the traditional role, to the intimate relation that used to
occur between the teacher and the student? How do you go about it? If the
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administration is the facilitator, it must facilitate something between the
Student and the teacher But from a number of institutions since I became
involved in ethnic studies last September 1 hear that teachers are dropping off.
They are being attacked by students, You know it's hard being in ethnic studies
departments nowdays, both for us blacks and browns, I myself being brown. We
may be the first dead generation.

Perhaps two or three years from now it will be realized that some of these
more militant--in a negative sense of the worddemands can't be met, and some
progress can be made in terms of what can be realized within the structure of
the college, Of course the structure itself can chart, but new programs are
being born every semester, often not being thought out completely Often they
are being met as a reaction to instantaneous demands for instant perfection,
and people are being hired and they are being fired, too, Almost overnight

they are being reassigned, Things that are built under pressure are drastically
changed under pressure, and in this kind of atmosphere, what happens to the

teacher? How can you build a viable, long-lasting program for the whites and
the blacks and the browns and the barrio and the ghetto, and the over-thirty
and the under-thirty, and the day and night students, listening to--necessarily
perhaps--to a very small minority of people, the vocal minority?

I had the opportunity of planning, calling, and sharing in a Mexican-
American studies conference at Moorpark College last November 19. More than
one speaker said, "At our institution we work so closely with our Chicano students
that they teach us as much as we teach them" I myself don't feel this way about
it. I am wondering who is getting paid and why. I was born in a ghetto. My
parents came from Mexico. I am bilingual and bicultural 1 have been in
education since 1949, and I have been in a number of different districts, and I
have some experience that I feel I can offer to young people that may lead them
in their own soul-searching for their own identity, in their own careers even
as they go back into the ghetto, as they s;.y. Can I offer them anything? I

think I can, so I take a job and I want to do my job. I am sure that this is

true of all blacks and all browns If the students don't feel this way, then we

are in trouble. If the administration doesn't feel this way, again we are in

trouble. How do you recruit, how do you keep, how do you build programs that
don't fall down in one semester, that don't fall down in half a semester? What

happens to the spirit of the college, is what I'm asking, to the spirit of the
staff, the spirit even of the board of this kind of thing'

Bob [speaking to a student in the audience], are you and I the only chicanos
here? You want to come up here, Bob? Come on

Bob: Like in South San Francisco there's almost 4,000 families of Spanish
surname, and I think there may be 200 or 300 or even less students in the
student body of the College of San Mateo in the three campuses all told To me
this is a very small proportion, and talking myself with a lot of people, fellow
Chicanos, I don't think it is all apathy or lack of interest. I just think it's
what is available, it's not there; and I think it should be made available
because if it isn't, well, shall We say individuals like myself that ta%e a
moderate stand, as far as getting things done, may not be heard, and the only
thing that may be heard are the ones, let us say, who advocate mare violent
means.

7G
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Re noso: The ratio in California is about tweny percent Mexican-Amer:can,
and proport onately we are pretty bad off, The blacks are way ahead of us.

-We may be better off than the Indians, proportionately, I don't know.. It is

pretty sad anyway. And for a number of reasons we are not represented.

Now on this same question of why we are not represented, or who we are, or
who is speaking up or who can you listen to in building a program meeting the
needs of the community, I think that grossly you might be able, in the college
area, to divide them into perhaps three different fields, three different piles.
One might be the Mexican-American that is pretty closely identified with the
Republic of Mexico; and if he is kind of middle-class oriented in Mexico, he
is going to come to this country, or middle-class oriented in Cuba, he's going
to come to this country and really swing with it from the very beginning. I

had youngsters come and learn English in twelve months, and they wore in the

top of the class right away.. No problem at all_ If they are Mexican - American

and again kind of middle -class oriented they have learned to work with the system
and sort of trust the system, and they don't want any rabble rousers to get in

their way. And there are then the rabble rousers, the militant ones who are
dissatisfied and have some ideas of how they want to change it, and a portion
of these will be very vocal At our college there are maybe five or ten, perhaps,

who are quite vocal and assume some kind of leadership The others aro pretty
much willing to be identified and be lead by them, or a good portion of them
don't even want to be identified with them because of what they consider is a
rather negative view of the Mexican-American They just don't want to be

involved in anything militant at all They are happy to be in sports, to be in
technology, to be in social s4..iences, whatever it is, and not be involved in any

Mexican-American studies type thing. Then we have the small minority that is

very vocal and is building programs,

What I'm saying, of course, is that we as teachers and we as administrators,
in order to earn our keep, have a responsibility to do more than simply listen
to them We have the responsibility to work with them and give them the benefit

of whatever experience we may have had Otherwise the program they are working

so hard to build is going to flop because they have no experience in doing this.

And if we can help them, if we are committed to building any kind of program,
we have to spend many hours with them And not to do this is to really cheat
them and betray them; and they are just ping to destroy themselves and nothing
is going to be built to last more than one semester And I feei very strongly

about this, because I've seen many instances where administrators, teachers,
and college faculty say, well if you want it, sure you can have it, it will fly

But it doesn't fly, and where are you then? S my concern would be with the role

of the teacher How can we at each individual institution best utilize the
teacher resources of our colleges? How can We make our ethnic studies program

stronger? Now can we make our relationship with the community stranger? Those

are the concerns I bring to you this morning Thank-you
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"As Minority Students See Things," by Student Panel of six: Robert
Morales, College of San Mateo; Kenneth Payne, Pasadena City College;
Lorraine Pelham, College of the Redwoods; Mel Sanehara, Gavilan College;
Wayne Traylor, Pasadena City College; and Zaeh Zwerdling, College of the
Redwoods. Moderator, Sanford Gum, Assistant Dean of the Evening College,
College of San Mateo.

Sanford gumil.the Moderator: I will start things off here by relinquishing
immedigrriii-tEe a rairMause I think that is where it is, and they
have heard enough from us. The idea of this panel is more or less a dialogue
among ourselves here, hoping to include you too, on how the minority students
see things and also kind of a reaction to some of the things we have had
foisted on us thus far. I personally feel from the outset that I trust in the
future that students will be involved in the planning of these, and I have
mentioned that already. 0,K,, we'll just start off here. Will you tell it

how it is for you. Who's going to be first? There don't have to be a first

here. Just start in. I know you can rap, but just start like we have been.

Student in audience: What do we as students see that is taking place
in the colleges that perhaps not satisfied with or if we are satisfied
with it, what can we do to make it better? and this is in the realm of--let

us say we start off with curriculumcurriculum and ethnic studies.

YmpeLTra lor, on panel: O.K., as I mentioned earlier, that one main
pointiiihat rig t now you have to take two or three different courses to
get an education in one course actually Just like all the way through
elementary and junior high, and I think with the community college concept
this is what we have to start talking about, not just the junior colleges,
but the elementary schools and the junior high schools, unless we want to
create another mental type generation gap. We have to start thinking about
our younger brothers and sisters now, and they're not being taught all that
there is to be taught, I mean the teachers could--just like up at Berkeley they
have a booklet that's put out already about black history, that if a teacher
wants to take a summer off and go and get back into the studying of black history,
he could incorporate that into his regular history course. So I see a need
for ethnic studies to be incorporated into all the classes and not make the
students have to take two or three classes to get one thing.

Bob Morales, on panel: As far as myself, going back to what I said about
the proportion of students of Chicano background in the schools, I feel that
the administrators and the teachers working in conjunction with the students
could make more strides in offering Chicano studies, so that potential students
from the barrios, will be encouraged to enroll more and particip4te more.
Since I was in elementary and high school, I have seen a lot done, and yet I

see there's still more to be dore.

Speaker in audience: Bob, could you give us any background about the
College of arMificriEU their College-Readiness Program?"

Bob Morales: The College-Readiness Program was run by Mr. DeLaRocha, a
very capable gentleman if I may add, and has done a lot.
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Lately I haven't gone on my own to see what is being done, but when I last
was involved a lot was being helped But this is only a drop in the bucket
of what can be done as far as promoting more participation, not only by the
staff, by the administration, but by the minority students themselves in
initiating more ethnic programs I am not sure, but I believe at the college
of San Mateo there isn't a national Chicano tlogram, I mean in the sense that
there's a course 1 think there is a black studies course being offered, but
I didn't notice any Chicano studies offered A Mr. Marin, Lion Skyline College,
approached me earlier and asked what my opinion would be, as far as a name for

a course, I told him it could be just called Chicanocould be called almost
anything, but I feel the most important thing would be to get it actually
initiated by talking, by spreading it In fact I didn't know that they had
this need until he talked t_e me today. But this shows you the problem that
there is, not enough awareness going on, because people either remain silent
or standing in the background, not voicing themselves, not telling the people
how it is.

Speaker in audience: I go along with Bob 100% in everything he's said
here, Yorrnow "i's aTiortant that we talk about this stuff, about the issues
and about the questions we are trying to raise here But more important, I
think here, is that we commit ourselves, you know; that we really do something.

We don't sit around and talk. There is too much talk. In other words what

I'm saying is that the key to defeating ignorance and prejudice, and this
type of thing, racism, is through education and how you can expect anybody to
come through the elementary school structure as it sits or as it stands today,

in the United States or in California, and even in the junior college, as it
concerns U.S. history You know what kind of history we are talking about?

We are talking about white U S. history, This is through eighth grade. This

is my whole experience in education This is something that was brought up
earlier also; this idea that we're ieft out, that we're ignored; and we're
ignoring a large and wonderful part of our heritage In other words, we have

got to sit down, we've got to say to ourselves that we are going back to our
school districts and we are going to work on our Board of Trustees to see that
they buy textbooks that are, you know, really textbooks and are telling things
the way they are, and talk about history in the real sense of history, not in
a one-sided nationalistic thing here, So maybe this Is one of the things we
should talk about; more than voicing our opinions back home is forcing people
to do things, you know, committing -- commitments; that's the key word here.

Wayne Traylor. If I could toss something in here, the meaning I grab
from that is that now Is the time. 0 K What is needed now is you got to

show people that something is happening Just like this conference If we

leave here and nothing's happened, then this is something that the people who
you term as militants or ycu term as being violent, they can look at this

conference and telt you that this is why we're being violent; because you
are just sitting back, with the rhetoric and all this So what we need is the

therapy of talk for the sake of action 0.K , we talk with some direction,

and so this is what's needed

Probably Lorrain Pelham, on panel. I think that people are aware of so

many fiTalems that they don't Row really where to start, and one of the
problems is how tc go about committing yourse:f personally, not only committing
yourself personally, but the measurement People are so hung up on how to

'-!)
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measure progress; for instance, grading. A Mexican-American going through
school may be learning awful lot from where he began; yet he may be foiling
and turned away from the school because teachers tend to evaluate not personally,
but on averages, even in irrelevant subjects. We are going through a mass
System where we're in classes that we don't really care about, classes we'll
never use, that we have to memorize, and then we are graded on them without
considering things that are more relevant to us.

Wayne Traylor: O.K., I would like to make a suggestion here. We are the
speakers, you aro the audience; you are listening to us, I'd like if possible
to change this and now bring it down to where it is at, to communication and
dialogue. We had some meetings last night, and we talked some things over and
communicated, I think. And we've come up with a statement that Mack Biggers
will present to eou now, and we'd like you to hoar this statement, and then
try to--. This is like the key to the discussions that are going to follow at
three o'clock, these workshops and things. What we as students are asking is
for some action to come out of this conference, something that we can take
back to the schools and say that this is what we're trying to do, this is what
needs to be done, this sort of thing.

Mack _Bid ers, a student: As a result of the many discussions that we've
had, many stu ents annany faculty and administrators that did join in with
us, we came up with a guideline, not a statement of ways and moans or programs,
or what not, because we realize that different areas have different problems.
All we want to do is provide a preamble, and that ts a document that will give
us a base to work from. And if this is implemented into the feeling of this
conference, if this is the feeling of the total group-and this does have the
support of the student group that's here--we feel that we will have gained
something from this conference other than continous rhetoric. We have some
very capable speakers that have spoken before us, but we that are here, that
have attended conferences before, we have heard these things We realize

what the problems are; so let's do something. This is nothing more than a

guideline.

THE GUIDELINE

Total education is needed at all levels of education.

We the students, as active members of this C.J C A Values

Conference, suggest meaningful student involvement and
participation in relevant education at all levels. The
junior colleges, being the educational institutions of
the communities, should be the coordinating entity for
all educational movements in their communities to create
an efficient educational environment.

Total education involves yesterday, today, and, most
important, tomorrow. The community colleges are in a
position to initiate educational program through, for
example, E.P I.C., A S B., Community Services and
administrations

We believe that the general acceptance of the above suggestions
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as guidelines emenating from this conference would
greatly enhance the future of Ma 0MMunitivi

There are students here, faculty members, administrators that have come to a
conference--400, 500, 600, milo, some us. We didn't come because we
wanted to have a good time, leave out families during the holidays; we came
because we thlught 4emething wAS pirg ti he constructive. Someone said values

Conference. Not just a confercir:e like regular conferences, but Values.
We're going to :nail over again. 1910'4' The future! We've got something
to work for Values. Se they spio.tual. ethical, moral -- whatever is necessary
in order to get the education system in 'his state where it should be--this is
what we've t:1 do, And the stueeritS ond the other members that are here
that attended the meetings that we had into the wee hours, we got together
because we wanted to see a change come about. We started out with long-listed
pages of Whereas and Wherefore and fl in,,, thatall sorts of programs and
whatnot tgirmaild be 3ncludeO 0, we felf-ihat because of the diversity of
the groups here, the people hero, we should have one document here that would
work for all people as a base, as a foundation. We've got copies here that
are going to be handed out for the dismi4ion groups, and any programs for
ways and means of carrying out programs rat would come under this should be
discussed in these iea%
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Are there any questions on what you have just heard that we car answer.
Now there ;fro students here. this wda pen tormujiaed by ow ti twl people.

This is a total involvement. And I can't answer all of the questions, but I
am sure that if there is 4 questin4 that someone would like Ii, OITCO, we
can answer them right now Auy of us an. Aro own. any 4u4skionb!

Person in audience: I would like to know wh) ;11c-teaehers and administrators
here WaTilbe excluded Horn the 4itudiitas meetille.?

Unidentified esil-t, The faculty and the adminOttrator:, arc not being
excluded in that we, a! three diiietent group:. kf you w1,111 to say there are

three different groupsalthough faculty and idmintA,.iorr plaed a great
part in this, we are ail trying to arrive 4t one th.og Pere, and that is
Values during this conference.

Person in audience: You haten't hucn tfilking thou' that Y...*,u've been

talking iWut race. Ever since I've been 41 ;III:, ..:onf.rt:n..e, it's been a

racial thing. It's been a racial bag. sow, t wait,. 1,, talk about the white

American student who is turning out, you know, I wont tr. talk about--

Unidentified panelist: Watt, wait a minte wail a minute, watt a
minute. What do you see in this guidline the :a= anrhing about race?

Person in audience; Listen, man, you misunderstand an statement. I

want to talk-aout---

Unidentified panelist:. Excuse mc.

Person in audience: --education today--

Unidentified Janclist; All right
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Person in audienze: --and what's happening on campuses, especially on
my campus. Were are a lot of students turning away from school. They are
not enrolling. They are turning out A lot of them are on drugs. I want
to talk about what's pertinent and what's happening on the campuses. Now, if
this is going to be a black conference, we should have stated it, Most of
the thing has been ethnics. Why?

Unidentified panelists O.K.

Person in audience: Perhaps I have missed the point.

Unidentified lane.list: I went through this about three weeks agog Now I
had in an office vith me, I had some Mexicans, I had some black people, and I
had some white people 0 K , so first off, the blacks they were, what they
say, militant, you knoiv, and whatever that's supposed to mean, But they were
talking about things that were relevant to them The white kid said, "Oh,
there is no place here for me because they are talking bad, you know. No,

there is no piace here for me " The black kid said, "This thing is too white."
The Mexican said, "This is too black "

Pelson in audience: I contend that if you want to do something, let us
do itlicritop making excuses! And bring up reasons why. [Applause.]

Unidentified panelist; Now, if there's something you soid you wanted to
talk about relevant education, talk about it.

Person in audience. All right Most of the speeches we have bad here
were from paid speakers, I don't think they've been worth anything because
they haven't touched.

Unidentified Let's talk about now aelevant education now
0.K , shine on. We haven't had a conference yet We're turning it into a
conference right O.K., what are the students' concerns on your campus?

Person in audience: I can tell you what they are concerned about on my
campus

Unidentified 092LL.t_I Do it

Person in audience. O.K., that they are concerned aoout namely, national
situations that we're involved in light now And th:.s is a big concern. They
are concerned abcut the military; they're concerned about the Vietnam war;
they're concerned about the racial thing also I'm not trying to eliminate
that or suppress it in any way But it this is a values conference, let's
keep it that way--a values conference

Unidentified panelist; Then why don't we dust sit down now, and maybe we
can outline came of the values that we should be looking for; let's identify
some values that we should be talking about here The idea of this conference
is that we come here to discuss values of the 70':), and that hasn't begun yet.

Person in audience What are vamses, man?

4
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Unidentified vtiell/L: i mean we't.0 pm looking at the problems, and
let's look forward to some values: or what l mean is all the problems fit into
the values. O.K.?
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Perron in audience* I toillqr shat ,,alnes mean to you, and maybe we will

Set 611776ng :traightmed =gut i p't4mps a certain definition for
values or what o.t. ues cortt.in ttudtits on my campus, what they arl talking
about, why they're reining aea,, 0) they think education is irrelevant to
today's youth, anJ wh4t have you Now this is what I'm talking about. A
lot of s'dmit5--drt,v, frt. tpoi4.4e, hitting on campusthis is an essential
thing. iia I: :41.01 o0,41t up in this conference? No never. Why?

Another untdertstml pfi: iipia:c-ncei Excuse me. I say that values
are irrespe:tivFnItv4ierg..t) -;.11;; aro tespective, depending on the
people that voice them It's relative.

Unidentified Eipeiisr. hefore he starts, let me reiterate here something
that we ha:e been it :47;711g 4 group. tv? and many other students out here have
been stre$.:ing stn.: !he flrFt. *.it.% the we had our first meeting here, is that
this statement here not a al'it paoi ,r a white paper. This is a students'
paper and was formulated by students for eudentc and fot the educational
communities the ()Lir ceilevs si!.'krig. An aware? wouid think that
just. because there are three bia; meri tip huge riht now mean.; that it's a

black -1'm Sutry, btcaui it'S r i.. U

Unidentified J.1222te::: !her!' 11..s liven mi.,eon.q,tien p.osented here that
we haven't neard anythiag about drugs or war or anythii.6 that has any meaning
to students on campus he days. : Oink. 9'4'15 3 ft,:laqt. I believe
Doctor Freedman this morning mentioned Vietnam anA the drab scene in his talk.
I think yesterday Bi.hop K:Ained> had tiuite A Nit to tale about the drug scene
and Vietnam and whit it's doing within the ceeto Nt. of the whole society. Not
just concentrating on the proelems themsIve. "'his stement contains two
concrete values that I think almost eveobod, and students have. They are two
very over-used words--meaningfulness and relevancy Noe a lot of talk goes
down that says thiags aren't manIngttil or thiogi atutOt relevant. And the
words appear again in here. Why don't we just say right now, everybody who has
an idea, to make things either more meantrOu: more relevant, get up and
say it, and then we'll have a eonlerenee on ,

Unidentified ata2list. 0 K YuL miirt.c7pd t4it want relevance. That

is one of the underlining (61:l things or 'hi, ting perhaps. You said
to bring up what you feel about It personally; Ar t! r.:1*:%filicy to me is sort of

another word for pragmatism W hear a!, thr time 40,u. thP idealistic views
and we're the ones who have the ideas, wi'r'e young, g,; to 5:hool, you know,

we have time, we have money, and we have all hc;':. wonderful ideals and don't
lose hold of these ideas becdu.e they are so wendertui Well, this is all
true and wonderful and great lilt the thing to get down and make
these ideals meaningful tee the community, to ourselves, to edewtion, to our
whole lives, and that moans you k:ow, pragmatism. And prligmatsm in the sense
of liberty is no vice The thing I'm talking abc,ut is th- heightening of
political awareness on campus, something that's rrett: new; that is, people
are getting pretty concerned about w:Iat's happoisnA In the world now and not
the football game, and 'his is movini! down to th ,:::)001 and the junior
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colleges; and we have to be the vanguard of it because the junior college is a

COMMtillity Cellege, and !Pat moons just Oat it say4. you know: we're in the

community_ 'We're the step between the four -year institution and the community.

And we can do things, 4nd we tan heighten political awareness on campus. We

can work community pro;.ects, community services* tutorial programs; we can

organize the MeratOrtom and sit this type of thing, and it all fits in the

same thing, YOU know reality Cealing with the realities of today and that

means doing things; not just talking about idealisms.

what I say on that same thing 's that all the people in this room have

been short changed because of the educational institution, which we have at

hand right now We've all been short changed. The teachers have been all

short changed because the student don't come to their class whole heartedly

to really learn because they don't really think they are going to learn because

ail the way through high school we weren't directed to strive toward total

education; we wore chrected to strive towards being a success, No, just like

look at the zollegt prep Lourses in high-school. Who do these college prep

courses g2 toward? They go toward the middle-class kids primarily. Because

the middle-class kids arc gciig to get the A's and the B's, and they are going

to be able to get lot: these college prep courses So college prop courses is

almost something that is not !elatvie to all the people and just like in

junior colleges; there's a problem because the students aren't, for say, two

years probably three Se, there has t: be some typo of a coalition between the

students, the teachers, and the administration, which we could start, right

here at the conference And, let's see; teachers with ten years (tenure?),

they wouldn't have to worry about being fired and could use this freedom that

they have to alitiate a lot of the programs that students are asking for.

Person in audim.e. Just a se:ond Really, while we've been here at

this conference, weqibeen setting down and we've been questioning the

educators that are here Pease could we get some of you educators here to

respondto ask us some questions
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Person :r audience: Hit him

Student audience. I hope eier)body is 130SQ Loosen up Take a

deep Fa= It's rOt 4 big thing I'd like to quote something I was called

in three days ago and told that ! was ping to come to this conference, and I

had no idea what it 4as going to be about First of all I would like to come

out and quote what value3 are, and I found this in Webster's this morning when

I was 1:,oking it up -- I had ii.)thing else to do: "that quality of a thing which

makes it mare or less desiraWe or useful," et: I had been here for a day now,

and I have listened to a number of speaker !i and I have looked for something that

I could take back to my college, to m> students, and to my community, and this

is where it's at--I want something to take ba:k I get right up here. I have

got to loosen up a little bi : don't get .n front of a microphone very often,

and when I de, I get, yau know, a lit!iv bit tight I spent too much time in

the service just talking t' men over a :up of coffee and not in front of people

who are well educated But I think it is the part of the administration and

the faculty to help us .n this problem Thee is a great deal of student apathy,

and we need to institute a program in the college community that will get the

students active We can .,,arr this on the small s..alc that was brought to my

sight last night, but /..) be the part the faculty as a helper and the

student a:,& a worker . h:nk ta get together here and do something,
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I have some things to Ining batA to Intip out next semester, but I think that

twst of thc ra*u=t;t ha, met!, .Pb hv. !hAt cwid be offered, too, And I wish

you people would ,me up here and gl..e 116 some cf your ideas. Here are some
of our ideas, and at at, get loo :e and 104R0 this a conference.

Person on kele.! Couid I b4),' iomething I feet uncomfortable up here, and

I thin-Tile situatwn speoker to audien:e isn't as effective as it should

be. I would like *.7) meek 1 vwd aily get talking, and it's really hard for

the to sit up here and tag% 46i of you

Another eltal The thing that it is planned, and what we can use this

for is to gain idca 1.1 the gioup, ne,:ause at 3.00 o'clock they are having a

workshop

Peic.N1 kan,L. But that watk,5111) sc small in the time in comparison to

all of these iiineaiTe.,; I miun, I think w..7 should have well-informed people to

come, b4t ; think lie, houie, you kncw, get into these small groups instead of,

you know, speakirg .vc.z;,49ely, and it featly difficult for me to, you know.

It takes a :(.31: 11$teneic ylu to--I dan't know
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Studen tr Au.ILvnLi:. 4*

to

m.pcahacie I'm not going to recognize any hands.

antYou w spt:ak, .!,:46 thget u geti )11,..e I had to do Now look, I'm

tired of *Ivo :rap going on I Carl stand up here, and I can say I want to bring

sometlLrg bat. kw' What in the hell am I going to do lf my administration

squashed me NJ*, t.6 are trying get ,,omething onstructive out of this thing,

and I think that :hi tau.ty and 'he admin.f. :atio think that this is a game.

It's no game: an) bah;* i 4t.,;(,(1 up 'AL.; 3 30 an the morning like the

rest of these guy :. up thrk Of: game, tr)ing tc get -.his thing formulated;

and at lun:h :4 me, I out 'hi* rte:: r yOU peopse already know what in the

hell waa cYming air 1,:u kr,A 6 osune, You uart it in your carousel [sic]

and you an gz; bo.k ara ',AI :40 in your office, you can go

in your cia,.,r,o4,, and ,.. .an o, "lilt he i those bastards' They don't

mean 4 thing to me " And I am :.!.ng I,J ,ght now that you are the people who

catch a.1 the hp.; a_! .114: the people who got the colleges
burned ;van we ha c. rA. th, he'l 1..z-a,),f. wan' to find out the truth.

!tait-d 1)illAilik it waF, a black man It wasn't

It4:1 14 7 J1 D,.,14 Gregory told me that, I

ItoA:j pei".. la there I got to bitch with them

too they :; dr1J ; 2:k and biaa .,tudies I only

heard Mt t. k Ah.J,.4t the 'nd:an!t, the f:.und,ng tethers of this country.

Not George W4-h.rigt.n . .0 a .?''4 ly th,:, whole stinking thing.

You know ,t' 1;4. ! (411-e Up hero with values I didn't

expect an,.hing 1J tv.pe I was told you are going

to a ialuL, -p :tf1.-11:p, and 1/1;)13;.. fou people are

trying to ,;.hl. mr.,r;. ,o rnt-J hark' Iftyou don't

realize ha

We wart tn, ttrU 11.4

no white man 1 d.dr.'!

heard about Inu !

Student .7, aad.en,.%

Sudt:111 at J1

It A:* !; girt. ,3mning out of this, we musn't

be ,,iesp.;.,1: J A ^- t g.Jihg to work You must

.J
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trust these other people. You must know tpWwe are all asking the same
qvestions,: We may have different answers, but no one-is here intinestely.
A think that everyone came here knowing that we wanted to be together and
we wanted to talk things out and your ideas Are no better than anybody else's
and I-and you have no right to criticize them. [Applause,)

Student at miFrophone 0 K , that's cool. Let's squash the little
pettytirames. Let's get down to it.

'Person in audience: I share his frustration, but I don't, probably
because I'm oldi775176 in the degree of, of being up as tight as you are.
Let no...
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Student at microphone:. This was my whole point> Look' Just let me get
one egriraear, please, I got up here because when that thing (The Guideline]
was being read, I looked around at the faces of the faculty and the administration.
I'm not a guy who sits up here and puts his own morals and ideas on something

looked around and saw the expressions. When I see blank faces, it just turns
no off.

Person in audience: But let me say something. I carry back the same
frustrationsHe will . But I must say I'm one of iliee administrators who he
says is sitting in an ivory tower, who isn't effective. I would like to put
it straight right now, That I am as frustrated as anyone else is Because
of the vast group of our students who are in our colleges who are inactivated,
who cannot be moved to action. I am frustrated by a vast group of many of my
colleagues who cannot be moved to action I need help just as much as any
individual does The values are there, but there is a degree of frustration

A Where are these other students?

An-Jher arlon; You going to give me a chance now I have been up here
-seventeen ano a half minutes, waiting for an opportunity to speak, I think we

are playing a game I think we all play games and of various kinds, and it looks
like this game is one which has an inning. You know, the teachers and the
administrators are up to bat for a while, and the rest of us sit in the stands
and watch them; and then the students are up to bat, and we sit and watch them
! think if we recognize that we are playing a game, there may be some things.
that we need to also recognize and that's we need some rules and some guidelines
We have used a lot of cliches The students have a difficult task of sitting
up here and thinking of things that are significant and relevant and valuable
and acceptable, and all the other things that we try to do And the idea of
defining value is something that people hallo been wrestling with for centuries,
and to expect that we arc m ' , come up here and all of a sudden come out
:th a list of values is very difficult and perhaps too much to expect But

think there are swie things that would help us arrive at these conclusions
And thabe were outlined at the very first speech that was made at this conference
And that's what We need, to develop some guidelines for the determination of
values And secondly we need to develop some methods of evaluating these values
tilat are presented And it seems to me that unless we come up with some sort of
a framework for constderatTon, that we aren't going to get very far. I th:nl,

i,erhaps one of the things that we could do that would be constructive would, sa)--
all right, if a value comes up, we will say that the value we have been talking
a-Jout, here, considerably and that's the right of the individual. All right
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lh nha! 1 4 Itttil0t,1K. ate 1;_-.0 eIng t, determine that a4 a %.aioe? Just

hlt.rg a <PC e- 1 nitre:. ;-n" the hIng perhaps that we heed fiti4t we need

ha. a rant. _C, r these ian be ri.t 'rid I agree with the

gentleman 'hat mentioned a whip ag:, that our c(mtinuing to sit here and
ta.;, 4;,COMPli!'horcg 4 b._ o a tat Uniel we %Aft, An some wa), draw up
some tine- Ply 0*.d1 we aft, pint, tn p:tty the.. game and al. of us get into the

thing 14,11t..1 that. hiking them talk, there o= talk, and them Talk, and
t tul, ,4e di,i.de into thc=se fi.t,ons eatly end .Mart corking on
frlf *hangs ft6ht b ,reuse d.)rt't tect we are a.eniishing much more
right nAw than wt d.d 4:I mJrning Opp:awe 1 itte.

Moderator Ine;e 1-, thete a tem,e:t that he :todent4 hold off from
ta.k.-.g and itt a .0t1p!4; the ra.s.ult, member- 6p here ,tiA i,;.r a second

to audipt1,0- tewznet. I am not 11-,e !qtre ! am following
-

!hi-4(.4h pie.. u. 7=ag6eft.c.n, but dS I tia5 iistening to one of

the far!;!.,t -peakPr-, ta:kfd abet.: p'agmai..4m, t :.tatted wr;t4pg on the

ill. - .ht- t, and I suggest that er the pettfad of e'me that we

hite i)ePn !r)getht, a' :eat ,mc ha,e emetged, *tom not oil) the
P,P, g mee',ng fq the ;:;ungea. hut al a li'iten.ng to son of the

!Icy: Anu 4 '.0sc :).)Mte WhIjI '06 M V Wish to

.n retE at, -111W:1!:411-, and wish on

rar, bu' the 410 reltt4d t. 'cite the a'oes that have

air ad, 4' Cciz' p.,,. hg agteed dut,n6 the ;111..,1* t.me we hate Jeen

t r .11,v 4,0., ! t .Aamlie, t.hat hiu,e blards &nu, overning

.10' . 4 Igt. , fond:, fu, the benefit.

.; c,s7 t . ; i , 1 4 ?be cgirmi I ty

.. r;ght and r. A' el I

A ', "- ti) prig! urn 'hems Ives and

: t,.tc t: te ab'wt m.r.!fity grotty.. tt the helleve

h. . 4 t 4 i4 t'q A.4 !he 17iINA:t7 !IV they

Li ' A ed.-0 h4.e :ena!e.) d.ne t , reassess

!h..: .U6: turA' t r t (.417e. al a:cts t; pe ri rather

r m p h .t :ha' ,du,a! '4n Luca right,
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done and what we would like

Chairman. Thank you.
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to share, we may find the flaws

I think that's an excellent suggestion
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hexurti!I fox Ow we tathed about :annet be
reafly summaried ;n .me of tw; wurd,, b.,Laue, we covered kititte a few points

many aiTectt of taMpus IffeWe 'atked atiV4! 1,tuelast intoitement -r

We talked about t,,ec.ting 4 member' Jf the student Indy tr,1 the board of trustees

of the junior .xiiege, and tht,; 1.. the orily InIng ite really didn't mime to any

agreement :,r1 Most A the -thet points dealt ±h the thingi suA as InstftutlOn

of a prcgtam Hut elemehtat and sek-..ondao and grade kid the area of these

jun.ot co,:,4es by the student, of the Some pinu were brought up as

ta Ole tact that '.his f.lt a pc,,gram a:read!, evsts in several of the

;Unlt n.t -v., because -If 1.- athaqtage to the members of the

commun,t: around, but aiso tr.; the ,tudent7 tt-41 the )un.of colleges Another

prAnt tiht Alould he d%:,ne at. t, the teaehig dfterent types of ethnic

shirr C:,, and one .11 the rin±. .t4at wa, bv,ught up was that an expert type of

teacher. ,n:teu.:.tc: :41'.1 ate mi-mbtr- t thrse dinic gz.:up', that give these

;ectiav: and -)nce aren't man) 4uailfed ;r6ttut.torSb that
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tseneta, Chairman z,r horksh-II. Dr Leatily Clark. I think that what we ;an

t,3 C 4 Ommitt541 on Values to %amt.

to tilt- :Jt_A bav Ti v re.et i : t, minute', of the kNitth SeSSiOri WIA1

go toCiCA

so

hilvortel tut, N4_ leiia JetIi;,tt We begin by aJnowledging

that :Atimeht 11 g..Yqi; 'ha! -4...1), 1 still vptn, and that oppurtunitte!4

abound Amt.ti,a't h. '.!'&' ha: 4een d 5etli: of ier;4mt and it ts

posstWo that we %se m the th:eqlold tf in pep' treattent of pevie
Over the 1.-tig hau. 1ic,1121).- preutt, rel he bf,Ught to be tc, enfo:0 the

ret:Jrms that wt ate scelting herQ But it must tuuy devel4 a broader
bat h; ccpnt:or,ing pe.ple l'h !hi Or the ploblem6

that :4,:e u 1 t tht pu.biems that v.s. tdentified were tht &humanizatton

of f.0-' awiy fa.'- 7..4 Amei.exi it ut.% genet;;T:, and iplchologiLa.

man.pia:at,oni and the pr.b;em oa0, 6n the '0', in an .ncteaiingly ieisure-

rientf:d ..ortu We wou4d h pt. that the -tuatnt, tictt wouod he aware of the

ittempti that att. he.n6 madE if £'.n it t,,e are tic'''. wholly Or

eter, pat*.a'1; out attempt We aft) wish tc iatirm the statement

that wori. made ir,ci 'ht -)tudent..., and 61,,. felt that 00 teally

let ti, off pretty na, thefe were m:.ire .:x.tif:tm.. the) could hate made

We a.fe hc..irtg th.o *hi tudcnt- :att. ha r 7 theit campues the new or

the 414p;,f*- tivc..:em7z.r, with the ;Junget uri that hat bei.n tcpotted

., th: ,tu.1(q..- The rn sg tr-Jm tito14, 5 wvuld he "Can you

" Id ;-!.01-1 t.th cad- tldt ti! (Apptause I

tocDrtel. tt Di Wt had 0 lather ptagmati-
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freedom aria freed:tm ;t choice and feel that possAt;y 'here bhould

be a wderation, 4 tesen!ng, those ceur..b which the ,,tudent z who do not

tee are teiwiant and which are not eietviat t4 the development "It tt profession 7'
or 1P:f.a._...nal iv 4ther wotd4=, it14;11e y.0 don't like anatu, but 1

am afraid y..4), 4111 going t ^ ha ,t, to tak. it it yOu are going to become 4 doet1t

Other than that, we teat that wider and wider ranges of couue Atould be

provided and muji m; re freedom of ihd:-.e than heret:t ore shou:d he granted And

we feel that teachers -hould give .ot them,elves, not only as teebook wiled for

sound, but as t,arm, .;:empw,s,.:4nate pe7,ple with empathy to the student, who will

listen .o the.r problem... wh.:1 wili get ;ivse to them And we mentioned today

that ,me if these new eoiiege6 that have qerp v4r fa,Ilit,ez, that ate just

Setting m.gh. ive in temrrary taz)ItTies 1r harrackt., but

nevetthele5 there this' warm pen.-nal tetati:oAlp and egpwation that we

find .1c. often in the ta.uity and among the students that it hard to re.-..apture

and that we :h'uld aga n re:aptute it r.ng ha.ie peacc, :in the campus

And tee. that 1.);. respeoulg human h,..ng-, teai!, respe:t and love

human hp.ng,, then yuu are m:ral

81

In.., we that the a-:;ia.,d :tudent, prA)ably.-not probably, but

certainly -hoold g ' mote empha,,f. to 11gn.ficant, relevant lsitie.s and put

their tare. at.d the.: money int.- thetse are,v. An tt wt. hu,ught up that maybe

empha :- weel, m.ght he a g.,..(1 thing -ome .ampule, I know ore

Jre tour-year :ampui.., whe.te I -rert 'ears, twehe years :ather, that

re : g u wrrg, v a:, 3 par ;.fe, and , ertuo,!iy the dropped tt for

1,10n. &a, !'m pcaking 1 tegicu, .impha-ts week; we dIn't mean

'he. -..ar rel.g.on, but ..tiv %,iewpp:ot: which pe:Tle might.

wart ; ire

iltvrt...t f;_m woli..:h,1 N. S. Pailtea J I: ciV tie Ma.10a di,o),-,ed the

tics-v: 1 ,.40.:e., .Aci .t w.- 4 1rt'e ilisid bec.ue we .)komed tt, get more plitlo-

,..:m . r: a:, 6.'/:14, id A t'.) 4P Ct.,' -.-:till MAP ',6I1 be J.,-e it w an WP do

;. ho ..*t.;1,--d r., t)# Sa',,Irig 'ill. - i'l t...a -h.A...:o be, but they w. reaii2ed

.h.. ;.-..J,,i- ,A:.' . d :t.r...,rt, -Ind .ar 1 0-.)(a. .ti. he 4 ut p 4 1:ke' Wt! would

Aq' t e 8,..it i..-. r -.i,;ht - f'.4tiJ de: :. '1 .7-, ,r ir,...)u, th;ngs '.ike

", .. td... e ..m" .till. h thy -,..,id, n!, FiA' ..,.d -:, Aria nt. t'und .hat the

(IA r r ,C(1 ,rd. 4 a1.6...agV p:':,..): ,ni but4utr. -.4,1., tihi.h 'a.Jud)atv.: zet up
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Iteppilpg for.vcr.No. §IJames Thomas: Sint, we responded to the

student statorinT. Can we as d-Warrailaiirirthis statement? We took this

--very seriously, With an eye to the possibility of undersigning it, we would

call for clarification and specification as fellows: (1) clarification of the

-meaning of "total education," including the question of religion; (2) clarifica-

tion of student inv3lvement in "all levels," what they mean by that; and (3)

clarification of "relevancy " - -who is to decide relevancy? We suggested perhaps

a combination of students, faculty, and community. We would like to include,

or suggest that we include a statement of faculty responsibility for making

courses relevant and support the students' right to demand relevancy. We

should also like to include after the words and administration, we'd like to
include and boards of trustees

We put together, as far as I can get through them in the next few seconds,
some values that we saw that we should be promoting. We decided that values

are best taught by practicing them. (1) The teacher should demonstrate his
integrity; he should allow choices in decision making; he should call for
students to prepare their own values; he should inform students of the rules
of the course, or, better, encourage them to participate in the design of the
course, and then live up to these designs. (2) Another value: we should allow

for expression of a diversity of values. We should respect a diversity of

tastes, styles, and beliefs. We believe that learning is enriched by a

diversity of cultural expressions. (3) We must insist upon the value of the

individual and his right to an opportunity to full participation in society.
(4) We must promote the right of the individual to make his own choices and
also his right to change his choices. (5) We call for the exploration of the
question of the right of the individual versus the common good. We ask this

question with the right to self-determination in mind, (6) We urge individuals

to strive for personal confidence in their self-worth. (7) We express a concern
for the welfare and 3ustiCe cf all segments of society--we must develop a
sensitivity to the feelings of others. (8) We must develop an appreciation for
beauty, an appreciation for the mystery and the wonder of the unknown; we must
develop a humility before the mystery of the universe; we must call for law
and order with justice We urge that stands or positions be made on principle
rather than expediency And then, last, we recognize the universal need for a
close-caring relationship in all of our functions. This relationship is best

characterized by love in its ideal expression [Applause.]

Re orter for WWoorkshop No.7, Mack Biggers; Group No. 7 felt, and it was

unanimous, t aThe stu ent values Guidelines should be accepted and adopted
as a preamble to the conclusions of this conference, with some wording changes,
because after discussing this it was found that we came up with just about
the same problems tith wording as those of the preceding group. But we offered
these changes in * wording: about line four, "The junior colleges, being the
educational institutions of the communities, should provide comprehensive
educational programs to create an efficient educational environment within their
communities." [This is the way the group proposed that the sentence read.] Two

lines down, "The community colleges are in a position to initiate broad community
educational programs by coordinated utilization of he resources of campus and

community " [Again, this is the group's proposal ] Also, since we had a state-
ment of student guidelines--values, we are going to initiate institutional
values. (a) Reaffirm concern for the common man--one, open door policy; two,
internal democracy; three, relevant education (b) Reaffirm responsibility for

("A
".../
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theee-meetityone, faeilities; vela cemMunit action progteme, three, oopeta.

tion cith social egeneice!, and cemmunity groups (c) EMphisiet human development

and not manpower deveiopmentope, ethni'; etudiee; two, evaluate tunded

program: in terms of inetitutiena' ph.iosephys not letting funding determine

tepplause j

iKrtel t' W rk,h22. No 81_ Unit' Lane Group 8 to!, that the highest

vaiue way ter .tinn the individual annrat l other -opaluee pointed to this

one Some t the ether vale-s men'ianed, then, were that education can help

an inaav auel :each his highest potential Another point wee mech.. the students

shou:d .n the tte,,ciletnei.t their educational ptegrame in reaching their

pventia, b1 partieipation in the decielon making And education should be

meaningful We fel* that often t wastes bath the students' and the instructor's

time The ,alues are taught p:Imaiily by !lying the values and it really doesn't

matter what e says; it's what he allies that counts We eheuld insist on

into.-.tuai nJnesty ) n tcachIng and in the printed material (Applause J

egateE tie leiflet No_ 9, Wayne Batten: One ceseryetien by me as the

eetlisr.T chairmen would be thi!, eettatnly we found eureeivee turning back

on valuce 'hat we'e heard about betore One just mentioned in the report from

confetene, ommittee N 8, he dignity and worth ef the individual, the right

of seit determenaticn, the '.orth of mutual support and eeeperation among members

of the ee.lege and the communiti There wile expreesed there a belief in the

community college as an effeetive agent of ereial changes, and confidence in the

capabliAt:os of cmmunite ceiiege students, ta:ulty, administtatere. and board

members to facilitate the necessary changes by working together thP emphasis

of the discwision ea= fully, I believe, en action orientation the need for

action, ter posit)%e response to the pteblems et SO,1Q0 acid :hrough this

response demonstrate the ilues t our society enumqv.:c see specific

proje:t: that 0.:e mentioned !het underscore temeehat the sAgnit.can4.9 .t the

tndiviaual .n the delibeiv.ens that we! en There was an illte1:11. .n

assisting ,,ung peopie thr.Aighout society with their educational program, and

in this, mcntion wa- it.ade ,t communit, ccliege w:Ak .n the ,:,.mentar,)

echoeis and the high ,choeis ~tare peepeto perT4e e.intao wa,

c7-rtact tud,nt ,,tuden, teacher t.) tea:her; need to A greater :3oi,eration

between ta:uity and student ft.)! note invo;.e-e f s*Lidvnt, aLd faculty

in 1:.41 begird et edueetien meetings and deeteioe tet.et.ng the

impoltatiee and the emphaels on -elt.deLerm.no.4on h--to was

also mention made ot the iftiFortane ot faculty respont-tbi!.* in looking toward

the m.:ta; Asiue:, 0 QUI de, ad developieg programe eithie the faculty senates

and 'he talty grou t.:) help :iiuminate important i ca. .clues acre involve-

ment and participation in :rru L'y atta r7 and pi.db'cm3 rather than

remote ord ntanghbie e.4tUn'i)(1 f board poi.clus by t:ulty and

student senatL :'..mm.!'tes and .dministtot.e :-.4t.,.:ei; or effort draw td6

communit> resource., to htlp an education tc:e., '0 curi::11

issues and rtnds; nosed tom. A. ....mmunity tJ .;c hUM41. relations

ciassc ond oct:on ..LLA r dir t attention

in cia,ses and .:.tk;r:na t,4 current a.lai 4t. . tor the college

to commenicate , h pt)glam3 4nd riled:', and he need for

colleges to alut, 4.-sure:' their

ceireet . r,-h,/ 0oUp did d. .n re:ord c's,.14-,ng the student

sta:cent ot [Applat, I
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lie 22=7 for Worksho No 10, Stanley McDaniel: The discussion of group
TAO was almost entirely a stract and limited to institutional values. The
:discussion may be expressed in four value statements, the first three dealing
_with the institutional values toward the individual, end the fourth, values
-toward the community as a whole The group believed that the community college
should in word and deed affirm the right of every person to become all he poten-
tially is, and, secondly, that the community college should be so structured to
encourage the student to become humanly involved in a learning experience.
Number three, the community college should show the individual how he can
evaluate his own role in society anll also be able to appreciate an experience
of the abundant life that is available in this world. And number four, which
is related to the entire community in which the college exists, the college
should provide education and leadership which enables it to become effectively
involved in community development and also to evaluate the viability of
institutions that are political, industrial, social, and religious that do exist
in that same community with thecommunity college. [Applause.]

Re orter for Worksho No. 111.Mike Carter; We first tried to define the
statement an Telt t at we were getilnirAranomplicated and involved. So we
resolved to come up with some definitions of values. Some of these we might
define as a basic set of beliefs to which an individual or a group subscribe:
faith in a supreme being, dignity and respect, love, for the highest good of
everyone. Having these values in mind, we went on to answer two questions: What
can the junior college do, and how can it accomplish the things it should do?
These are (1) provide involvement opportunities for faculty and students to make
the community college the servant of the people; (2) provide a tutorial program
for all students in the community, (3) have some method of counseling students
to determine their needs; then (a) carry the answers to these needs into the
program; and (5) provide programs that cater to individual differences. We
then came up with a very scholarly decisions which will be printed, broad
enough to let us do anything we want to do or to tet us go ahead and just not
do anything (Applause ]

Reporter for. Workshop No 12 Mike Davis: We were very down to earth. We

decided we should take a poTrof students on instructor evaluations, and if
this proved out, to establish a program of instructor evaluations; and I have
it written for the Desert RamPag, which will be distributed in my school.
Tutoring for primary and secondary students and establishing a program of
students going to con..alescent homes and hospitals to discuss the ethnic hang-
up of--I believe this Is the brown peoplethat sometimes is instilled in the
child that he is a sissy if he reaches out for education And we thought this
could be taken care of by the college student going into the secondary and
primary schools a:Ici helping the child in education. The establishment of
student and faculty speakers in the community clubs is to try and bring the
eye of the community onto the community college, and this should be done by
black, brown, and white factions of the community college Commit'aes
established by the administration and faculty have put off students, and
we wondered if the professional part of these committees were helping the
students to be more effective on those committees as we thought they should be;
and the establishment of student-teacher relationships, I thought this would be
from the free speech area and possibly getting the instructor into the focal
area where the students congregate [Applause.]
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Rerttlifor Workthim tcr No 13 and No 14, whi:h m!! Lalthtt,

Patta ,atter:;on: Otir discus,on centerea around tom'.4ent statement of

value,. wid we .er) inteiestlg group, be:aue we were split ju.t about

down the miedie between admini,tratars ond studen't, both of whom were very

voca MU a we approadied the statement. s:ortie --)f. the administrators thought

th3 .
a. terribiy utopian, It , -as perhaps meaningless: the terms were not

and the -ftudit:t; thought liely much the other way i think though by

the eild of The hove ard-ahalt discus:,ion we wet:, very mu.h in accord; and

out pour due, .ana Liz acceptance of the statement.

-s on tc 1,pecifec we had a vet, interesting discussion about what

,s want re:evart Dv 'A:k about relevance on a lc:al level or do you

tars abDtit thir.s. that are un versaily rete..,ant, such as the race- relation

problem? We .ome up with any firm definitl-:.n We thought that each

college eampus ,J1:utd 'rear with th.nv that arc both 10C..:1, relevant and

univer a: relevant thP. 4ues'ion of haw students could obtain

peeliiiV the statement said that this is all .;exy stet 1, but unless

yoi.t can tripictrwt;t it, it's not north anything And we felt ;hat students should

become votAng member.:i of boards at educeions and we actually got down to legal

point; ai hJw this could be accomplishedwhat bar/lets were there and how you

could get Ply thti We felt that students should not only meet with administrators

:o corn *: .iom! and t ,--]utlon to obtain more power in dei,lon maiing in

1:01)egy,. bur that 'iv faculty many times Was a larger road block, and that rather

'san taking a p:gam simi0; to the administrators, they should try to get on the

faeult. committees, because in many cases this is where the power actually lies.

We ft, that uthnic stud, should be taught part of the total program In

other w,:rdi, d!p't ra,.:1% black history or Si..ai-Ish American hiter.v over here

and then regular ht-t.11; 0,..t:t here :t hould all be together We d;,;,..issed

the pip.st Jr Whnic prog.f-am.., Some pe4die have the that, rot

tnstance, biacL Atould take a litogtam ernn;;.: Ntud,e, s..) that 'he; i;an go

hack .rt:. the gh?tto And had some Pla..k paltricivar- e;, Us 4h, till , amply

was : ever:,%-d: ha. the 3alr !nE, flint t gt &Lead in

the w ve; out trom whece the; ))ae rtes.. A-d prv;etd z-sward,

and wilt :t thy, .ar. ha.k and take lame ut ti. c pe clUt It the gnyttas

th.a 4 ve r prpo,e But they do t...-dt go back 'hY, zannct g, b4A

We itlicu ;eu the pkA4'em of ntu..4yrt go.tInmont and wh;. I. :
Jt..0tIct,: We

came v.:. "he ..itIces.on twiza%.,;e 'h., 4irentimeA a,n.t ilea

A real might by aeoiding take t6nd, wh.ch are, .1, exrided

on fo,:thal; and ath':1 a...titt.es and, ,.ay, t.ie don't want t do th.,: we want

to set up a m.w,r.,, il2gram right nch And I th:ni, It wouid ,:ao,e a lot of

ftrehot, m.ght be k:r.d )t !no:resting 7 gues! hats'. Lt I

said .n 'h }':'ginning. wean' endot,e the stattment tol -r

by the lApp.ai-v 1

IZ r t V) a ,t, EMIL A M; 1, r

SUMInall:e -4: rer,ort review .sul

prelous tevg.:;, c t, ,.nt, brought d. tc.1

&;.

t,.t.tten

gr:up

One gg ,f ')tit' that pt.rh,y, rAt4. ?Tit ie emphasih,.

Is the v4olf-- ;.1,:;1.0:1 from oopIk ht.trIr4 think

our student . ,t4tvd hc't bit

more ar;A.,1?. ::. :.4 Iff a; ;2 0. .4 .! t LI, but

man). .4. . , ' ..crv..g .
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think this 1, what the value statement meant by total .....ducat ion Our group, as

'he 3ther groups, felt that it was a good Statement and that there were some
terms that Leeded f-rtlet definitien, but that we agreed with It

We spent ..onsidetable time In making suggestion and tecummendations for
further COnferences of this -)rt. and we m:ght just mention that we saw the

C J C A area oonferencet as an excellent veh:cae t.r pt.:: ptanr.ng and getting

expandco tri::vement before we come tu 'he group ge:.ov.her
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5.2eak: ftom Worl,sho2: %1_ 13 and t4, Mr Sne..grove ! feel that

I am going toe e redun sdant .n al ng :hat IFave t., say now, but gr:Jupf 13 and

14 felt that we sh:.d go a step rurther in our ciScussion Of the student state-

ment :f value: that wa oi,tibuted thts afters;-:n We feat although there

were 'isms in it that could stand turther det.nit.n that perhaps needed

otaTification a t.a.ement the did ni. need bOW cla.,1;.e.:n fzr some people
.A-duld be unwr,table These pe,p1e were not profele.-eats..uA t).4.t that this is

a constr) t tie. 01-Jughtful presentatton Ther.l.fcv: : woe,d .ke ta make a

motion at 'his time that !hi, ;.'nferen'.e a:eept ar4 .onf fm h. voice vote the

'rter.' or this statemen (A se:ond .- heard rroa. t'e auo.enoe )

Cha;rmah if he COnferen-e, Dr Ellsworth. Bruks f, chairman of the

c)nference I w:u1a be entitled a:;AptTEirmorl.n and a second I think you've

understood what the difretent gcups .ndicated We qu.bble over words, but

thf: not 'he point Ivr war.t t. inditate that we a:6, united to our intent

iovi hare heard the mc.ion and the seoond How many ».e tr. fa.tr, Indicate by

(A strong response if "aye" from the aud.ence i Opposed, same sign

IN4 resp :nse i we aTe tran.mous in our de:I'.1.:n ;4'd i virt tc say one f.nal

word as I thank :.ur workshop thairman to: ,P6 f.re A.:k :he has done here, that

what ;1 ..e seer on the -tag, ton.ght 1 eisicet..r ur ty of the junior

colleges student;. fa:u.ty and adm.n.ttrat...n ( qpiause I

B "Campus Unrest. C.nf:unat:on Comm,A1.-a. .r," b. 1'11 .am H Orrick,

Jr pr:.m.-;:nt San i.ranzt-co att.Irne;. former a.:S.sta-t Attorney Gererat cf the

Un.ted States, C.vt. and An,. Trust d.%.iiles .ender ohurzhman, author

it VAA" A C.etie in San Frar..Nco

ha.e t.J yea more.': I; heerg at th's oerere t)day, And particularly

t, e,In.ni to htat the of the wo:kshop, Lid the varl.ng types :f values

- 1 -ne u ,ez-.; ai.p..a.he that the gr-u:, mad- ! Also enj:ye.i the ,ery

nTere:: ng, And s..mulattng 'Atka he.:u th, turn I5 as well

though i mu:t ia, 'ha' . teamed a little

mot.. than I reared know abt how ,Jme -f 'he nEm6e,, 1 the conic fence 1.ked

N.nethele s, w.th trepidaton I am g).ng hTe that y.:1.; 6:11 ltidu:ge

mt a, ! ao r d 'tudent, I am r :t a member :4 .rif. tacu1ty. and I an not an

%ly exper.er.:e ai A lawyer h , 'aught me ti eer:Ise the great': :t ,:are

aumihg the marrte of an expert And !his w.!h regard tc

the general subfect of higher edv.a-.:n So am g.:.ng to o'er my remarks

t:r.ght qua..f;, as a non-ex;.ert, but ne,whelP., a (al forrian sharing

the gene :4 ,:oriern for fhP 4LIlity of .1u: educatna, it.t.tutior whether they
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Underli.rg the topic which you've given to me, "Campus Unrest: Confron-

tatior or Cemmunication," is the concept of group violence To me; at least,

a ir.'1:.:ntatien is a mean,,, albeit not a very pleasant one, of communication.

If 0% ..introntanon does not result in group violence, then there's a good

chaee 'hat the problems creating the campus unrest may be dealt with by

communicatin But 'he terms campus unrest and confrontation all too often

in the lexicpn ,f the layman mean group violence And so tonight I intend in

the firs I,Art ;if my ,peech to talk briefly on group eioiencewhat It is and

what it :f,:ez and bow it occurred on the San Francisco State Campus about a

year ago Then in the second part of my talk, I shall discuss briefly some of

the causes of campus unrest, and, as a non-expert, shall pose certain questions.

First r, grJup .y.olenee Group violence is the close compan,n of anarchy.

There 17, or course, nothtng new in America, or indeed in the world, about group

violence It ha accompanied periods of social unrest from the time of Homer

to this morning's newspaper, as the Violence Commission has put it and in

America we're all too familiar with it Ever since the Boston Tea Party, group

violence has recurred in America the Whisky Rebellion, John Brown's raid at

Harper's Ferry, the :/nching of blacks at the rate of almost lop a year from

1890 to !910, the violence of the Vigilantes in San Fxanoiseo, the labor violence

in the 1;30's and before, and the campus disturbances of the'past few years- -

,lust to cite a few examples

Group .Iolence is dangerous to a free society It has no protected legal

status, and, most important, it's not a necessary consequence of group protest.

And I want to underscore this point, because there are many people in cur

societ, islic decry the one as though it were the other The right tJ i-,rotest is

an indispen:..ab;e element in a free societ, The exercise or that riglit is

the health of thc b'xiy pol.t;c and it= ablity t, adapt ;t ;elf to

a changit;g envronment In this country we have endowed the right of protest

with con:,t,ut;Jnal status The First Amendment to the Constitut.on protects

freedom lr speech and press and the right of the people peaceably to a:embie

and to pet.tion the government for a redress of grievances And the Amendment

protects gore than an right to dissent; it guarantee, -he .ight of

groups aembie and petition or in the more modern phrase

But group 1.1olence, as distinguished from group protest, cane:.' and will not

be tolerated hether .)r, the :ampus or in the streets Miiitants argue that the

fomenting of turmoli and disorder is the enly effective means 't stimulating

quiescent groups to a..t Militants also c:Jritend, and this has been 'he situation

on the campu at Berkeley, that group violence will bring repressive response

from And when controntation brings such lolence.-:)fficiai ,,t,)r

or reaction. a: the gas-spewing helicopter .then the uncommitted lc:merits will

see for themselves the true nature of the so.called sfs-tem

But militants have ;cf. r: p:.e that vininc actual 1) .iAleve their

aims In the of the Amer can labor movemch', there doubt whether

pro -labor .v!o:enct, hoped the cau.,e or whether anti .labor vio:ence hindered it

Labor leaders themsei%e.: doubt effc-A Iv(!ne,5. .f No major orgLa-

ization in American hi A) in the labor rield has ever ..,.ience as a

policy And se it I:, with .student violence It d d nut take :.tulent violence,

for example, t...) bring 6.ack studies into the -ur-lculum of many of uu. important
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colleges and universities today It's abundantly clear that group violence as

a tactic of protest does not contribute to a more liberal and humane society,

but often produces an opposite result. The fears and the resentments created

of these tactics have actually strengthened the political power of some of the

most destructive elements in American society.

The distinguished former Secretary of the Department of Health, Educatio4,

and Welfare, John Gardner, has observed, and I quote him, "No society can live

in constant and destructive tumult.-Those of us who find authoritarianism

repugnant have a duty to speak out against all who destroy civil order. The

time has come when the full weight of community opinion should be felt by those

who break the peace or coerce through mob action."

But if we're to avoid future violence, our institutions of government must

be capable of providing political and social justice for all who live under

them and of correcting injustice of any group by peaceful and lawful means. Our

Constitution does not speak merely of justice or merely of order. It embraces

both Two of the six purposes set forth in the preamble are "to establish

justice" and "to insure domestic tranquility." The First Amendment guarantees

the rights of freedom of speech and freedom of press and the right of peaceable

assembly and the right to petition the government for redress of grievances.

And thus we have the right to justice. We have the right to domestic tranquility,

and we have the right to freedom of speech and peaceable assembly and to petition

the government for redress of grievances; but there is no right to engage in

group violenceleast of all on college campuses, which are particularly vulnerable.

This special vulnerability of educational institutions was eloquently

expressed not long ago by President Howard Johnson of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, who said, in part, "Of all the institutions in society, the

university is the most nearly defenseless. It has to be The University exists

so that there may somewhere be a place for the courageous and direct confrontation

of ideas The free flow of ideas cannot take place in an atmosphere of physical

confrontations. An open mind cannot long exist in the face of force or threat."

Moving to meet the dangercus situation on his own campus, President Johnson

'obtained a restraining order from the court against those indicating intention

to commit violent acts. In effect, he said, since we cannot protect ourselves

and still remain a free and open university, we have asked the whole of society

to protect us.
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Now let me briefly discuss group violence in the context of the San Francisco

State College strike of 1968 and '69, because there confrontation and the right

to protest moved to group violence.

San Francisco State, as you know,
occupying a ninety-four acre campus in
students and confers sixty-three types
and doctorates in education

is a publicly suported liberal arts college

San Francisco It enrolls about 18,000
of bachelor degrees, master degree programs,

At the onset of the disorders, San Francisco State had a liberal administra-

tion and prided itself on treating its students like adults, as indeed most of

them were The average age of the students there is about twenty-five At that

time the students controlled their own budget, on the order of some $400,000 a year
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They determined how much Limey would go to support athletic programs, newspapers,

theatre gmips, ghett3 tutorial grow, and so on. The college had the free

speech movement long tetore it came to Berkeley, and it has long been a forerunner

of educational innoation ar.d student trends It developed the nation's first

experimental college It was the pla:..e where the Third World Liberation Front

was organized

Ncw why, in a place like this, were there to be scenes of violence then

unmatched in the history of American higher education? The campus was the first

to be L.,ccupled by pclice an a continow basis odor several months. It was only

the daily presence of 200 :a 600 policemen which kept the college open from

the, start of the strike on November 6 to the end of the fall semester. By the

end of January there had been 731 arrests Mcre than eighty students were reported,

insured Thirty. two police were injured an campus EITht bombs were planted

on campus, and two firebomb= were burled at and into the house of an assistant

to the President

In the limited tine I have aval!able tonight, it is impossible to go into

extensive detail regarding the complex, underlying causes of the strike, these

are dealt v:ith in depth in the report, and suffice it to say the immediate

pressurA point was the presentatinn of the ter so-called non-negotiable demands

made by the black students These demands centered mainly on the establishment

and control of a Black Stvdles Department and in the retention of a controversial

faculty member. The strike was controlled throughout by the Black Student Union

and rct, by the Students t.t a Dem...cratic Sc:iety The blacks did not let tilt.

S D S participate in thee deliberatim)* on strategy or tactics They welcomed

S.D S and sympathetic teanett. on the picket line; but the strategy was controlled

by the black leaders The strike went along tot the first week with little effect

on campus classes; -Ind Cher. ,ame the tragi: events of November 13, 1968, which

resulted in violence and .erc, :awl/ tesponsibIe for making the strike effective

the following Mitch

11-2.0 that mdtrzng a .ameramab police that he was photographing

blaJ., when he was atta:Itect ttwo b-hind by a third The cameraman said he

was knock-d a wry and ktJeci In thi bachk and that he Thought he could identify his

attacker The pctice bent tw.) pla.n clvth.., men tt accompany the camera man to

the B S U hut, where a pre,- conteien:e being hekl to stimulate further

::tteke a :n The plaine1:-.Tht-, me- had walkie talkie radio; and they were in

contact with Lieatenant Curran, "%, San ::aneisco Tac Squad commander, who was

located in an apartment act..,i tibe ,!fee, Something happened to the walkie-

talkie, ad Lieutenant Curran lest radio c-ntaLt Thinking the plain-clothes

men were IA daLger. he srdered pact of the uniformed Tac Squad into the area;

and this was ia't abut the t; me that clasiei let out Seeing the police come

cn :ampus. the ,tuden, felt that -he) we:e being attacked, or at least harrassed,

and 'hey attaci..ed the The Ti: S4uad then called for reinforcements and

fought hai, The Tac war surt;a4nded. "last their cool," and started

pursu.ng students aoupa hr .ampus Man, were clubbed and beaten, and some

arrested The at.t on geLecited :Jffi(;vn- ,)mpathy to keep the strike going for

almcst five mo(ith

The auth;;r1ties weft. th,t -he .:Jllege would stay

Dr S I Hayaxawa was appoin:ed a = haing Pres:dent, he carried

order, c,f the Nu:tees t -he lettcri and 'ht. :.uliege did remain

were many effc:tb :o mediate the ared finally its end was

open When
out the
open There
announced by
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The Admireeetratien granted the major. demands the striking students

for a ei curriculum and for the admission of more minority students.
Te Elise -4.gre,d to set up a school of ethnic studies, of which part was to be

the Black Studies Department. And I should here say that the Administration,
long befe..e the strike began, had been trying to put together a minority
eureicuium and had been recruiting mcre minority people The problem,

disetiFed in extene detail in the report, was the leek of flexibility and
resoureee of the Administration on the spot Under the State College systet,
as you .!-1 appreelate--and you're all pros in the field, so I am not going
to do meet than simply emphasize it the trustees, acting through the Chancellor
in Los Angeles, hold a death-ilke grip over the administration of each one of
those colleges. And indeed a recent president af San Francisco State, Dr.Smith,
has said that there shouldn't be a president of a State College because he
doesn't have eny power at all.

But the San Francisco State story is not over; and indeed, under the
strefaee, very ittele appears to have been changed What has been learned from

the State experience and the encounters of other areas is that our higher educa-

tional institutions need firm, well-publicized plans for dealing swiftly and
decesiveiy with the campus disorders and violence But, I believe deeply that

we should all make a fundamental misjudgment if we rely upon restraint as our

basic policy for meeting the future The deep-rooted problems which underlie
San Francisco State's crisis and continue to plague many of the country's
higher educational institutions remain to be solved

Among these problems are long-standing social and economic injustices

and ,nequities. and the continued slow pace of so-called establishment in
responding to the need for change The San Francisco report sets forth the

reasofe, for action of the black student leaders and describes some of the

gher:te conditions which undoubted:y influenced them

One of their ma.er objectives was a demand for a relevant educational
opportunity; tha: is, en educationai experience that would prepare them for

community service The chairman of the B S U , Ben Stewart, said, and I

quote him: "We see ourselves being beeicaily servants of the community. That

is to say, ee go to a college campus, and we learn academic skills; and we

see ourselves as returning to the community to enhance the progress of that

community, rather than to exploit or miiuee it "

And here he put his finger on the problem at least as I iee it In my

view, perhaps :vere,implified, I would say the problem 15 this: the economically

disadvantaged, the poor, the blacks, the Indians, the Chicanos want, and

they require, 'a piece of the aetion " The only way they can get a piece of

the action to get a job in toaae's .umplex technoiegical :society They

cannot get Jobe because they are net tra.eed and theeetore don't fit into the

so- call "d "system " This c:eq't.3 the problem Their peeLs, today's students,

demand education for a'i They .ec the close relation.)hip between the outside

world :aid educati)v, mmunity and t'1,..c .ommunity eeiiege At

stake 1- the eery uuahty art life for those exciuded from the system. In our

society thezei., just plain and :c is room fcr the untrained

0)
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gr.lted that .:.amr6, unI ;bted'y tits rated to some &pee
by d ATuve setking det.r.:y, not ,)tir sor.lai and economic

system Tilts iactor. it -.11.:.erns tie .c.mmunIty ..ollege, makes

the ::asic i4tre difiti.ult But we must ..vviehow d itioplsh bet.een the

unworn:) he 4orthy and .oa.!:(15 the ke.:. ut la:zing the

quai:, and he gencai aaiiant:ity of higher education
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In this i w.u:a 1.K= ci:r7,T is rrl ,;me remarks by Dt

Aldridge, As:,. ;-Jt .Yln at San k.tan.:isco City Col iege Speaking

with partic.a tc:t:eni.e -,,,advantagi,u :.ege student, DI AArAge
sail, attemi.t.ing d cuttii:u.um, we shlu hr abir t:.) describe

an beha. ,hange we hope b!Ing abou: In the dIsadvan-

taged !, U ea,;1!:6 .t emploable -k:11 ;;ur overrcing concern?

Do we war.. 11.m 7.: de%e,i, a. 11,t.kng ab: t > 17-. we want 'o instill in

him a new we want r mak- h!m just aw mu.h 'ike the rest

of u, . c.,eb. Sh('.11d he ha\e a ,.910, in Go cu:titi);)m (At-signing

prices ;hi;' him whit he thr.k., be a desttabie ..flange in himself?"

And then he :aid, 'The thei.& wil vary from one

in.stItutit)r. to ar...'fher, depenui7g 1.4n the crrcAm.stane Aid the long range ic,itage

the college: has :4 .tseli; but tfwy had better he answeied "

A,. Dr lid:.dgc n-.tvkl, the aik of meeting this cha.ienio 1, torm.dable,

but it mu: be dzinF.', htgher tilucation i n Amer;:a th, di.-iiway to the

future But n time. of rap.d ,...nange our 1_,ase 1 toy nait)w ane our pace

too slow With World tint !I, he Korean bar, the %tetnam Wdls and the accompany-

ing rap:.d and technicat changes In t scLie.ty, our

colleges ha%e ,!udent tat d)rre;ient outk.3K from these earlier days- -

student: 0%) 7A a, the wn..,ee educat1:41at sy;tem, ,liha!Ing

its e4uat,,.. and demandong A n I!, 4elat.....n

SO Ue :;

differe-r Are s. !n .t MO

that tclu,at 4:;c4 Trlt whoit , I.,. A

consensu on tn: and 'he gcal of iitghr

standaLU., 11.!,!:4' and A !!'4U

.nlucat:c..a; 4pe:atu.; are cur. c. uchit: Ltcn.,,t. ..;!-. u netf

tonight wei,

Thu g:e-A, C ,.., U^...f::,,L; it N.c. ).,1k, pith ,t- :76.00 ,c'udcr.! %,-41

10,000 la:.tait ; me..fr,- 1 ,;%:t.aci through Lit ! .., n. ne - i.-) ; ,.r .ii i, ,,. . - e Vet,

commun.ty ,...1.,..gv, ..s.:.d itd&;. ,:c.. ,nd media. -t. A..... . ;- : thl:. gore

to open adm , ..,, ::. ,,p ! :11a' ...',..E.t? 5! Id. 1 . ... ',..,rk

City., 1: g:1 ... : ,..i.1' ....iil ..,....iiriti-e:.:.! i . i .. :L14,...r.it:

college's ft, '.:7:4. ...t r. ' t Al. :r, ..-,,Pp, ! .111. :v.. in

Callfornta, r.t. a ,.,act t re. ii; r1 . ,. ,,, a and

other supp ,rt:ng .,.. ....... ii,; ,..:1 t,.! ..,. i em so that

they hAvc. -01-x cna::,..., A . 7 ' th. Un ..

At th. !

concept , h.s:

I hope

facu.t,
diploma ba v.;

del ,h new.;.g . 'ht'

wh,i3h
.

gh choo 1
1. L:ad
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and write; or should the learning potential be recognized and formalism be

_-_rwilved in favor of college tutorial and other remedia! work on the theory

that it is a rare human being who can be written off at age seventeen and that

the best way of determining whether a potential student is capable of college

work is to assist him to college and help him to stay there? And thus, should

every student in California have an absolute right to attend a community college,

and if he is not capable of going from there to a state college, be guaranteed

a job? Would such a policy lower academic standards, either by driving away

really talented students or by compelling the faculty to lower its standards

to meet the diminished capacity among the students' Who, who is to determine

the validity of demands fur institutional changes, be they a admissions,

curriculum, or other points?

Now, I want. to here state parenthetically that I am not necessarily

convinced that student power is a cureall They had it in the Middle Ages,

notably at the University of Bologna and the University of Paris At Bologna

the professors and doctor:- could nor leave the University under penalty of death

.1r even go out Jf town without permitsion They had to swear absolute obedience

to the student-e!ected student re,tor, who at the behest of the general assembly,

passed or chanwad any rules the students collected the fees; paid the salaries,

and issued the working rules. if a teacher cut a lass, he was fined; likewise,

If he could not draw five ftudents: if he skipped a chapter, or if he kept on

talking after the beil The student rector was elected, but he could not hold

Afice more than :Ale munth. A:istotle's theory that no one should be entrusted

with any but the briefest tenure of office

Finally, sh:Aild c0!1.ivs and unive:,:triei maintain restrictive admission

tandards' COWO trey no he like public libraries, where cite could go and

pu:sue his intel:e.tuai iliterest.i for is long as he wished and then get a

degree in his dicipl.ne if he amassed the requesv.e number of credits'

Now 1 Rant 'e empha.,:e That I do not adocate a cult of mediocrity nor

a ge;ezal le.ei.ng pri!,ci;t, bAt 1 Oeliee that much more can and must be

done h; educaterc and ,:tdinary citizens al)ke to look deeply into our present

educational s.!,tem. n-.te it adtages and disadvantages, and move as never

bet.re make The z..,:tem 'u.) teie.ant and remed:al to the causes of unrest

n our country

In the 1.ng rur our ins!itution, wiil he what Ill af us want

them tc be At- dhd f 3!:4., she ,t wc tr.e need t'' ree..t readi:y to

needed change, ;
44an tha! where iegirimute re:Itie,ts are presented or where

wise administrators aitt:..4)at i.eeds for change, the school authority must have

the latitude and resource, to act promptly Action, not promises, is required.

Only when these ,ondittons are present ,haI we ha'e meaningful student-

administration commu cation- 1.a.-Aing them, we hail have confrontations

with the possibilit> oz gi,:up violence on an increasing scale

If we are t. do all thi,. we hall hate to adjuit our mind to change

And here, perhap,, i err; addt4.i'ng the faculty and admini,tiaturs because 1

a,k you to join me ;-g some: .omfrt, and hopefully some inspiration, in

the realization that Jiang,: tery old The philosopher Heraclitus, speaking

1,-. the fifth centuz> 8 i, said, ":here's nothing permanent x,:ept change "
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It is perhaps word, noting that Heraclitus thought that the stuff the world

was made of was fire. Dostoevsky thought "taking a new step, uttering a new

word, is what people fear most." In a similar vein Eric Hoffer has pointed out

that "We can never really be prepared for that which is wholly new; we have to

adjust ourselves, and every radical adjustment is a crisis in uelf-esteem."

We are told that twenty-five percent of all the people who ever lived are

alive today. The amount of technical information available doubles every ten

years. Throughout the world there are about 100,000 journals published in

more than sixty languages, and that number doubles every fifteen years...We

are told these things, but we do not always act as if we believe them.

I think we will all agree that a simple observation of all our friends

and associates will confirm the fact that even the most euucated people today

operate 311 the assumption that society is relatively static. At best they plan

by making simple 3traight-line projections of present trends. The result is

unreadiness to meet the future when it arrives; or as one writer has put it,

"future shock." Or, as our LnTd said to the multitude, "When you see a cloud

rising in the west, you say at once, A shower is coming, and so it happens,

And when you see the south wine blowing, you say, There will be scorching heat,

and it happens. You hypocrites) You know how to interpret the appearance of

earth and sky, but why do you not know how tok,interpret the present time, and

why do you not judge for yourselves what is right?"

I think this ancient teaching is wholly rolevant today. In this continuing

struggle to improve the quality of life for all our people, education through all

stages must be in the forefront, and we must judge for ourselves what is right.

Community colleges can--and I am confident that they will--play a key role in

meeting this challenge. They must avoid "future shock." In this task, however,

they must be aided by the whole community.

S3

In closing, I would like to quote the thoughtful words of Dr, Gregory Anrig,

of the United States Department cf Education: "Student unrest is increasing in

frequency, ir, intensity, and in complexity. We can suppress it and face it

another day, or we can seize upon it as an opportunity for educational improvement

It would benefit our youth, our country, and indeed all mankind to choose the

latter course." [Prolonged applause.]

listions and Answers after Mr. Orrick's Speech

Chairman of the session: her. Orrick, you have brought much to us from your

study-1137M your oFiWiTions We here are community college people, trying

to prevent the confrontation and trying to establish the communication You

talked about both of these with reference to San Francisco State College. Would

you stay--and he has agreed to--aid answer questions that members of the audience

may wish to ask you? This microphone is available to any who would like to ask

a question.

S eaker from audience: What did the role of Dr, Hayakawa have to do with

the so ution 7174-1736-5111, as an individual, at San Francisco State College?
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Mr Orrick: That's a highly i,ertlnent and very difficult question to

answer As I pointed out in my talk, n, carried the Instruction of the

trustees to the t,!tter T suppose we a:1 yaw him in his tam-oishAnter, pulling

out the wires to the sound truck de be,.:ame a national figure. But 1 don't

think that--the negotiaticni were not re.: :y carried on with him; and as 1

also indicated--and ,..ust to be sure, I ehecked before I :ame down here--nothing

much is changed out there So that's the m:.st I can say on that.
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Speaker from audience: Mr. th.- .s a three-part question. You

spoke of law and order being embraced by what" 1 put down country, by what

though?

Mr. Orr. ck I said that the preamble t;., the Constitution mentions to

insure justice and to establish .'omestic tramiuliity Law and order--it embraces

both, and then 1 also adverted to tae1 P .irst Amenament

Sraker from audienze, .:ontinulnit. Then dl you mean by law and order that

which Attorney General John M.tcEel. e:.pi:-,uset--ite the radicals from society?

Mr. Orrick: No

Same iszeElksr. Very good (Appiause Wien you were talking about the police

going on campus up at San Francis...) State, ;.,u said the reporter said he could

identify his assailant Did he identity

Mr Orrick. He did not When he g..)t there, he was unable to.

Same speaker: And the third ohe, am i..nd A' skeptical about, what

was wrong with the radio'

Mr Orrick; Nohod: kt4

Same suiiker. That's what ; lhank y.0

Another 3.ieaker fro!ii the aW.et:. acired the report which you wrote

so much arid agreedait ; mu,h sit t)night that I have a little

reticence e err to r(;L:-e u que,t..A1 Rut ' want you to clarify

one thing for me YJLI said near 7he -cow .g that group violence

is alwks anar,t; And ' ra!,.t e.e.in:pg of violence and

particularly the gioup t. it would always apply

to those who :are in the a.sikht aro Attcmr'hg to gain wider avenues of

justice, who are prtesv:ng agi.n-t 0.v .ru.t1.1,:s of society. Isn't it true

that one of the mcs ar.d and iepreisvbe forms of group

violence which we have in our so,Her) is iiructural forms of violence which

do psycholagicaI, zeW ;;I:t.Jra. human beings and to communi-

ties--those that are flit :y; ,ik;Lturc of the establishment. Isn't

that group violence aise

Mr Orzt;k: Well, .1 thc f'v-t AS I recollect, that group

violent:: t.?.e , !avc.: defined my term more.

I should have said that what I MOX grO :p .; t:enCe is tl or more people

being actually ph;,-;i,:ally : tt.i.0 r different:ate very closely from

group protest, 011:41. I :nd.ated d h% .e Conititution and which is
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absolutely necessary in the society. But when it gets to actual battery, if

you will, that's what I meant by group violence,

Speaker in audience: I think the question is whether this subtle type

of violence is violence. You know, whether you have to be beating someone over

the head to be violent.

Mr. Orrick: Well, I understand it--I think I did understand the question,
and I am off on the question of--I think you have to define what you mean. I

have no occasion to find that as violence.

Same speaker from audience: Here's what I got from it, that the government
of this country is the most violent thing that we have. For one reason, they

sit up there in Congress and they pass bills saying that someone caa live wher-

ever they want, This puts a false hope in a black person's mind who does not
have the money to do this--he says, well, now I can live wherever I want Then

he gets out into life and finds out that he can't. Now is this more violent,

say, than hitting somebody on their back?

Mr. Orrick: Well,---

Same Speaker: This gets inside you. This sticks with you all your life.

Mr. Orrick: I understand that, and I read you loud and clear. And we're

still just to about a broader definition. I'm entirely sympathetic with
the viewpoint, but I was asking--I was talking about in my speech, which was

the question that was asked me, about group violence, and I defined it as

hitting you over the head. I realize the other injustices and inequities, and

in my lexicon I can define them more accurately than violence.

Same soll(22: One other thing I wonder if I got what you baldthat San
Francisco State was a liberal college?

Mr. Orrick: A lilperal arts college and had a liberal administration

Same speaker: Now, the liberal administration is what I'd like to hit on

I think it was shown in the Columbia revolts that the liberal, whites or the

liberal colleges--liberal, this term liberal has lost its effectiveness for

the white people, or lost its meaning67E767e the reason the black people at

Columbia asked the whites :.$3 leave--it was not that they weren't liberal white

students. It was just they were'nt ready to move when the man said move vou

know, like the blacks held their building, and they walked out. The whites,

when the blacks said we're going to do this, the white liberals said, well,

lc's think about it They said, No'. We've been thinking for 400 years Co

get your own building So the whites went and got their building 0.K Now

when the police came for the black building, they didn't get it, because the

blacks said there's something to do now When the police came for the white

building, they got it; and the whites came out with thctr hands up; don't hit

me, this kind of thing So the thing that San Francisco State is a liberal,
that'd be enough for them to tear it down

Mr. Orrick: Well, I didn't use it in the philosophic or political sense
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When I said a liberal administration I had reference to administration that

permitted, for example, the first experimental college, kids teaching kids;

that permitted the students to decide how they're going to spend $400,000,

and in what vt.vities, by permitting - -I think they were liberal enough

recently so that one professor gave every student in his department straight

A's. Nobody got less than an A That's the kind of liberal I meant, I

wasn't trying to define it as a Hubert Humphrey liberal or that kind of thing,

from audience- In your discussion of the disturbances at San

Francii-a-Stete you mentioned quite often what the B S U. was doing as far as

being inWved in these violent confrontations, and once you mentioned the

Third World, but you didn't specifically point out whether the Chicanos had

any involvement', and 1 was lust wonde'ing how come you left this out

Mr Orrick. They were involved on the picket line, but the was

like Ti previous speaker said at Columbia; they started it, the ten demands

originally were 'heirs; then the Chicanos added the five additional ones,

all along the same line, and so they were indeed involved; but the actual

strategy of the prskp was handled by P S U leaders They wouldn't let

anybody else in.

Speaker from audlence I'd just like you to comment on something that

came into in Eea a ;Me you were pealcing You mentioned that group violence

is a form of anarchy Correct'

Mr Orrick I said it was a close companion to anarchy

Same speaker I'd like you to comment on thi; Wouldn't you feel more

concerned scout anar.:hy existing in our own governmental insrttutione, perhaps

the police force' -and examples of thi are numerous L:ok at the Hansen

murders in Chicago or the Democratic C'ireention in Chicago You know this is

group violtnce also, but if you define it as anarchy. then it seeme we should

be more concerned about anarchy in our cvernm4.:: than ok should be on our

campus

Mr Orrick: Good point I was at Chicago- and chased

latker from audience The tactic: t :;nfrontati.Ln ire often Damped in

with group )if)ience, but at one point you Laid that :lfrentation as a tactic

was quite valid, and you pstified it ae a means of communication; and then I

think you moved directly into the San Francisco State scene I m sure that

we need to learn more but the creative use of clnfrontation and wonder if

you have any examples of that aty1E and how that :an be an effective tactic

Lor getting a point of view acu;st.

Mr Orrick What I ',aid on confrontation was that it is a meat, of

communisation, albeit a rather unpleasant mean; And I had in mind, when I see

five angry guys stand.ng outside my door and I've had emi. relation with them,

I just have to knew that rilire 'Piling MC ixiitthing, .f it'. 100, it gets

worse So as long as the) don't swing to vio1erce, : i .1t1 .''s ....onduer

protected by the First Amendment; and I think is commun..ation It is harder

to write to each othc- 1pd ti11, t each othcr. =ay that; but I think they're

telling yuu something d'n't have any exper;Pnce mr,elf in the use of :lnfronta-

tion as a tactic
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S eaker from audience:. Do you put any truth at all in the widely cir-
culated be ieriNiTiiVind of unified, monolithic Communist conspiracy is

.behind all of the protest and dissension that occured in the last decade?

Mr, Orrick: None at all.

Speaker from audience: Doctor Orrick, in your reference to violence as a
means you seem to write it off as never leading to success. Now because we

don't espouse violence does not mean it cannot be a successful means, group
violence in particular, of achieving certain aims, To say it's not successful

is kind of like saying sin does"not lead to pleasure, I think if you'll study

the period of the abolitionist movement prior to the American Civil War, you
will see that those leaders who took the violent tactics and were involved in
group violence were the most successful--including Garrison, Phillips, and

others. And I think that the problem is, in fact, I think it was the violence
at San Francisco State that lead you to writing the speech tonight and to make

the proposals that you did for change.. Now I hope that there are other means

we can use to achieve this, but to say that group violence does not lead to

successful change I think is incorrect and naive. [Applause.]

Mr, Orrick: Well, I think you're possibly more learned on this than I. I

thinkiiiiEFigort run it might be said to achiere, in certain instances, short-

run objectives, In the long run, I don't think that it does achieve it; but
more than anything, it's dangerous to society, and it will not, it just plain

will not, be tolerated- I don't care where it is Now you can have continous

group violence like in the American Revolution, Well, that's what you get into.

Then you get into an all-out bloody revolution. But that's my reading of history.

In the short run, I think that you are correct in some instances; but in the long

run, and looking in particular at the history of the American Labor Movement,

where there has been a great deal of group violence, I have been unable to find

anyone or indeed read any article or anything in history that ever supported

that as a means of achieving their long-range objectives. (Applause.]

Chairman of the session: Mr, Orrick, I am in the easy and happy position

of having intrUiced a man who I .a,:c1 was going to make a major contribution to

the deliberations of this conference Do you [the audience] agree with me?

[Applause ]

'
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A, "The Emerging Role of the Church in the Community College," by

Mr, William Hallman, Western Regional Secretary, United Ministries in

Higher Education,

The other day I reread an article by Ralph Jordon in the March, 1968,

issue of Administration," Now most of you teachers, even if you take that

journal, probably didn't read that article because the title itself you

probably felt was a contradiction in terms. And while I think the article

is well worth your reading, whether you're a teacher, administrator, or

student, it's the accompanying letter that Ralph Jordan sent to the editor

that I want to share with you this morning. Here's what he said:

Having left active military service, obtained a job as an
administrator in education, and started a program to gain degrees

in educational administration and educational psychology, I found

myself encountering new and fascinating ideas, Not from the feet-in-
concrete-platitude-between-the-ears ; ::,roes that go around displaying

their courage by knocking down open doors and sneering at navel

gazing and the sacronity [sic] of love, but from the young people

who will soon, thank God, displace the convention-bound old fuds

and from some chronologically old administrators whose continuous

dialogue with the bright youth has kept them alert co the revolu-

tionary happenings around us.

He goes on to say,

The most fascinating of these ideas was that of love. Not

the erotic Hollywood drool, of course, or the sex passions of the

scandaled press, or the syrupy slop of some professicial do-gooders,

but the dirty-feet, hairy-chest love that built the might of Christendom

out of the dusty villages of the Near East, that in an extreme form

may impel some men to win the Medal of Honor, that seems to have a

strange and strong motivating force in the Haight Ashbury, and alien

that our industrialists have recognized, but not our college adminis-

trators, They, firmly anchored in the first two or three decades of

this century, still fail to recognize their responsibilities for

helping our youth fit into the 20th century. For them love is OK. for

an hour on Sunday, but not respectable during the rest of the week.

I commend this article to you The most fascinating of these ideas

was love Now this fascinating idea seems to me to be basic both to the

church and to the college, and sometimes both run great risk of having lost

it. FOk somewhere buried in the New Testament is a statement, which I think

capitalizes the Hebrew-Christian tradition, for this is a message that you

hear from the beginning: that we should love one another, Some of us are

realizing, or we're being helped to realize, that learning can only take

place in an atmosphere of love.

The worst thing we can do is sentimentalize this simple but basic idea,

or enslave it to traditional moralisms. Sadly enough, this is all too often

what both the church and our society have done,
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Jim Josei)4, former chaplain of the Claremont. Colleges, was with a

group of us in San Francisco in November, sharing some insights from his

study and experience with some black theologians, Jim himself being a
black theologian, Said Jim, "There has developed a heretical tradition
within the Christian Church which assumes that the distribution of love
for one's lieighbor is based on liking one's neighbor. It assumes. that

giving, the sharing of resources, is based 'n the self-serving luxury
of chant, " But he said, as Rudolph Bultman reminded us a long time ago
in his Doctrine of the Creeds, "Love which is based on emotion or sympathy
or affection selrlove, for it is a love of preference of choice; and
the standard of that preference of choice is the self."

Now what I'm suggesting, therefore, is that serious ethIcal reflec-
tion must avoid the tendency to sentimentalize love, and it must define
justice in such a way as to limit our standards of equity by the distinctions'
made between friend-neighbor and the enemy-neighbor. The essence of moral

duty lies in the concept of the universality of the neighbor rather than
his particularity. It is in this context that we understand what it means
to assist other men in seek.ng fully human lives.

Now in our ethics sometimes we engage the discussion all wrong Our
task of understanding and interpreting who we are is made especially difficult
by moralists who are far too concerned about free love and not enough concerned
about free hate And I was reminded last night, when Dr. Orrick was speaking,
about some interviews Charlie McCoy and I had when we were on a committee,

also, to do some studies at San Francisco State. One of the most fascinating
interviews I remember out of that month long experience -and we had many
fascinating oneswas with the police captain who was in charge of the police

detail on that campus This police captain said that the thing that impressed

him was not so much the violence of the students on campus, though that
bothered him, but the depth of the hate of the people in that nice neighborhood..
We are far too concerned in our nice society about free lovc, nearly

enough concerned about free hate We absolutize the law as a final good,

and, instead of seeing love as a fulfillment of the law, we con.,der law the
fulfillment of love Sc we have law-and-order theologians, as weJ) as law -
and-order preachers, who continue to define order as a sacred quality of

our human relations

We are therefore, called to liberate both the concept of love and our
concept of justice from our traditional moralisms And unless we do this,

we in the church have very little to offer

These are some of the things we are learning out of the revolution
that is going on today It seems to me that our task is to transform this
basic idea of love, this fascinating idea which Ralph Jordan found when
he went back to school, into a substantive response to the youth who are
living in the last third of the twentieth century These are the awakened

youth that we have learned to appreciate at this .onference, unique in
moral sensitivity; and indeed these are the young people who are deeply
religious, and yet these are the very youth who have rejected the church

Dr John Cante!on of th- University of Southern California says
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Religion in the mind of most students is burdened with two almost

fatal characteristics. First, it manifests itself in an institu-
tionalized form of the church that is almost as odious in students'

eyes as are the structures of the University. Second, its commit-

ments are so total and traditionally so apolitical as to appear

irrelevant and yet, the students certainly have not rejected

religion. They are seekers, really.

Paul Goodman, in an article he wrote in the New York Times in
September, 1969, reminds us that men do not live without systems, systems

of meaning or systems of values that everybody puts their hopes in,
whether they really believe them or understand them, or not. And he said,

in advanced countries, particularly in our Western World, science and
technology gradually and triumphantly have become the system of mass fate.

Not disputed by varuous political ideologies and nationalisms, they have

had their religious uses. And he says this faith is now the thing that

is threatened. The dissident young are saying that science is anti-life.

It's a Calvinish [sic] obsession. It has been the weapon of white people

to subjugate colored races, and scientific technology has manifestedly [sic]

become diabolical. Along with science the young are discrediting the
professions in general and the whole notion of disciplines and academic

learning. He says that if these various views take hold, it adds up to

a crisis in belief, and the effects are incalculable.

Our task, both as educators and as leaders, is to transform this basic

idea of love into some substantive response to the oppressed of our society.

That vast segment of our culture that has been educationally and socially

deprived is now demanding a share in the American higher education scene.

Dr. Norvel Smith told us about this yesterday, and this has been coming

through the core of our conference here. In a frenzied order, higher

education has been setting up special programs. It's engaged in an all-out

effort to recruit minority faculty and students; it's building special

facilities in an attempt to meet the demands of the blacks and other
minority groups. But will the response be substantive enough, or is it

just a reaction to some pressures that will have no lasting value? This

is what really bothers me as I move around in that vast array of states

that I attempt to cover. Because it's happening every place. But will

it be substantive enough, and will the kinds of things we've been talking

about here really be seen as having a high priority in these academic

institutions?

Well, our task, both as educators and as church leaders, is to
transform this basic idea of love into a substantive response to the vast

multitudes of our society who are living in perpetual fear of change. That

describes most of us too, I'm afraid. This is the impatient middle class

of our society who are suspicious of higher education and fearful of the

awakened youth and the aspiring minority cultures. I'm afraid that their

spokesman today is Spiro Agnew; and even Eric Hoffer, in his statement
before Senator McClellan's Committee on Campus Disorders, I'm afraid,

speaks for too large a group of them when h% said, "All the colleges need

is tough administrators who will spit on tLel. hands and say, Whu du I kill

today?" This is the other side of the dilemma.
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But how do we make a substantive response to this basic idea of love,

to that aspect of our society? Well, the substantive response will have

to be found within the context of each situation. I have no easy answers.

Maybe I am romantic about the community colleges; but what opportunities
I see we have within these institutions! You have said more about this

than I can say in this paper. For example, the open-door policy--what
opportunities we have if we have courage and imagination enough to really
see the full implications of that concept and if we can keep it from

becoming a revolving door! What opportunities we have to make that a

substantive response! If we take seriously the community college's
freedom from the traditional limitations that are placed on the four-

year state and private institutions, what opportunities we have for

innovation in higher education!

I remember one conference--and it was a community college conference- -
where Nevitt Sanford said that he thought that the community college was
the only place now where we have some hope for innovation in higher

education. What opportunities we have! And, as the students have been

telling us here at this conference, if the community concept of the

community colleges really means anything at all, it challenges the college

to use its resources to meet the human needs that exist in the community.

What opportunities we have for a substantive response!

Well, the title assigned to me was, "The Emerging Role of the Church

in the Community College." What does all this have to say to the church's

role? For the most part I have to admit the church has ignored the community

college because it has not known what it is nor has it accepted it as a

serious phenomenon within higher education. But this situation is changing,

and it's changing rather fast. The sheer size of it forces people to notice.

But I hope it's changing for more reasons than that. The church is beginning

to recognize the community college as a vital part of the higher education

scene in America and is opened to explore what its relation should be to

the community college. The danger, as I see it, i5 that the church will

respond to the community college with patterns of ministry in higher edu-

cation which were worked out in an earlier period and for different types

of academic institutions. This is the normal way of thinking, but it won't

work.

In addition to the concerns the church has for higher education,

generally all of higher education, it seems to me there are two compelling

reasons for the interest in the community college.

First, if the church is to take seriously this basic idea of love, which

is very relevant to the church (sometimes it doesn't know it), then the

mission of the church is one of ministry to the world. The God-given

mission of the church is one of basic service to mankind. Pope Paul VI

reminded us of this in his opening address to the final session of the Vatican

Council when he said, "The church is in the world, in this world; it's

not an end in itself. She is at the service of all mankind. She must make

Christ present to all, to individuals, to persons as widely and as generously

as possible." This, he said, is her mission. And the only way the church

can fulfill this mission is by working with and supporting other community

institutions dedicated to human service. So I think if the church has any

I.
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integrity in its own mission, it has to take seriously the community college.

The second thing I would like to say is that I see the community college

and the local church basic community Instituilon,; and the potential

points of intersection of the community college and the local church in

meeting human needs is, I think, very significant.

Therefore, I see the goal of the emerging role of the church and the

community college as one that will seek to discover hays by which the church

and the community colleges, as basic community institutions, can work to-

gether to support each other in an effort to develop the highest human

potential within that community.

Now, lest this goal seem too ethereal or might get lost in some of the

ocean fog here, I'd like to very quickly suggest some ways that I see this

could be manifest.
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First, I think one of the basic roles I see the church playing in

relation to community college is what I call the role of the advocate-

critic. I think this is fundamental if the church is serious. In this

period when society is so drastically polarized, or becoming polarized,

the integrity of higher education itself is at stake. If the church is

seriously interested in higher education, its first concern must be that of

maintaining the integrity of the institutions of higher learning themselves.

This, of course, implies many things. One, it implies, on the part of the

church, trying to understand what the goals and the aims of the community

college are. I'm not sure the community college understands these itself,

but I think the church has to make some serious attempts in dialogue with

the community college to understand, Two, there's gut to be a willingness

to support and ilterpret, even when the squat ions get rough. Three, there's

got to be a willingness on the part of the church to criticize when it feels

that the aims of the college are confused or if they are less than their

highest potential. Those certainly could he things that the college might

say to the church too, This advocacy may be in local communities, it may

be in the state, or it may be national, but it must be one that helps us

support the college against social, political, and religious pressures. I

think that's very important.

Second, I thine, church leaders--both lay a,.cl cl:rgy, both in and out

of the community college can join together in forming dialogue groups.

NOW some of you who know m cell know that this is .,omething we have been

working on for a long time. Small groups of interested people representing

the church and the community college coming together to seek to understand

each other's goals and needs and who are to tzac a hold of whatever

the spin-off is fiom dil!-..i;ue groups tu earl.; out some .14.P4ns, I

don't need to go int, detail, because we had a ,sonferunce in March, 1966,

here at Asilumar for two dAes on this very subject, and some very fascinating

dialogue groups were started, and some of ii,CM are ..till in operation. I

wrote an artic:e for the Junior Colle ,,Juihal which outlines some of

those e..per:,::,cv,. _T1; 't:e! !Td? y r.all dialogue groups

can be very valuable it building a relationst;i:, ;_,etee:1 people who are really

concerned about the '.1asic human issues that confront the college and the

church, and I would recommend them to you.

.4" .4
0
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Third-and this, I suspect, applies to those of us who are hired by the

church to carry special responsibilities for higher education, but I hope
that we might get some clues from the people who are in the community colleges
and other schoolsin these times, we need to develop strong programs to
assist local congregations. These arc at least the constituencies we have,

from where I stand, to relate to. We need to have a strong program to
assist local congregations to understand the dynamics of what's happening
in higher education today, and I think it can't be just preaching or lecturing

to these people. We've got to develop ways so that they can encounter the
dynamics of higher education if we're going to speak to that large public
group that's fearful of change.

My fourth suggestion is that we develop occasions where we can explore
together in small regional groups the concerns that are common to church

leaders and to community college leaders. I question the value of more and
more large conferences, where we have an opportunity to talk at each other.

I think we need to create more opportunities for us getting together in
smaller regional groups where we can really share with one another our
common concerns and help each other grow. I'm thinking of some kinds of
consutations or seminars that have been held in southern California the
pi.st couple of years, groups where we can explore together some of the

new life styles that are emerging today, the various sub-cultures and

counter-cultures that are developing; not just to learn about them, but to

have dialogue with them; where we can have consultations or seminars on
exploring the implication of some new learning processes, and seeking to
understand specific needs in our own communities.

My fifth suggestion is where we have ecumenical or regional structures,
whether councils of churches or campus ministries, that we develop a way
to commi;sion some people in the community, be they clergy or be they

faculty, to be the contact person or the agent to represent the religious

community in this particular area. And I would propose that the church

use whatever limited resources it has to develop a program to support

these people rather than trying to hire more specialists on the campuses.

This cou:d cum. out in many ways. We could be bringing them together
for seminar:; periodically, making it possible for them to participate in
natlonal-regional consultations, anything that will give them a broader

perspective on their role in higher education and the role of the church

and the community college in the community. Such a program would be quite

similar, I would thin }., to the Danforth Associates Program, but it would

have much more close responsibility to the local coutiunity, which I think

is very essential.

The sixth suggestion I have is that the church really manifest its

interest by .-iupporting the ecumenical programs that already exist on campus

by encouraging tt.cir development and showing a willingness to resource [sic]

them; but not just the religious programsmaybe especially not just the

religious programsbut those student activities and other programs that

help 714t: c.ducatiori total process and not just

a classroom kinds of things, I think, are very vital on a

campus. And we oug! to be '.upportive of tnem :nstuad of trying to impose

some additio.lal on to them.
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My seventh suggestion has already been pointed out by our first

eaker at thi. conference. There's no limit to what can be taught in

the community college; and I would say that the church will manifest its

interest by encouraging the community college to teach courses in religion

and other courses that deal with meaning and value and be willing to

support its right to do so on the same basis that it teaches any other

subject. Once you start teaching them, one of the problems that will

arise in any community is static from some churches. And I think some

of the church leaders have a responsibility to uphold the college as it

seeks to live out with integrity its responsibility to deal with religion

as an academic pursuit and to deal with questions of value and meaning.

Suggestion number eight is that where the church does have staff in

the community college, be it campus minister or chaplain, full time or

part time, the basic task of this staff is to assist those in the academic

c.vmunity to do their on tasks. If you will, they are to be there to be

resource brokers to assist the church and college to better fulfill its

mission.

My ninth suggestion is th4t the church and the community college, along

with other groups, form creative collations [sic] to carry out special

community projects to meet special needs. We ought to be ready to join forces,

both as church and college, with other community groups who are concerned

about the quality of human life in our community and not bother about who gets

credit or what kind of labels they carry.

Lastly, I think the community college can be a great resource to the

church. Any church that functions as though the community college didn't

exIst is missing a great bet. I think the college can be a great resource

to the chur4; to help the church understand its own educational task much

better.

So it se:ils to me that without violating the integrity of either insti-

tution, the church or the community college can develop a strong working

rclationi. on the basis of a common concern, a mutual involvement in

some of the has questions that are confronting us as human beings.

b. "Ho. 'ao ! t ,' by carpus ministers of various faiths.

1. Mary Ali.... f.: ;er, Campus Minister, United Ministries in Higher

klucation, Los Angtles cit.: Co:lege,

It usu ;:y assumed that campus ministry means first of all a ministry

tc; -tudeht,. he arc all in the business of "good news," those of us who

v:protnt the :hu!k:hes or those of you who as laymen respond

to the tr.o Nows. And yet from students 1 hear a lot about

"had "0.." k::a :s bad news; that teacher is bad news; it's a bad

:n (JUf :tlebratior this morning we were ..xperiencing bread as a symbol,

!
re.0:1 that "to the hungry man, God is bread." What is God, or Good
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News, to the students experiencing bad news? Our job is to find some good

news for that.

Through the years that I've worked in this capacityand they're rather
long nowone can find many of th same kinds of bad news for students:
personal problems; problems of aUjusting almost into two cultures. This is

especially true for community college students who try to live at home and get

along in the same old community. The expectations of their parents often

come through as different from the expectations of the school. But in

recent years, Tiost of the bad news lims to do with their relationship to the

school, to the educational process itself.

'i have you seen a counselor?" "Yes, but he didn't help me. I

went in, but he didn't help me." "Why does my teacher say this about my

English paper?" They bring them in! Almost all of the bad news that comes

to me, a friendly soul who doesn't dispense grades, has to do with what's

happening to him in education itself. It's become very clear to me that
the good news that we, from the standpoint of the church's concern, can give

to students is to tell improve the whole educational ex erience. This means

getting involved 1i-11Nfaculty aFa-daTironaEargire t an it does putting
on programs for students.

This explains why the dialogue process that Bill alluded to has become

for me the sum, really, of what we are on the campus to help promote. I

mean something very specific when I say "dialogue." I am convinced that few

people really talk to each other, and if we can learn how to really talk

back and forth with each other, we are taking action of a sort. That action

may lead to some other action.

I'm willing to not know what's going to happen when we come together,

even in as large a group as this. We start with some basic things we want

to do, and then see what happens. Dialogue is not just a fancy new term

for discussion or workshop. (: also have some specific definitions in my
mind as to what "workshop" means, since my Master's thesis was "A Workshop

Method for Leadership Lducaton." It has a specific meaning.) "Dialogue"

does too, a meaning which Robert Theobald has helped to delineate. You
bring together people who have one kind of responsibility or another, you
identify areas of major agreement, areas of major disagreement, and work from

that point. I really recommend that you try to develop this kind of thinking

process. It does not depend on a professional staff. That's the beauty of

the kind of thing that churches and community colleges can do together,

whichever une develops the urge for it first.

Perhaps :iomeo:le at th college says, "I'd really like to talk more with

r.ome of the leadership people in the churches, whether they be lay or clergy,"

and sets up an opportunity. Likewise, clergymen coming to the campus can say,

-'4e'd 114 get :r.tcle your prohlems, really understand the community

college situation. What are the main concerns of your students who are also

our student' , our young adults, whether or not we see them in a congregation?"

.Qtt thing can happen and will really influence the decisions

of ,ndiidua: teacner., and administrators. A lot of by-products come from
1VcAUje we all have to get into the business of education

.day.

,e
11
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Did you hOt:ce in the workshop reports how many came out last night

saying, es.lentially, that the rutose of education is to free the individual?

Did you notice that': And the surprising lack of any statement saying what
education means in terms of responsibility for the common good? But let's
say that a.1 or us here really heliee with our whole hearts, lo I'm sure
the studeAs do, that the purp..sc of tAicatico is to free the individual
for his highest potential. You don't have agreement on that at any level
of education in our society. The parents of your students don't believe
that and don't live , that. That's no what they want you as educators to

do. Your boards of trustees, I think, do not L;lieve that, and certainly
the faculty do not. All you have to do is sit in the faculty dining room
for one day; you will not get the impression That the; think that's the
purpose of education:

Lchicatioaal philusophy i the hag of both the churchman and the school-
man, and we need tc get caught up together in the teaching-learning situation
process.

Education in the great selector in American life as to who will make
it and who won't. Some people are saying that education has become the now
secular religion. Salvation -ores through making it in the school system.
You can carry the aoalogy further and have a lot of fun with it. Who are
the high priests of the tenured rrofessions, for example? Students really
see their schooling this way. I recall a black student saying to me,
"Education has become our Messiah." But many high hopes are shattered by
the reality of the revolving door, which is another phase of the upon -door
opportunity that Bill affirmed

Here, it setms to nit, is the contribution that someone has to make for
those of us responsible for the whole ex erience--and I thank the students
here for the phrase "total education" an the meaning they were able to

help us get into that phracc--. Some people will have to bat this out, and
it's hard work. Dialogue i 4 hard work, where you don't worry about your

role, and it's .Aot jut words. A certain commitment emerges. This is one
of the ways in which we can translate the Good sews.

For a campc,s minister a lot of the proclaiming of the Good News has to

'ae in onverbal ways. One has to translate Good News for Bad News. Most
of all, we have to get involved with our own colleagues, who are the faculty,
nrimarily, and the decision-m4kers. That is the way we're really going to
serve the student% in the long run. I think we can come and speak about
issues, not being critical as outsiders, but critical allies. We are a
part--we care s. muc. our institution, too. We care what happen.

On teat I think can End mu.0 challenge the value systems of

the i;.stitut!or.;, ;" gle An example, our college decision-makers can ask
more securit. hot can't do anything about getting a social

worker :'ar comrun!ty :)eoplv its an inner-city situation where it's

ory, very . need such help. Some little basic needs, like having
1 t ' tvi;ted getttng re-

e:..ta:)11,hed, re4u:re SA .7a.cn red tal..e to :,olve, and the college can't do a

'n, litierenc, ; Show!, up here. A board of trustees
w;l: 1:4;..e.11 iy 4 It'l:eNt for mor... security police; but can you
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even make them see the need for having one social welter or one psychiatrist

availgle, or some way of just setting up an information center where

services already available can be made known and accessible to students?

107

When you think in such terms, you can find a lot of ways of translating

Good News. Through dia:ogue and through sharing a real concern for the

institution I've heard school people saying the theologically-concerned

things that the church may see as its particular responsibility. I've heard

a college president list as one of the goals of a college "to create a

climate of affection." Here we are indeed getting into values. I think

our Good News is that there can become a community at a college, that there

can be fellowship as a by-product of a common seriousness, and not just as

an end in itself.

Father Gary Timmons, Chaplain at Humboldt State College and

College of the Redwoods.

The campus minister certainly fulfills traditional roles--those of

religious services, counseling, liturgy. I think that's still a value,

especially in colleges where there is a resident student body whose homes

are far away.

I think the campus minister certainly is also a resource person; and

here, 1 feel, is one area where the college and the church need to get

together. I think the college needs to do it more than the church really,

if they are going to be what they really consider themselves to be, a

real educational institution. Because I have a hard time comprehending- -

and the longer Pm in the college work, I have a harder time comprehending- -

how an education institution can so often exclude from real academic investi-

gation a whole area of human experience and still consider itself really an

educational institution.

The separation of church and state is often interpreted in most campuses

to mean, "Don't dare preach anything religious, but go ahead and knock it

all you want," which isn't really honest. It shows a lack of integrity,

and it also ;Mows a lack of real dedication to what education is all about.

Exposing the student to the whole gamut of human experience, to learn just

for himself in a true give-and-take, take-it-for-what-it's-worth-in-comparison-

to-something-else situation. I think the college really needs this; and I

think the campus minister as a resource person is often neglected.

I get this feedback from students all the time: A professor will spend

his whole course seemingly venting his own religious hang-ups on the student,

who doesn't have the experience to react nor the sophistication to stand up

to the sarcasm of the professor, but at the same time the professor will

refuse, even upon request of the student, to invite into the classroom an

expert in this subject that he is taking apart, which oftentimes is religion

or the church In the Middle Ages, or whatever it happens to be. I think,

again, integrity and a true educational experience demand that resourcc

people not just in church and religious institutions - -be given opportunity

L.
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to provide the othtr side of the question where the professors themselves
are ho,4ti:e or fearful, iOiere -;emilars can be set up where men from

different disciplines take up the same topic, are able to present their
on view, and allow the stqdents to hear men defending themselves against

their peers, not a man !tinting behind a pulpit or lecturn, pronouncing
the dogmas of his Ohn particular hang-ups while not allowing the other
tiev, to be heard and the student not able to react. I really feel this

very strongly. I think very few educational facilities really offer
total education in this sense.

At Humboldt State were starting this quarter, a tremendous experi-
ment of organi:ing a seminar series in which ten professors, including
the campus minister, chosen from a wide variety of discipiines and
philosophical backgrounds, will take up the questions that the students
really want taken up: not how chromosomes react, not how trees grow, or
how fisii reproduce, but the questions of life and suffering and death and
love and personal relationships -- things that really aren't brought up in

the normal academic situation. The psychologist takes man basically as
a mind, the P.L. teacher takes him as a body; but the total man is seldom

brought up for academic investigation. In these seminars we hope to be

able to take topics, the first one being the Nature of Man. What is the

nature of man? And in these seminars the professors will be speaking
not as experts, but from the standpoint of "this is what I believe,"

"this is where I am"; and they will be challenged and will have inter-
action with their peers, the students listening to this interaction; and
then every third week there'll be no topic and students will have the
opportunity to make their own statements. I think this is more to what

ee're really aiming at if we're really interested in education rather
than the safe system of feed-them-what-I-believe, make-them-parrot-it-
eae.whether-tLey-helieve-it-or-not, whether-they'll-forget-it-in-two.
eeeke-or-not. is is pretty safe. So i think this is one area the

campus minister can CISIlly fulfill.

I think he can also serve the administration as an adviser. i

thini. he can svrvv validly on campus committeesstudent personnel, values
committee; and of course, if these things are set up, they should operate

and function and even teet oceaAionally. otherwise, they don't really

serve too much value.

I think the campu.4 minister has a unique position on the campus. He'
in the institution, and yet not part of it as such. He has access to all

tnree dit:nct levels of the school--the administration, the faculty, and
the students. He has no bones to pick as such. He has nothing to tear in

the sense of eerioyeent or grades. t think the campus minister can really

a conscience in the carp as and an interpreter of one level of the campus
aothr ;ird of the community in which the college exists, to the college,

and vice -versa.

1%1'. tnie IL our area in the moratorium. We have a very

area Ln (Irt;;, and the moratorium was a v-n.y strong

movement, even -n the conservative campuses. And to interpret what was

;..:4; on ;:; st,Jdvnt-' minds to the people in the town ..as a major role

t:;t s:Jr.;;;;. to prevent ugly things happening ',here ,lothing

.1'
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ugly was ne'ded; a matter of communication; being interpreter.

1 think, as I said at the beginning, the college needs very particularly
to get back to the idea again of total education in the sense of the total
man; taking up the total man, and not man in departments, not man by disciplines,
but a situation where the total man and the questions that a total man asks
are able to be taken up in true academic fashion, the real questions of life,
not tho artificial, safe ones.
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The students, I feel, have very definite religious needs and questions

today. I think they consider themselves not religious, because they reject
so much the traditional concept of religion, where in reality, a lot of the
things that they're asking and seeking and experiencing are truly religious.

And I think again that the college that attempts to ignore a whole area of
human experience and a whole area of the dynamism on which our culture is
built ignores a vital part of education.

I don't see how architecture, for example, can be studied without the
concept of religion and the role that it plays, or any form of the fine arts.
Any kind of concept of history, without a concept of religion, somehow seems
to be really sterile and only half real.

I think we have to accept one basic thing as reality--that the opposite
of love isn't hate, it's indifference. And I think that is what we find on

so many of the college campuses, not just in the role of the college to the

church, but oftentimes vice versa. But indifference is really the opposite

of love; hate isn't. And there is on a lot of college campuses, I feel,

sadly enough, a great deal of fear of and oftentimes hostility toward, not
only of the church and the role of the church, but of the faculty against
the administration, the students against the facultythese kinds of relation-
ships.

And one last shot which doesn't have anything to do with anything I have

said before. I got this from listening to the conference, especially yesterday.

I think we confuse the student revolts because I think there are two revolts

going on, and I think they are going to become more complicated as things
go en. We have, I think, the middle-class white students revolting against
the standards, the values, the structures which exist today. This would be

called the hippy element, I would guess, in one way. They want something

else. They've achie%ed the Great American Dream in one way or another, and

they find it lacking. On the other hand, we have the minority students who

are striving to accomplish what the middle-class students are rejecting.

I think there are two movements going on--the one trying to accomplish what

the other has already left. And 1 think the problem is going to be multiplied
as we go on in this. process, unless we somehow are able to take a short cut

to bring them together.

I offer this for whatever it's worth. [Applause.)
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3. The Reverend Barry F. Cavaghan, Campus Minister, Sacramento

State College and Sacramento Community Colleges.

I just want to heighten and flesh out a few things that have been said

so far.
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The first, I think, is that you who are teachers, administrators,

students, must see the church in two ways. First, you see it institutionally.

Second, however, you see it as a sort of invisible conglomeration of people

who are at various levels of self-consciousness or unselfconsciousness

but who somehow have some push, some tendency towards service in the world.

These people often find themselves no longer identifying themselves with

other admitted Christians on the basis of theology or their faith stance.
Rather they are seeking the allies and resources by which they can "pull

off" a more human world.

It's out of that context in which I speak, because the professional
campus minister is one man who by himself can often be a very creative and

free agent and yet, without that consciousness of all those invisible allies

around the campus, can do very little.

Now I would like to point out three examples of how a campus ministry

can work. One example demonstrates the kind of flexibility and dynamism

that's good news for you. At one of our community colleges in the Sacramento

area, a self-consciously Christian student group raised the question of how

it could serve the campus and saw that there was a great need for what at

that time we would call a coffee house experience. But the administration

didn't want to touch it. After going through all the routes we finally

found a local church willing to put the coffee housein their upstairs

"cry room"; so they ripped out the nursery for the babies, and they put in

the college students. That coffee house has taken over the church! The

coffee house with these dynamic college students and faculty and other

allies in the community see themselves as a community service center. And

this all started because a small group of self-conscious Christians on the
campus were trying to find some way of serving the campus.

The flexibility, the dynamism is what I'm trying to suggest. Though.

it's very true that the church as an institution has a fantastic number of
hang-ups and blocks, it is still, in some ways, one of the freest institutions
left in our society; and I hupe you will see it that way, rather than as a
collection of unimaginative fuddy-duddies, simply hung up in different places.

The campus ministry's style is to try to find the dynamic edge. That's

one reason it's often been identified as the friends of the left rather than

the right; because Ott: left is where often the direction of the future is.
But WC campus ministers, as clergymen, have often been tarred unfairly with
the brush of being solely supporters of the left. As we analyze the time we
spend with people, it's mostly with people who are in what we would call the

broad middle spectrum.

':his brings me to the next example that illustrates a style and mode
of ministry. In the older days that Bill Hallman talked about we could
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import the model of the pastor who tends his flock, often trying to

save them from the "godless college." Such an approach is impossible

today. In Sacramento there are well over 20,000 community college students

on three campuses, most of whom commute. What does it mean to be a pastor

to 20,000 students, to say nothing of the faculty? By sheer weight of

numbers we are driven inescapably and hopefully to structural approaches to

ministry. One example of a structural ministry is to help the college

visualize the way it can assist an allied institution like the church. Many

of the students who are on the campus have come from local churches, and

I do mean it exactly that way. The only reason some ate still going to church,

in the institutional sense, is because they don't want to hassle their parents.

If they have got the guts, "cutting out" on the church is the first place where

they typically say no to their parents. Nevertheless, I notice among the

campus radicals and many articultte people who are reacting against their

heritage, including the church - -I notice among them a deep well-spring of

idealism, which, when we trace it back, has often been communicated to them

at an early age through their parents and through the institution of the

church. Whether you like it or not, the Church is still the scene of the

crime for many of these people who have turned off the Church.

Now, from that perspective we realize that the quality of students

you're getting on campus can be enhanced if we can get to the local church

earlier than we do, instead of waiting until the horse has left to lock the

door.

In practical terms that means for us in Sacramento that we have developed

extensively ministers' continuing-education courses. One of the educational

problems of the church's ministry to college personnel is that ministers went

through their training about relating the Good News to the world from seminary

professors who got their education about the world often twenty years before

from professors in secular institutions who themselves were about twenty-five

years behind the times! I don't think I am being unnecessarily and unrealisti-

cally harsh, as we have checked it out; so we've got this fantastic cultural

lag to which ministers are subject. Consequently, what we've tried to do in

our ministers' continuing-education courses is to custom-design curriculums,

using junior college faculty, that will help these ministers to leap over

their anachronistic training and hear the kinds of thought forms and assump-

tions which are the common knowledge and experience with which the college

students are wrestling.

Unconsciously and consciously the clergy inject these new forms into their

sermons and teaching and so forth. That kind of updating is a very significant

form of indirect service to your college people through an institutional ally,

the church. All it takes is to discover one turned-on clergyman in the area

who can invite other clergymen to a program of corporate study that has been

custom-designed with some resource faculty person at your community college,

perhaps for six or eight sessions; a small, free university class, if you will,

done for clergymen. That can have enormous ripple-out effects, which is what

we have to look for when we no longer can be the direct hero, saving individual

college students and faculty. That is an example of the resource-broker

phrase that was used earlier.
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Now, one other way a new campus ministry form can work. We used to

hold "Svlday School" classes on campus on Tuesdays and Wednesdays and so

forth, where for an hour a week contract [sic] groups would meet for small

study sessions. We found this arrangement almost totally ineffective and

useless. As an alternative, in a rather vital attempt to help young

college students find adult ways to deal with their lives, we developed

the week-ender, which starts on a Friday night and ends on a Sunday

afternoon. During that time of intensive effort--some fourty-four hours,

very little sleep, study seminars, lectures, art forms, and many kinds

of methodologies used--we can often do more to help a student make his

life decisions than we could with a year of the Sunday School business on

campus!

Now, I bring that example up for two reasons. The first is to encour-

age faculty to see the possibilities of using intensive time blocks for

their own students rather than simply to have this one hour, you know,

Monday, Wednesday, Friday--I think that that style of education is just

getting more and more unproductive for many. We're finding intensive

longer time blocks very, very useful and would encourage you in this respect.

The second reason is to point out that college students are becoming
more and more culturally illiterate. At our last week-end Stance Times

course we found only five students who had ever heard of the Good Samaritan

story--five out of about twenty or so! Now I maintain, and I think many
here would agree, that a working knowledge of the Bible is an essential
part of the cultural heritage; and the churches obviously didn't do the job

with these students. It seems to me that this is simply part of the general
secular, educational treasury that we just have to expect from the community

colleges and the State colleges. So I'm just laying that one on you.

Now if you don't have the faculty who can pick up this task, there are
sometimes some very, very fine, well-educated clergy who themselves are
good in educational methodology; and if you can find them, use them. This

has been very helpful in the Sacramento area. If you can't, you're up a
creek, unless you can find your own instructors. But I'm laying that one
on you as a very, very serious responsibility of your community colleges.
We have talked about black studies and the need for us to rediscover our
heritage in specialized forms. I suggest now that a proper role of the
community colleges is to pick up the theological Judeo-Christian heritage,
because it's sure not happening in the churches that much.

We have structured this report so that we are primarily giving to you
our answers rather than being open and receiving. I think the medium, in
that sense, was a poor message to you and I apologize to you in behalf of
all of us, But I hope you will, in the moments that remain to us in this
coffee break, take us aside, and tell us where you think it is, because
it's truly in listening that we find each other. [Applause.]

C. "The Present and Future Role of Junior Colleges in the Realm of
Emergent Values--Identification, Transmission, Creation, by Dr. Timothy
Fetler, Philosophy instructor, Santa Barbara City College; Mr. Donald Buck,
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:si.,.toryi:;structor,Fuothillcol)nier, President
legBeESTurCO. PYI ALI1.1%nl LASI3hleEl

Lmeritus, Fullerton Junior College; and Dr. Gale W. Engle, philosophy
instructor, Foothill College.

Injle, Chairman: We propose to conduct this final session very

infermally. We have a brief presentation by one or two of the group, and

hope that you will respond and feel like interrupting as frequently as you

feel necessary.

My own comments will be very limited. The morality of reason is the

code with which I would like to operate in a search for values.

Last l'rida> night I was talking with a professor from a university in

Illinois. I said to him, "Dr. So and So, do you think it's possible to

teaci. '.aloes"" And he replied "Of course, One teaches values wi l ly -ni l ly."

He referred to many of the experiences in his lifetime, during which a

number of individuals had been affected or infected with values in such

ma:ncr that they made careers of their lives that were quite admirable. On

the other hand we might turn to Socrates in his dialogue "Meno," wherein

he and Meno discuss the possibility of virtue being knowledge. The

answer was never given, but it was certaiilly assumed. So the teachability

of value: is one in which you may or may not have any confidence, at least

.11 the programmed sense.

One of the things that struck me prior to our coming here tminy was

a view taken by Abraham Maslow, with whom many of you are familiar, whose

view is that the ultimate value--and he interchanges needs and values- -

the ultimate value is the fulfillment of the individual, the actualized

individual, the free individual, the person who chooses the better, the

healthy individual. I'm not bothering to take the time to analyze the

concepts related to those descriptiow. But let's suppose that that's where

4e start; not the unhealthy, the neurotic individual, although many of us

may fit ihto rhat class, but rather the healthy individual and the things

he desires. Ihe things that please him might rightfully be said to be on

the way toward the ultimate value of self - actualisation.

`Ohs, I
turn to Dr. Sheller who will talk to you about priorities.

"seller: I have been pleased with the earnestness of the people

attehding this conference and particularly with the earnestness of the

younger people, a phenomenon that's not peculiar to this conference but

that I fihd on college campuses elsewhere, too. I think this is a very

i.ealthy I like their imFacitnee with )T.0 or the values that we

ha...Ls held, particularly the mater'aIistic values, the obsession with

th:Lgs and status that has charaeteri:ed our society. I am pleased with

ard I want to devote a little time to talking about the theme of

,;onferenec, whicil is "Priorities for the 'O's."

dot :' t not. t ;Iflyoody at t h eotA:c renee has re:11:y triva to

:or! for ti:L ;', - -one, two, three, four, tivt'; and i

d HtA that :ts:cet,:t or could real I tiler.. Butt I t!..in6 to do .. :ittle thinking on that point. (he fir:;t

r:orit, :ife. I: tr.at, t"!tere's nothing and 1

mir,o;Sel, : .1! rtt i 1( '..; Pi; ;.;.'
!t

- 0/-1 t t t
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it's being recognized even in political circles as a priority of the 70's.

I am pleased to see on college campuses student movements, student groups,

that are organizing to make the public aware of some of the problems of

human survival, of the problems of air, soil, water, natural resources.

This is a priority.

Population control is another, is one ^f the conditions of human

survival and so another priority for the 70's.

A third priority, also related to survival, is international under-

standing, cooperation, and justice. If we don't learn to get along in the

decreasing size of this world, we are simply going to obliterate ourselves.

There are many ways of exterminating ourselves. I guess somebody said you

can either do it by fire or ice. I think that we've got to develop during

the 70's support for international order; for the United Nations; for the

forces that are demanding political, economic, and social reform; and

for the common people of the underdeveloped countries of the Western

Hemisphere and Africa. We find, of course, the exploitation of these

people in other countries by selfish interests in their own land as well

as by people outside; and we've found ourselves often supporting the forces

of the status quo. And this is another thing that I think we've got to be

working on in the 70's. It is a priority if we are not going to have the

lid blow off everything.

We've talked a good deal in this conference about the elimination of

racial discrimination, racial inequalities; and I think that certainly is

a priority for the 70's. We are working on it, thank goodness, and, I

think, making progress.

A tremendous priority is that of adjusting our economic system to the

social needs of uur times and to the technological revolution that has

occurred. We've got to find ways of distributing wealth and of adjusting .

our system to the new technological realities. What are we going to do

about technological unemployment and the lack of human dignity that goes

along with not being needed in society, not having any purpose in society?

Another priority very clo,ely related to this is the extension of the

sense of dignity and selfrespect and pei:,oaal worth to 'VI. strata of society,

politically, economically, and socially.

I might digre.; just a moment here. I know this is a small thing, but

I have heard a number of condescending comments here and elsewhere about

competitive athletic- tneso days. They are in disrepute. I think we need

to recognize that ieerc is a place where many people find an opportunity to

achieve personal dignity and worth and success. Competitive athletics have

a tremendous value an important segment of our population, and we ought

to look back to tho ,:ffect that sports have had on, say, the English

nation from a thou-wd years back. But this is a small thing here that I

just mention in ,ith human U..0 ty and self-respect and personal

worth.

We've got to ha:- d rt. eAamination of our moral and spiritual values

or standards durtr.g ht Fills is not something that occurs once, but
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t .:ontinuously for every person in every generation.' It should,

at leat. I don't think can just look at this thing once and settle

It for yourself. Much less can a generation do it. We have all got to

be, wurk;ng or this all the time.

Eh= there is the philosophical and religious priority of reestablish-

ing a sense of intrinsic persomal worth, perhaps on a cosmic level. Is man

alone in this universe, and is there a meaning to existence? I don't know

that you're going to be able to find an easy answer to that geustion; but

we've got to ask it of ourselves, and we've got to find out whether life

can he meaningful and joyful and worthwhile. In one of his novels Hardy

writes about the early times of Greece when everybody could be joyful._

this may have been an illusion of Nis, and it's an illusion, perhaps, of

modern man that there was a time when everybody was joyful and carefree.

I doubt that there ever was such a time. But anyhow the Vale of Tempe is

what he refers to there, and he says that now we are coming into a time

when the typical picture of man is one of seriousness, of soberness, of

more than thoughtfulness, perhaps, of despair: a time when people don't

il()%w how to smile or be joyful any more. I think of a little thing that

occurred in our home h recently. We were having some joke about some-

thing at the table, when a telephone call came, and somebody handed me

the telephone. I was laughing at the time so that I couldn't talk, really,

and this went over the telephone. I think I must have laughed almost

uncontrollably for five or ten seconds, and when I was finally able to talk,

the man at the other end of the line said, "It's wonderful to hear somebody

laugh." And I think here in the "O's, in a time when there's so much

seriousness, when we are sitting under the sword of Damocles, when there

is so much pessimism and cynicism, we need to discover how life can be

meaningful and joys.":.. and zestful.

Related to all is the priority of renovating of our educational

system for the There's a word that people arc resisting, and that's

the word relevant; but I think it's a good word, and I subscribe to it,

even if it'.; overworked. In my view education has got to be made relevant

or, at least, its releance tc, the everyday needs of students loss to he

constantly shown to students. We hear all the time from students, This

doe,:n't apply to ra.. What's this to me? What arc 'Tales and Anaxagoras

and Heraclitus to me? Well, the philosophy teacher better he able to tell,

and the teacher had better he able to :,ay what is the significance. lie

needs to do this again and again. I used to think when I was teaching

Iiterature that it was an insult to the student's intelligence to saY,

`.ow this Is what 1 think the author meant. This is what I think is the

tner..e of this novel or this play or whatever it was. Of course I felt

t', students should attempt to discov,)r this for themselves; but 1 found

that students are less sophisticated about finding these things out than we

sometimes think. We need to he explicit without being dogmatic. And I

t:. ink we need to show the relevance of our courses. We cannot that

reIevance is apparent and that the students will just grasp it

lti

renovation of our educational system has to do with, :14. to affect

so that it comes to bear upor these other things that I've been

I don't mean to say that there is no such re:ovanc, at the

i
J
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should be made of the importance of muscular or physical contact sports,
which are commonly called competitive sports. Can a case be made for this,
actually, in the contemporary college? I know a lot of students who take

an extremely dim view of muscular sports; I don't agree with them at all,

but I must say I have a difficult time persuading them otherwise. How are

you going to do it?

Ur. Sheller: Fine, let them take that point of view; but let them not
insist that TUfgrs take the same point of view. If you think for a moment
about the leisure that is coming upon us right now, I think you will be glad
for the tremendous public interest that there is in professional sports.
Personally I don't really get too excited about professional sports, but
I am glad that people have something to be interested in at the moment if
they ate not able to be iilLerested ac a higher level. Melly, professional
sports are a great boon to this country.

Mr. Ingle: Is there anyone in the audience who would like to comment
either on this or on any other point that Doctor Sheller has made?

Person in audience: I was going to say you have to differentiate, too,

between spectator and participant; and I think you were making a point of

participation.

Dr. Sheller: I'm for both.11.1.11

Mr. Lull: Any other comments on this? Doctor Freedman, please.

Dr. Freedman: I'd like to make this point about team sports and the
competitiVireFTWY most situations on college campuses. A team is likely
to be the one place where a person has the opportunity to be part of some

unit larger than himself. I think frequently team sports have a great value.

Dr. Engle: I find that the students I know who have hang-ups about
sports are definitely at odds with that very point. They don't '.::ant the

phyical contact, whether out of some sort of homosexual revulsion, or some
sort of notion that physical activity lacks dignity. You know, it's messy,

all that sort of thing.

Person in audience: r think competitive sports in college are fine.
I think they give people who want to make a name for themselves or who want
to be together with some other people interested in doing the same thing an
opportunity to do this. This can be occasionally. On the other side of the

picture too often the schools pay so much attention to the athletic program
that attention is drawn away from the necessary parts of the academic program.

I know for a fact that in several colleges it is easy, even after registration
deadline is closed, for an athlete to get in and get all the classes he wants,

when an honor student can't get in. I don't think that's right.

Ur. Sheller: I agree with you fully.

Perhon in audience: I have a question for anybody here. I have heard

every speaker say that you need to recognize the students; I have heard

that students are very capable of adding to the college and the community;
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and yet when I talk to students, my fellow students, I find that every step
that they have tried to take has been resisted to the very last line up.

Now why?

Mr. En le: I don't have the answer to that one. Do you want to speak

to that?

Person in audience: Yeah, I'll speak to him. I'll put my neck on the

line irirrieWrif-critisism. Probably one of the greatest obstacles

that you are confronting is the faculty itself. Last year I sat on our

executive council, and I was chairman of the high-sounding committee which

had to do with the improvement of instruction in our college. Lo and behold,

my experience after one year was that some of the most conservative, fearing

element in the whole college turned out to be the faculty, who came up with

all sorts of amazing rational explanations of how things should be tabled

and could actually not be done. And I think the same thing is going on

again this year; and it's creating increasing frustration among the students,

the small number of them that really want to bring about some changes. This

is something I don't know huw to confront, and yet I do know that on every

campus there is certainly, if not a majority, certainly a sizable number of

faculty, who would like to work with students to initiate those changes.

Exactly how that kind of combination can be put together is what I think wo

are confronted with, at least one denomination of it.

Person in audience: Don't you know that anyone who has to do with

academics sense of overhauling or revamping or whatever, is in for

trouble? In Sacramento recently a recommendation was made to drop all D and

F grades. If a person simply didn't make it, didn't pass the course, then

he took the course again, but he didn't get negative grade points in that

scn:e of D's and F's. The point was made by the Dean of Admission to the
college that twenty years after, a D or F grade on an academic record still,

haunts you. And in public prison, you know, you can get a parole after X

number of years, but in academics, you never got paroled from that. I am

wondering what kind of response there is to that kind of thing in education

today.

Mr. Engle: I'd say the leading college of the country, Foothill
[Englrcs from Foothill!], is already doing a lot of this.

Dr. Sheller: Other colleges are moving in this direction, too. The

pass-1711,-Wair the credit-no-credit method of marking is getting wide

acceptance now.

Dr. Arian: I would like to say I have just made a survey on that for

our own college this winter quarter. The answer is over half of the junior

colleges of California. This credit-no-credit or this A B C-only technique

is pretty widespread.

Person in audience: This is just to re-emphasize what a student back

there said. I W7FFIFink students are against the contact sport per se.

They're against the overemphasis. You've got to get into this sport. You've

got to go, go, go. Parents are now doing it down in little league. "Come on

Johnny, get out there and hit a home run for us, because we are counting on you."

I.

'
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This is what we are against. And, second, the students' idea, which is

normally the athletie students, that it's fairies, they're faggots, they're

homes that don't want this contact sportwho's out there battling with

the police? These faggots, these fairies, these homes Llaughtcrj, and there

is more contact there than on the football field.

119

Person in audience: In response to the question, why is everybody so
willing to stanrEi7F7nd say we must listen to the students and it's

the students who have been getting things done, I know that the faculty

around school even have that problem, from what I gathered. Take audio-

tutorial programs and all kinds of other things; before they can approve

it, they have to know if it's going to be profitable. Is it going to

educate the most students for the least amount of money? Which is,

unfortunately, a necessary thing to consider when you are being backed by

the community almost entirely.

Person in audience: Yes, I think throughout the weekend here I have

seen a gap. 'The staRis are what you might call the people that are
expected to identify with the system--the instructors, the administrators.

For a minute I'd like you to put yourself in the shoes of the student, and

you can see the turmoil. The student goes to college, and his eyes are

opened. He sees himself being drafted and sent overseas fighting a war he

doesn't know anything about, which this system has involved itself in. He

finds himself out there in the field, he's the one that is going hungry, he

is the one that's getting hurt, he is the one that's getting killed. He

goes home, he looks out; he sees the racial problem. He identifies with

the system. The system is in control. He goes out and he sees people in

his own community going hungry and even starving in some areas, and yet

they are spending sixty percent of the budget going to the moon or for

defense, They identify with these things they're learning and they're

discontent. They're violently discontent; and then it comes to something

like this, which is a value conference concerning junior college. Junior

college is for students. The students are concerned; but we come here, we

hear some very formal, very good speeches, we hear a lot of talk but no

action. What can be expected? Well, let's get down to the nitty-gritty.

If students is where it's at, where have we talked about the students. what

their needs and desires are? If we look on campus, what are the students

doing? They see the seething mess the world is in, and so they do one of

two things; they either react, or they hide themselves in their boo:e, their

sex, their drugs, and we hear about it; but yet we close our eyes to it,

instead of being willing to help. Why is it? We talk about spiritual!

I'll just list a few things that we talked about: there is a need for

international cooperation, there's a need for social reform; there's

exploitation, and there's the racial problem. But if we get down to the

natty-gritty, it's the kids who are going to the weekend parties, or going

to pot, or taking their LSD; who are taking drugs; who are having their

sex orgies--and it's there, whether you want to see it or not. ;re we

dealing with these? These are the problems. This is reality. That's

where it's al.

Mr. 1411:te: These are sylptoms. Wouldn't you say they are really

vx symptoms of problems?
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Same 09.25v Well, I think.they need to be taken up.

Mr. !pills: No, I won't deny that at all, most people here are
cognitant-6Cihat particular problem; and had we time to explore that, some

of the sorts of things that Don Buck and I have talked about in particular,

they are directly on that very question, and we couldn't possibly exhaust it.

I'm afraid there isn't time to pursue that too far, and I quite agree with

you. I am sure most people do. That we can't do much about these great

huge tasks. What we have to do, if we do anything, is to start somewhere

in the smallest sort of way wherever we are. It's this monolithic look at

life that always frustrates us, and we don't see the one thing or the little

thing that we could, in fact, do. And that may mean only talking with one

other person, .or sharing with one other person, or having something to say

about curriculum, or something to do about changes in the »ay a class is

conducted. We can't change everything all in a day and to take the approach

of "that's the system and let's destroy it" won't get us anywhere except into

Fascism.
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Person in audience: But I see this conference as a system too,

because come up here. You have brought students up here and you

have brought teachers up here. The students yesterday brought up, I think,

valid things to he worked on. I'm going to leave the conference saying

nothing has been accomplished. I'm going to leave this conference saying

this is why we want to burn this down. I am going to leave this conference

saying that I think the teachers are possibly afraid of the students. They

have some kind of fear, some kind of- they don't want the students to jump

up and say things because they are going to hold them off.

Mr. Enzle have you had that feeling here, really? I haven't.

Same arson: les, because just like yesterday. O.K., we had something

we could work on possibly for the first time for many people in this room;

yet what did we do? he went back to the system, back to the structure

that this conference to have a speaker and people sitting out listening

to that speaker; ques,ions and answers; dinner; and then go to bed.

Another LEIson, & collem trustee: I think there's a lot more that's

nappeTOMn shows, because some of U9 as trustees have changed our minds

about certain things these last three da):.. Some of the college presidents

here have changed their minds. They haven't written a paper, they haven't

gotten up and made a 7Teech; but their attitudes have been changed. The

same thing has happenod to students, instructors. These things are something

you can't measure -mayk... in two days, two years, twenty years, who knows?

But things have happened.

Mr. 12314.1: What has just said a moment ago by the gentleman who

is going home without any sense of accomplishment, prompts me to turn to

our other member of the panel, Timothy Fetler, who would like to speak to

that question. What has been accomplished by this conference Dr. Fetler?

Dr. Timothy i;etler: Well, I have a strong sense of futility at this

point, of am ivalence, too, that deals directly with what you said there

because I have attended these conferences for twelve years now, and as a
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rn:10-,orLer I ask myself, hhat are tic really doing? This, in the main:

to clarify the CSSvniX of what is involved, not to just suppose things.

I would say that ti.ere is some secondary benefit from what comes out of

:Lis, but it's entirely pe.:sihle that one of the key purposes that could

c aecompli,hed is completely missed, maybe, due to the fact that the

value issues are very complicated. And, secondly, it may be that 6e don't

really asi. the very fundamental questions that are relevant to the complete

lo start out with, I, for example, know tent in ten minutes or

so, I cannot add much to solving the problems of the world, or humanity.

I would limit my questions first to one value. that is the value of a

values conference? And in doing that, I have experienced certain things

in my own personal being which I have tried to pinpoint. I don't think I

can see anything meaningful or practical without careful analysis. This

dues take some time, It does get involved. You see, at my own college I

have a strong feeling that the men of action don't take these conferences

too seriously. They are good, harmless, activities. You go back, you sec,

as you are saying, like that. On the other hand, I do feel that there is

a hay in which specialized value fields have grown, and there are certain

methods which can be used as starting points in structuring these activities,

what we are doing here, which can be productive. I had mode an analysis of

thi; and summarized it and all this, but at this late point in the conference,

I think we just have to fade out somewhat without going into all of this.

Ihis would start a complete: new approach.

Person in audience' We did not fade out today; we faded out last night.

Dr. Uetler: Maybe two days or three days ago.

Same rson in audience: lou stay up later than that, looking at T.V.

at now--

Fetier: All right.

Same arson in audience: - - -and there is no party around here; there's
-Wow. . vaa Aar.. 411.. vm,

fiat that much tu do.

Dr. Fetler: Let me just say one more thing, i think there's a general

principlein any activit: there occurs kind of a natural, easy polarization.

on the one hand the general approach is to start listing, pooling what wc feel

alut values. So either we have one group which gives us the big ideals of

mankind, that :s th dignity of man, freedom, all this, and they are just

elaborating the obvious and they don't produce much change excepi affirming

ideals. (lien you have the other polarity ..hick concentrates on practical,

immediate, concrete situations as ycti students do, and so on; and this is fine

:f :t's workable, but it still doesn't meet, I think the thrust of what the

valuethese kinds of values conferences primarily have been aiming for, that

:s raising the more fundamental question of what is happening to man in

general, ro our education in general, dehumanization, the meaning of our cultup,

and all of this. Now, to do that, thoroughly, requires a much deeper involve-

ment with the underlying assumptions, the underlying prLciples, though I say

that what you're doing probably is more practical; your general approach.

Verson in audience: Doesn't dealing with man and dehumanization and all
WOO. gm...,

AS '
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this, doesn't that deal with what he does mainly?
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Dr. Fetler: Yes, but you deal there with both, not only the immediate

concrete, -'ti' e instituting this thing or that, but examining the underlying

assumptions---

Same Epion interrupting: dealing with the abstract.

Dr. Fetler: For example, Dr. Viktor Frankl in the movie Value Dimensions.

in Teialii77iich was a very bad film artistic-wiseyou know, you cannot

tear t very well--but he points out that there's a lot to this; that possibly

lack of dignity of humanity may be somehow interrelated with basic philo-

sophical and scientific assumptions, and that mechanical determinism and so

on arc maybe involved in the world viewpoints which are producing a different

kind of a mental attitude to human dignity and totalitarianism and these

things. If the young people who are active will react to it, the dimension

of understanding the underlying principles, then they will have a more

complete scheme that will have long range effect. Immediately, however,

you're concerned with correcting what immediately is wrong, that's fine,

but it has to have an additional depth to it,

Same person in audience: In school we talk about history 150 years ago

and leave out w ai-happain-Yosterday. Yesterday is just as much a part

of history as 150 years ago.

Dr. Fetler: Right, completely.

Same pein in audience: O.K., so we're going to leave out what's

going on to ay, NEUETulTiation of man, while we look back to the deep- -

Dr. Fetler: Yes, yes, yes---What I, however, think is that the most
practical-TRTKi would in the long run seem to be a very philosophical
enterprise, but actually it has very practical meaning; and before we start

deciding which are the values priorities, what are the important values,

to find out what aesthetics has done, the philosophy of art, then find some

standards for criticism, standards for evaluation. It's easy to agree on

some prinicples which safeguard our evaluation in terms of what is relevant,

what is really pertinent, what is more meaningful. These can be developed,

standards of evaluation; before we really engage and say, I think this is

the most important value, you think this is the most important value.

This in itself doesn't clarify very much, but if we have some standards of

procedure, methodological standards, these may lead to a more lasting

contribution in the long run.

Another person in audience: Let me break in here for just a second,

trying to pull sometraili-UiiiTer. The student back here made some state-

ments which I share. After our committees reported, just before dinner last

night, I nevqr heard so many high-sung phrases, all very beautiful, all

very abstract; and I must admit I got a little bit sick. Not at the phrases

themselves, because I think there is something behind them; but I began to

realize that everyone was just sort of going through an educational catechism,

and that's basically what it was. I think what is troubling you, and it's

troubling me, is how do you translate all those so-called values into action.

ope le I
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Thus far we've made a pretty poor attempt at translating them into action,

and I think there's where your frustration is. Tim is also trying to get

at something that I think is a little more difficult to grasp, certainly

for me, and that is, that we have all of these values listed, but in fact,

what are they based on, what standards are we using to sort out these

values so we can give them some sort of priority, so we can begin to

understand what their meaning is, so that we can get down to the business

of doing it? And I think it is this that a conference obviously can't

deal with. I suppose were not here to do anything. When we get back to

our various campuses we're supposed to do something, I hope. We have a

trustee, college presidents, who apparently intend to do something. I am

very skeptical, however.

Another person in audience: I don't know whether I can say this very

well, Tiara my eeTrninlinhoughts at this point are very personal; but

I am reminded of Marshall McLuhan and his feeling about the messages- -

and I share it with Ken back there, the feeling upon arrival that what was

going to happen was going to be pretty feudalistic. And I'm not so sure

that what I thought was going to happen has actually happened. But what

I'm trying to get at is this; the experiences I have enjoyed here which

will change my behavior when I return have nothing to do really with the

conclusions reached, necessarily, by the various workshops or the very

erudite comments of our speakers, but the process which I went through at

this conference. I remember the highlight as being a point at which Ken

said in our workshop, "I understand you when you say it's difficult for en

older adult to relate to young people, because you tell me that you under-

stand how difficult it is for me to relate to older people." I remember

the smiles of Cheryl back there, who commented very deeply about the

same things in which I believe. What I'm getting at there is the human

experiences which I've shared with some of the students--unfortunately,

not enough--reiterate to me that the conference should have been set up

with that idea in mind, that whoever set it up--and this is not really

a criticism, because I understand the difficulties of an organization as

large as C.J.C.A. and the history which has dictated that this is the

way it should be- -but when I return, I am going to be, I think, much more

aggressive in my activities, based on the fact that I realize now that

humans can work together, no matter what age they may be. That's the

only thing I can contribute.
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Another person: I just wanted to say to all faculty and administra-

tors that got something out of this because, especially in our

panel group, we got down to specifics. I have something I can take back

to Cabrillo College, And I am going to try to get something going there.

And it has really given me something specific to do.

Another person in audience: As a student from Cabrillo College

attending this conferenTe7IWink, generally speaking, the conference was

a failure in this respect. I think it was poorly organized; I think the

students were not informed in advance; I think we got away from the topic

of this conference: Values, Students. I think we were confronted with

long drawn-out speeches that were totally unnecessary. The only time in

this conference that I felt something was accomplished was during the

small group sessions. We had an excellent group session, and I think in
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that gron -e:-;i0e e done. DA! :sett he confronted
tt, i-ng, dri,r 0,f- :,Lces ti: ?.,rd the teachers,

adminiNtrat, , aed they bored t4c;:., they certainly bored
the studeet (Laught-r

We tall. ab:/ut concorns and values of the students; what's the unrest
on campuses today? What is it students are rebelling against? And I want
you all to ask yourselves, how--to what extent, did you touch it in this
conference? h what extent did you discuss drugs on campuses, and why
students are turning to drugs on campuses? And I don't want to get into
a black or brown hag when I say this. That's the way this conference
started out. I felt this right from the beginning. True, I think there
is a need to advance the blacks in this country; and I think it's being
done. I think a black in this country has a better opportunity than a
white to get a position today. Businesses are opening up this field.
Now I am speaking from my own point of view. I don't represent my college;
I am a representative of a college, that's all. And I know what's
happening in my college, and I know students are turning away. They're
turning away from the educational system, they're dropping out. Why ar'
they dropping out? Was this discussed in this conference? No I don't
think it was.

Students want integrity in teaching. They're not getting it, because
teachers are insecure in their positions, many of them. The teachers know
more than they're teaching students. Dr. Sheller mentioned about teaching
the students to become politically aware. When, in any generation, have
you seen students that weren't more politically aware than now" The Vietnam
demonstrations against the war, it started all with the students. snow the
facts; know our involvement in Vietnam. I came back from Vietnam a year
ago, and I know things that the news media never mentions. Why doesn't
it mention them? The American public are totally ignorant of what is going
on in Asia, the types of bombs tf .t we use; we're a free democratic state,
we use clean bombs. Well you should see the types of bombs that we use.
I wa. on an ammunitior ship. \OW there are so many thin g4 that needed to
he discus,ed, so many things th,t the students are conemfed with that
weren't touched in this conference. In this respect, I think the conference
was a failure. I'm sorry. (One or two people applauded.)

Another person in audience: I'd just like to make it short. When you
term something a success or a failure, first you have to realize - -what did
you expect? I mean, what did you expect to happen; how much would you
accept before you would tern it a :; a success?

You can't weigh impressions or what affects a peron's mind in pounds
or dollars and cents. But tnere is a fear among students, and that fear
is this: we an talk, we can get out, and we can express ourselves. We

can say there is a need to do something, and then you can respond and say
we. agree; but you see, here's the point: agreeing isn't enough. Anybody
can agree. It's taking an effort to do something about it that's important,
because if you don't make that effort, then it remains the same. And it's
the change--theres:. a need for change, and action can only bring about
change, not just agreeing. And I think that is the whole point. And 1

think that is where the fear lies within the students. [Light applause.]
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Person in audience: Ike first question, you know, the guy said, why
Atd they so room for --vain ideas to come in? They

1 it up t;ghtl y hecAu;(..-!hi is my impres ionthey felt the students
that were coming would rother sit and listen to speakers, and then go to
dinner; that the adr,..:n;..t;.atil- that were coming would rather sit and
listen. They didn't think that they were bringing people here that wanted
to do something. ".
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Person in audience: Wel:, this conference hasn't been held since
1958, 1 a lot of ideas that were used in 1958 probably carried
over to the 19-n conference. [Laughter and light applause.j I think

based on th! experience we :me had at this conference, the next confer-
ence may bt a better one. I heard to e,,:eellent suggestions last night
that I'd Ilkc to make to te eonferenee committee, as a very temporary
student who won't even he hare next semester, First of all, this isn't
done often enough, the values conference where we get down and talk about
values, This conference strayed f'-lm the values issue many times because
administrators and faculty and students don't sit down often enough and
let their hair down; and I'd like to see an annual conference set up to

discuss problems, current problems, that many campuses share. I'd like

to see a conference that is concerned solely with specifics, and then every
five years, perhaps, we could have a values conference, something that is
concerned with the reasons hehind why we're doing the things we are doing,
rather than having one conference after eleven years and trying to get
everything done in thre. days. Everybody came here with, I think, a little
different idea of what the conference was supposed to be all about, and
people were bound to be disappointed. I think we have accomplished some
things, I don't think anybcty is going to go away completely happy: but

I would like to see it continued because I think that if we go with the
right ends in mind, we can ixt something done at the next one and at the
next one. [Light applause.]

Mr. hngle, Chairman:. I hazard the guess that the committee that did
the planning is listening to all these comments. I hope and believe
that's the case. 1 mu :t f.urn the ricrophone over to'Dr. McCoy, who will
give his post-mrtem. But before I do so, I suggest the obvious: that we
wi 11, if ht; really want to do the kind of thing you're talking about, go
hack to the campus and for .;o(2',, sake get to work there and do the sort
of thing ti.at you wanted tu se: happen here. And that will he two jobs:
the thcort2tical job that Ilm i.etler was talking about- -and that will have
to be continuous and not ever Cive years; and, secondly, the practical
doh of ::orting out prioriti2-; for action instead of just acting on
impulse at all tines, )r. McCoy.

Dr. Mci:oy: Iha!,. /0.a. P-;ome laughter and applause.] We're caught
in the Cutcnherg galaxy. We hmc to talk fifty minutes to .;ay anything,
Now time mtv;t makt poet- of u' ail. What are the impre.:sions of the
conference that yoNivt. ru.:CiLd: I remembe r the 60's opening with an
inauguration, at: old ;qt.:. UN:NI::: to read in the sun, and hope. Where did

we go In the otP.': We went doLn hill. Where are we going in the 70's,
the :Jame pltcc? 4 art here N .;eventy-five of us left of a conference
of .:0O. What do you remember of tae conference? We are faced with a
mountainous problem. What I want to ask from each of you, as many as wish,

A ,,r.
AI.)
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is a brief image of what you got out of the conference, a moment you
remember or what yc:u see as being ahead of us. It has got to be brief.
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ikr...;; in auki.kn.:: I got two things. One I got something 1 can
take back and work with. I got names that I am going to try and unify
at the colleges. Second, I agree; there was too much frustration of
students sitting hack listening to some of these speeches and writing
notes, raising their hand for fifteen minutes and not getting a question
answered, and this is what we're here for.

Person in audience: I've had the opportunity of being in student
activities for five years, and this is the first time that I've seen
administrators, students, faculty members, and board of trustees and
others interested sit down with some informal discussion for some period
of time; and I think this is a real stepping stone. And I have been to
lots of conferences.

Person in audience: If this program had been sent out early to
students and the students didn't like it, they could have said, We don't
want this. Now I think students should recognize this and demand a place
in planning the next one. They're to blame for it if they don't say
to [Jr. Briggs and the rest of the committee, This isn't what we want.
[This seems to be the sense of the indistinct and fragmented recording of
the person's statement.]

Person in audience: 1 gained a great deal from listening to the
speakers, and 1WIFFFErated the opportunity to hear them; and I intend to
go back to my campus, Pasadena, and try to do something as a result.

Person in audience: I got to know why Ken, Mack Biggers, and a bunch
of oti177Fople arc unhappy--and this wasn't in the conference; this was
outside the conference. But that is the thing I am going to take home.

Person in audience: Students, I would say, find out that action is
much harder than words, and yet you have to have thought to lead to action;
and I think this conference will help that. Also, some of you would make
excellent teachers. Get into the education game, and you'll find you can
do some things, and you'll find there are some things you can't do. The

only way you really find out is to get in the education field. I think

you can make that mark up there anywhere.

Dr. McCoy: O.K. ftc priorities, the guidelines of the students.

Person in audience: If we really take them seriously, we've got basis
for action. The idea that the community college as an institution has a
responsibility for its community--that's almost a new idea.

Dr. McCoy: Total education, meaningfulness, relevance, commitment,
and action.

Person in audience: I would like to say, to the students especially,
if you are interested in action, don't come here where you have students,
faculty, and administration. Break off, haVe students and formulate

4
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"Students' Day." Come thorr and rap with the faculty, administration;
:.ee what' them. You know what you all think. Don't
omf .1,!d :;i'! get things done. [Some applause.]

'erson in aud.ience: I have been in education a long time, and I know
ill l the ropes. I have been through education in junior high, high

school, administration, and retirement, and now back on the Board of
Trustees. I think one thing you must remember, and that is no one, adult
or any kind is anything but interested in you young people. We'd do any-
thing to have you people make good. We make mistakes, but they will not
be mistakes because of intention. It'll be because we haven't probably
grasped everything. But also young people have a lot of enthusiasm.
Wonderful! If they can receive some good guidance from us, they'll be a
great generation. If they're not led down a blind alley. Now let's
watch one more thing. I think this is a great thing because you're talking
things over. in many societies this is not allowed. You can't discuss
nor criticize. The faults that we have are in our hands. If we work

together, we can correct them, because they are in our hands. Most of
these things you speak of are ideals and will not be handled by specifics
when they come up. The'gencral things can't be handled specifically. We

also have these regional groups where discussions occur in these regional
groups. You might get directly with those areas. Well, I think we've

done a good job.

Ur. McCoy: Yes, but the trouble is rhetoric is not always therapeutic
on behalf of action. Sometimes it's an excuse to get rid of, to evade action.

Person in audience: As I reflect about what we have b.ei saying this

morning, I remember something somebody said on another Sunday morning after
a kind of inspiring week-end: "This is a road that none of us can walk
down alone." This business about going back to our campuses, and so on --
it's just not possible to do any of these things alone. So we need to be
aware of each other and of other allies so that we can support each other
in these efforts that we are motivated about; which means that we really
have community-building jobs to do. And I hear a lot of the values that
we're hoping for and the things we see equal need to be built into
intentional communities; and I see that as a big job.

Person in audience: I see this whole the g coming out as--this group
emerging in a positive direction. her all th. factions, whether it be
administration or students or faculty or board of trustees, can work as
one in the 70's, and I h:,ve that this conference will give that direction.
[Light applause.]

Ur. McCoy: Lynn Sheller reminded us of Robert Frost. I remember the

poem "Fire and Ice":

Some say the world will end in fire,
Some say in ice.
I.rom what I've tasted of desire
I hold with those who favor fire.
But If it had to perish twice,
I think I )..^w epgugh of hate

FuN
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To say that for destruction ice
Is also great
And would suffice.

What we need is less free hate and more free love for the 70's.
[Applause.)

Dr. Engle: I would follow up with another quote from Robert Frost,
a favaie of mine:

The woods are lovely, dark and deep.
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.

Ken: Thank you.

Dr. Briggs, Conference Chairman: Thank you all for coming and
contributing as iiiTiVe7-a-51-6--ald make it click from now on.
The conference is adjourned.
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